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State Studies Ways
To Aid Med School
TRENTON - Gov. Richard
J. Hughes has instructed the
attorney general's office to
determine if any constitution-
al problems would be involved
in giving state assistance to
the Seton Hall University Med-
ical School.
The Governor said he is in-
vestigating the question be-
cause the medical school,
opened in 1955, has been run-
ning at a deficit. He said he
was appraised of the deficit at
a meeting he and State Edu-
cation Commissioner Freder-
ick M. Raubingcr held with
school officials, including Dr.
James E. McCormack, dean of
the school.
SETON HALL officials have
declined to comment on the
meeting. The Governor said he
will schedule another meeting
with school officials next
month.
Currently under study, he
said, is the advisability of a
program of student subsida-
tion. The state is also investi-
gating the * possibility of tak-
ing over the school, located in
the Jersey City Medical Cen-
ter on a lease arrangement
with the city.
The medical school has 430
students. Several years ago
voters turned down a referen-
dum to establish a medical
school at Rutgers, the state
university. The existence of
the Seton Hall school was con-
sidered a factor in the voting.
It has been estimated that
the school’s annual deficit is
$1 million.
Protestant Clergy
Dined by Priests
NEWPORT, R.I. (RNS)
Catholic priests took their
Protestant-' counterparts to
dinner here —a social event
without precedent in Rhode
Island.
Thirty-three priests and 94
Protestant clergymen attend-
ed the dinner in the Catholic
Information Center. The Prot-
estant guests were from
Baptist, Congregational, Epis-
copal, Methodist, African
Methodist Episcopal, Presby-
terian, Lutheran and Unitar-
ian churches.
Described by both hosts and
guests as a “purely social
gathering,” the dinner was
unanimously hailed as a
success by the participants.
INVITATIONS to the dinner
were handled in much the
same way as the Vatican
handled invitations to non-
Catholic groups to send dele-
gate-observer* to the-Second'
Vatican Council.
At the request of Catholic
priests sponsoring the event,
the Newport Ministers Asso-
ciation sounded out non-Catho-
lic clergy as to their attitude
toward such a gathering and
how many would attend. On
receipt of the list from the as-
sociation each Catholic priest
was assigned a non-Catholic to
invite to the dinner.
PLAN CONVENTION -William F. Johnson (right) of
Wayne, president of the National Council of Catholic
Men, discusses the theme and agenda of the forthcoming
national convention of the NCCM with Daniel L. Mc-
Cormick of Newark, the convention general chairman.
The two men met ot the monthly meeting of the New
Jersey convention committee in Atlantic City where the
convention will be held April 24-28.
Results Assessed
Council’s OpeningSession
Termed Good Beginning
By JAMES C. O’NEILL
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
What did the first session of
the Second Vatican Council ac-
complish? What will happen
in the nine-month interim un-
til the second session opens in
September? And what can be
expected of- the second ses-
sion?
The complete answer to the
first question can really only
be given after the entire coun-
cil ia finished. But keeping in
mind the old axiom “well be-
gun is half done," a partial
evaluation of the significant
work of the first session can
be made.
MORE THAN 2,000 council
Fathers took part in the 36
general congregations, or work
meetings. Six projects were
introduced—on the liturgy, the
sources of Revelation, the
unity of the Church, commu-
nications media, the nature of
the Church and the Virgin
Mary—with mixed results.
By far the most successful
project was the one on the
liturgy. It was reviewed in
full and its preface and first
chapter were amended and
approved by an overwhelming
vote. It clears the way. pro-
viding it receives the approval
of the Pope, for a genuine li-
turgical revival and renewal.
THE PROJECT on the
sources of Revelation ran into
heavy opposition. So fierce
were the objections that the
Fathers were asked to vote on
it* outright rejection but its
opponents could not muster the
two-thirds majority required.
At this point, Pope John in-
tervened and ordered the proj-
ect sent to a special mixed
commission representing both
side* tor redrafting.
The title has already been
changed from “The Sources of
Revelation" to “Revelation."
This ir important since one of
the major objections to the
project was that the very title
posed a theological problem
which is by no means agreed
on by theologians themselves.
THE NEXT project consid-
ered was communications me-
dia. Bishop Albert R. Zuro-
wcsle of Belleville, 111., a mem-
ber of the commission which
drafted the project said the
Fathers approved the project,
recommending only that its
provisions be kept on the gen-
eral level of norms and that
specific details for carrying
out these norms be incorpo-
rated into a separate instruc-
tion to be distributed later.
Among the project's sugges-
tions was that the Pope ex-
pand the functions of the al-
ready existing Pontifical Com-
mission for Radio, Motion Pic-
tures and Television to include
the press.
If approved by the Pope,
said Bishop Zuroweste, this
could mean “there would be
set up an International center
for consultation on all prob-
lems dealing with communica-
tions media. This center could
make available information
and technological advice for
the best means to be used in
various countries and under
various conditions. Moreover,
it could be an international
center for coordinating efforts
in the entire field and for plac-
ing at the disposal of the Bish-
ops much technical and profes-
sional consultation."
Bishop Zuroweste also noted
that the proposed office would
be "consultative" in nature
and “not a news dispensing
agency or a censorship organ-
isation."
TIIE FOURTH project— the
unity of the Church—dealt
with the problems and possible
remedies of the separation of
the Eastern churches from the
Holy See It did not touch on
relations between the Church
and Protestants.
The project won general ap-
proval but was sent back to
be united with a special docu-
ment prepared by the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity and another document
drawn up by the Theology
Commission.
THE LAST TWO projects—-
the nature of the Church and
the Virgin Mary—were treated
as one. The latter, however,
though introduced in so far as
it was distributed to the Fa-
thers, never did reach th»
floor. Debate on the nature of
the Church began Dec. 1 and
ended Dec. 7 without reaching
a vote.
This project is considered
among the most important to
be presented to the council.
Its original form encountered
much opposition and, though it
never reached a vote, it has
been sent back to the Theology
Commission fur reworking.
WHAT WILL happen in the
nine-month interim between
tiie first and second sessions?
This Is answered in general
by the norm* laid down by the
council's presidency and by
the Pope himself in his clos-
ing speech: “The council real
ly remains open during the
next nine months of suspe:
•ion of the ecumenical ses-
sions properly so called."
Chief organization during the
interim period will be the new-
ly instituted coordinating com-
mission.
The commission, headed by
Amleto Cardinal Cicognani,
and composed of six Cardinals,
including Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York, and a
number of Bishops, will work
with the 10 regular council
commissions and unity secre-
tariat.
AS ENVISIONED by the
norms of the council for the
interim session, alt the proj-
ects prepared by the various
preparatory commissions sre
to be reviewed and re-evalu-
ated.
"The projects must be pre-
pared in such a way that the
more general principles are
treated, leaving aside particu-
lar problems; in fact, it should
always be borne in mind that
the ecumenical council con-
cerns the universal Church
and that its dispositions sre
permanently valid. It is there-
fore fitting tn avoid too many
words and repetitions," the
norms say.
It is hoped the second ses-
sion will not be faced with
deadlocked debates as those
which surrounded the projects
on the sources of Revelation
and the nature of the Church,
in which great numbers of the
Fathers found themselves
completely out of sympathy
with the projects as present-
ed.
THE NORMS specify that
as each of the projects is pre-
pared under the supervision
of the coordinating commis-
sion and approved by the
Pope, they are to be sent to
the Bishops. They will be re-
quired to examine them and
return them within a given
time with comments.
When the Bishops return the
projects and their comments,
the norms require the various
commissions to "see to the
amendments of the projects,
taking into account the sugges-
tions and closely assessing the
reasons for and against, so
that the projects may, at the
end of an adequate rc-clabora-
lion, be submitted to the gen-
eral congregation."
With all this work, in addi-
tion to the almost two years of
preparatory work, the Pope
has expressed the hope thst
the Second Vatican Council
will be able to close for good
by December, 1963.
WIIAT CAN BE expected of
the second session which opens
next September?
As the Pope himself-has in-
HOME FROM ROME -Archbishop Boland (third from right) meets his two new auxili-
aries for the first time since their elevation to the episcopacy as Bishop-elect John J.
Dougherty, at his right, and Bishop-elect Joseph A. Costello, at his left, greet him
aboard the Leonardo Da Vinci on his return from the Vatican Council. Others from left
are Msgr. James A. Hughes, vicar general;Auxiliary Bishop Martin W. Stanton, and Msgr.
George W. Shea, rector of Immaculate Conception Seminary, who attended the council
with the Archbishop.
Nativity Reenacted in Bethlehem
BETHIEHEM, Jordan (NC) - Men
of good will from all parts of the earth
came to this city of David to Join in
the solemn and colorful rites reenacting
the old yet ever-new story of the birth
of the Prince of Peace.
THEY WATCHED in reverent silence
as the figure of the Infant Christ was
carried to the spot which bears the in-
acription: “Hie de Virgine Maria Jesus
Christus natus eat." (This is the place
where Jesus Christ was born of the
Virgin Mary.)
The scene is a crypt under the
Church of the Holy NaUvity —much
of it the original church built by Con-
stantino in 330 A. D., and thus one of
the oldest churches In Christendom.
A FEATURE of this year's celebra-
tion was that the boys and girls from
Bethlehem an almost exclusively
Christian town in this Moslem nation
portrayed the Christmas story In pag-
eant form, dressed in the traditional
shepherds' garb. They went through
the streets of Bethlehem singing Christ-
mas hymns and carols.
From around the world, men of all
races converged here to swell to thou-
sands the participants in the three-cen-
turies-old ceremonies which celebrate
the Nativity. Close to 3,000 pilgrims and
tourists had applied for Jordanian visas
so they could visit the holy places this
Christmas.
As in past years, well over 1,000
Christian pilgrims were able to cross
the bristling Israeli-Jordanian border
on Christmas Eve at Jerusalem's barb-
ed-wire cordoned Mandelbaum Gate.
LEADING THE pilgrim* to Bethle-
hem was Latin Kite Patriarch Alberto
Gori, 0.F.M., of Jerusalem, who left his
residence in the Jordanian sector of
Jerusalem to make his yearly visit to
the city of 10,000 in the Judean hills
just five miles to the south.
Traveling with a police escort, the
Patriarch was met by dignitaries from
Bethlehem and nearby Beit-Jala at
Rachel's Tomb, located Just north of
this town. He then proceeded to the
Basilic* of the Nativity, where he was
received by the superior of the Francis-
can monastery in Bethlehem.
A COLORFUL procession of hun-
dreds of Latin and Eastern Rite priests
formed. Chanting, they moved solemn-
ly to the parish Church of St. Catherine
which is adjacent to the basilica proper.
There, at close to 11 p in., they led in
the chanting of Matins and Lauds of
Christmas.
Patriarch Gori sang the traditional
Solemn Pontifical Mass at midnight in
the Church of St. Catherine. The packed
congregation included high Jordanian
civil and military officials, members of
the United Nations delegation stationed
in Jordan, and members of the consular
corps of Jerusalem including the
1 rench Consul, whose government only
recently renewed diplomatic relations
with Jordan.
In the crowd were many Christian
Arabs, dressed In flowing robe* and
veils reminiscent of the garb of parti-
cipants in traditional Nativity scenes.
FOLLOWING MASS, Patriarch Gori
led a procession from the church to the
basilica, where the Grotto of the Nati-
vity is located.
Reverently he carried a life-sire
figure of the Infant Jesus, dressed in
silk swaddling clothes.
Once within the grotto (he Patriarch
set the figure down upon the (told Star
of the Nativity, set in the grotto floor.
Around the star are inscribed the words
which designate this one of the focal
points of Christianity the very spot
where Christ was born.
On Christmas Day, Masses were
offered in the Grotto of the Nativity
from early morning until late tn tha
afternoon.
Pilgrims knelt in prayer through-
out the day, there at one of the holiest
spots in Christendom.
Pope Renews Plea
For World Peace
VATICAN CITY - Problems
of space, hopes for peace, and
the welfare of the children of
the world were the central
themes of a series of Christ-
mas messages by Pope John.
The Pontiff asked for coop-
eration among nations explor-
ing space at a ’ reception for
Vatican diplomats, noted In
his annual Christmas talk that
his October plea for peace
had not been “wasted on the
air,” and told a general au-
dience he had recited a rosary
for the day’s newborn
children.
DIPLOMATS FROM 50 na-
tions heard the 81-year-old
Pope pray that 1963 may "wit-
ness many more of these
peaceful conquests of the gen-
ius of man In the apace
field." Of those who work for
such goals, the Pontiff said:
"History will write their
names in letters of gold."
"May God deign to inspire
the organizers of these great
spatial enterprises with tho
idea of associating in their
projects and discoveries brsve
and able men of every race
and nation."
POPE JOHN'S annual
Christmas broadcast was the
30th in a series begun by Pope
Pius XI on Christmas Eve,
1932. The Holy Father re-
newed his appeal for peace
and asserted that the Second
Vatican Council has resulted
in the "spontaneous revela-
tion, almost unexpected by
most people," of a sense of
Christian unity and brother-
hood.
He likened the council's first
session to a “bright beacon”
inviting all Christians "from
the farthest comers of the
world to heed the call of the
Son ~ot God made Man, the
Child of Bethlehem."
HE QUOTED from his im-
passioned plea for peace of
Oct. 25 during the Cuban
criais. At that time the Pope
said: "We beg all govern-
ments not to be deaf to this
cry of mankind. Let them do
all in their power to preaerve
peace."
In hia new message he aaid:
“The recollection of thia ap-
peal is all the more joyful for
us ... because of the clear
aigns of deep understanding
which show that the words
were not wasted on the sir,
but touched minds and hcarta
and are serving to open up
new prospects of brotherly
trust and to hold out bright
hopes of true social and inter-
national peace.”
SPEAKING OF the council,
he said: "Truly the grace of
the Lord has been poured out
on His Church beyond all ex-
pectation."
"There have been few times
in the course of the Christian
era 20 centuriei in duration
when so ardent a longing
has been felt in human hearts
for the unity desired by the
Lord.
. .
"That they may be one. This
is the design of Divine Provi-
dence thst we must put into
effect, venerable brothers, and
it rests a serious obligation
upon each one’* conscience.
"On the day of judgment,
particulir and general, each
one will be asked, not whether
he achieved unity, but
whether he prayed and worked
and suffered for it; whether
he enforced a wise and pru-
dent discipline, patient and
far-seeing, and whether he
was responsive to the impulses
of charity. . ."
POPE JOHN THEN said: "It
1* our wish that thia Christ-
mas of 1962 should be one of
deeper, truer joy and peace
of soul for all men and espec-
ially for families, which are
the foundation of mankind."
Of Christmas he said: “Cer-
tainly no solemnity of the
Church is better suited to
characterize the council than
the birth of Christ which was
announced in Heavenly glory
and In the joy of brotherhood
of all men both those who
have been created and those
still destined to become in-
habitants of the earth
. . .
He stated: “Let peace, then,
be our objective at all times.
Let us aim at creating peace
around us so that it may
spread throughout the entire
world. Let us shield it from
all that could harm it and take
care not to endanger it by any-
thing that could disrupt or
compromise it. .
AT HIS LAST general audi-
ence before Christmas, Pope
John XXIII told 1,500 persons
that he recited a full Rosary
that day for the day's new-
born children.
Pope John, who appeared
well though slightly thinner in
the face, walked without as-
sistance Ur a throne act up in
tha Clementine Hall and ad-
dressed an overflow crowd in
a strong voice. He did not
refer to his illness.
The Pope spoke of Christ-
mas and said that he had al-
ready recited three complete
rosaries that day. The third,
he said, had been devoted to
the day's newborn children be-
cause the Vicar of Christ is
the universal father of the
whole human family since
Christ redeemed all men.
See Text, Page 3
My Mother,
The Doctor
Pope John's recent sick-
ness recalled his first bout
with illness. It happened in
1922, when be * suffered
throat trouble after coming
to Rome to work in the Sa-
cred Congregation for the
Propagation ot the Faith.
The trouble persisted and
young Father Roncalii lost
his voice. The doctors or-
dered e change of air and
sent him out to the Italian
Riviera, but to no avaiL
However, be decided to pay
a visit to his home and see
his mother.
She immediately spotted
the trouble: “You're not
wearing a sweater."
He started wearing a
sweater, and the trouble
cleared up.
General Assembly Vetoes
Birth Control Program
UNITED NATIONS. N. Y.
(RNS) A plan to provide
U.N. technical assistance funds
for family planning amt birth
control clinics in countries
wishing them was defeated
here in the General Assembly.
By a vote of 54 to 24, with
32 abstentions, a provision of a
resolution affecting the UN
Population Commission was re-
jected. A two-thirds majority
of the Assembly was necessary
for passage. -
EARLIER, THE controver-
sial provision to recruit the
Commission to establish birth
control projects was passed
in the UN Second Committee
by a vote of 49-14, with 42 ab-
stentions.
The U.S., In both votes, ab-
stained on the controversial
section, although It endorsed
In debate the principle of UN
technical assistance to "all as-
pects of population problems.”
U.S. Representative Philip
M. Klutznick said that although
the US. favors all types of
aid in population control, other
areas of the UN program, such
as demographic studies, were
equally important.
The resolution, as passed by
the General Assembly, gives
continued support to the Popu-
lation Commission's existing
program which provides for
collection and publication of
demographic information and
the holding of conferences on
population problems.
SPEAKING AGAINST the
so-called "birth control" sec-
tion of the resolution, Dr. Vic-
tor Andres Relaunde of Peru
asserted that overpopulation
was far more than just an eco-
nomic question. It is a moral
and religious one as well, he
said.
He pointed out that passage
of the section would force UN
member countries. Including
those which object to birth con-
trol on moral and religions
grounds, to support a morally
offensit • program.
Catholic countries found an
unnatural ally in their opposi-
tion to the measure the So-
viet Union and other commu-
niat bloc countries. The Red
nations objected to the proposal
on Marxist ideological grounds.
As Russian delegate George
P. Arkadlev put it: "The pro-
blem of the underdeveloped
lands is not one of more popu-
lation growth, but develop-
ment of resources and expan-
sion of industry,"
On the Inside
...
A REVIEW OF this year’s top local, na-
tional and international stories will
be found on Page 9
THE SIGNIFICANCE of a Jewish
group's rejection of a resolution
opposing federal aid to private
schools is discussed in an edi-
torial on Page 8
MOVEMENTS TOWARD unity with
other Christians don't mean our
basic moral positions will change,
says Father Greeley in his col-
umn on Page 7
SEEING THE SITE-At the Paramus location of the new co-institutional archdiocesan
high school due to open in 1964 are from left, Rev. James A. Stone, executive secre-
tary of the Archdiocesan Development Fund; Msgr. James A. Hughes, vicar general,
Mayor Fred Galda of Paramus, Msgr. John E. Mchenry, pastor of Our Lady of the
Visitation parish, Paramus, and M. George Vuinovich, archifect.
(Continued on Pago 2)
THERE'S STILL TIME!
• This will be your LAST iuuo
if you woro missed during tho school crusado and do
not live in a complete coverage parish
• To have the convenience of home delivery
• To start the year with a gift subscription for a
friend or relative.
USE COUPON ON PAGE 2
elicited, projects will bo han-
dled with greater surety and
■peed. Already the Fathers
have been told that the ap-
proximately 70 topics original-
ly icheduled for discussion will
be compressed to 20. Duplica-
tion and repetition will be
weeded out. And the hope is to
present the Fathers with proj-
ects that they themselves have
had ample opportunity to help
form and draft.
Among the first Items on the
September agenda will be the
presentation of the amend-
ments on the remaining seven
chapters of the liturgical proj-
ect. Also up for early action
will be the final drafts of the
projects on communications
media and the unity of the
Church.
THE PROJECTS on Revela-
tion and the nature of the
Church as revised will 'also be
made up for re-introduction.
Other major projects that will
be considered will be the role
of Bishops in the Church, not
only in their capacity as Or-
dinaries of dioceses, but also
in their "collegiate’’ relation
as fellow Bishops of the uni-
versal Church united with the
Bishop of Rome.
It will be in this project that
the competence and authority
of national or regional confer-
ences of Bishops will be ex-
amined.
The rule of the laity in the
Church will also come before
the Fathers.
During the first session It
was touched on in several of
the projects presented.
But the treatment of the
problem was only piecemeal
and it is expected that the lay
apostolate will be considered
in its entirety In the coming
session.
There are many other sub-
jects that most likely will come
before the Fathers, including
consideration of world prob-
lems such as povertyand over-
population. For as the Pope
said on Dec. 6, when the coun-
cil is over "it will then be a
question of extending to all de-
partments of the life of the
Church, social questions in-
cluded, whatever the council
assembly may decide .. .**
What the council will do, and
what it did in the first ses-
sion, 's to prepare for the fu-
ture the coming of what Pope
John has often called a "New
Pentecost."
Citizenship Bid
By Jewish Monk
- JERUSALEM (RNS) A
Jewish-bom Carmelite monk
whose petition to claim Jewish
nationalityunder Israel’s Law
of Return was rejected by the
Israeli Supreme Court has ap-
plied as a non-Jew for the
status of permanent resident.
Brother Daniel, 0. Carm.,
born of Jewish parents in Po-
land, applied for an Israeli
identity card at Haifa as a
first step toward possible ap-
plication for citizenship by
naturalization.
Automatic Israeli citizen-
ship is granted Jews under the
1950 Law of Return. The high
court, in a 4-1 decision, ruled
that the law does not apply
to Jews who abandon Ju-
daism for another religion.
A government official in-
dicated that Brother Daniel’s
application for resident status
would be granted.
CHRISTMAS PARTY-Billy Schmming, 7, and Donna Wood, 8, receive gifts during inter-
view with Santa (John Julian) who has Msgr. John H. Byrne to assist him during party
Dec. 22 for St. Peter's Orphanage children at the South Orange Elks Club.
Name Group to Revamp
Project on Revelation
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Members of the special com-
mission set up to recast the
Revelation project for the ecu-
menical council have been an-
nounced here.
The presidency of the com-
mission is shared by Augus-
tin Cardinal Bea, S.J., and Al-
fredo Cardinal Ottaviani.
CARDINAL Ottaviani is
president, of the council’s The-
ology Commission, which pre-
sented the controversial pro-
ject. Cardinal Bea ia presi-
dent of the Secretariat for Pro-
moting Christian Unity, spear-
head of opposition to the proj-
ect on the ground thet it is too
rigid and unnecessarily offan-
alve to non-Cathollcs.
When diacussion of the prob-
lem threatened to become long
and difficult, Pope John inter-
vened to stop debate on It, an-
nouncing that a special com-
mission would be organized to
put the project into more ac-
ceptable form.
The mixed commission’*
secretaries are the secretaries
of the Theology Commission
and the unity secretariat. They
are, respectively, Rev. Sebas-
tian Tromp, S.J., and Msgr.
Jan G.M. Willebrands.
Michael Cardinal Browne,
0.P., a member ot the Theol-
ogy Commission, and Achilla
Cardinal Lienart, Bishop of
Lille, France, and one of the
10 members of the council
presidency—both of whom had
already been named to the
mixed commission—have been
appointed as its vice presi-
dents.
Other Cardinals previously
named to the mixed commis-
sion are Joseph Cardinal
Frlnga of Cologne. Germany;
Franziskus Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna; Joseph Cardinal Le-
febvre of Bourges. France;
Paul Cardinal Lcger of Mon-
treal; Albert Cardinal Meyer
of Chicago; Fernando Cardinal
Quiroga y Palacios of Santi-
ago de Compostclla, Spain;
Ernesto Cardinal Ruffinl of
Palermo, Italy, and Rufino
Cardinal Santos of Manila, the
Philippines.
NEW MEMBERS from the
Theology Commission include
three Amoricens: Archbishop
John F. Dcardcn of Detroit,
Bishop John J. Wright of Pitts-
burgh and Auxiliary Bishop
James H. Griffiths of New
York.
Other new members from
the same commlseion are
Archbishop Ermenegildo Flortt
of Florence, Italy; Archbishop
Gabriel Garrona of Toulouse,
France; Archbishop Pietro Pa-
rent#, Assessor of the Sacred
Congregation of the Holy Of-
fice; Archbishop Giovanni
Peruzzo, Bishop of Agrlgento,
Italy; Archbishop Maurice
Roy of Quebec, Canada; Arch-
bishop Alfredo Scherer of Por-
to Alegre, Brazil; Archbishop
Franjo Seper of Zagreb, Yugo-.
si*via; Bishop Francisco Bar-
nado y Viejo, 0.P., of Sala-
manca, Spain.
Also, Bishop Charue of Na-
mur, Belgium; Maronite Rite
Bishop Michael Doumllh of
Ssrba, Lebanon; Bishop Fran-
jo Franic of Split and Makar-
ska, Yugoslavia; Bishop
Georges Pelletier of Three
Rivera, Que.; Bishop Joseph
Schroeffer of Elchstaett,
Germany; Bishop Frances-
co Spanedda of Bosa, Italy;
Bishop Jan van Dodewaard of
Haarlem, tho Netherlands;
Auxiliary Bishop Mark Mc-
Grath of Panama City, Pana-
ma; Abbot Bcnno Gut, 0.5.8.,
Abbot Primate of the Benedic-
tine Confederation; and Father
Aniceto Fernandez, 0.P., Mas-
ter General of the Dominican
Order.
NEW MEMBERS from the
unity secretariat are Archbish-
op John Heenan of Liverpool,
England; Archbiahop Lorenz
Jaeger of Paderbom, Ger-
many; Archbishop Joseph
Martin of Rouen. France;
Bishop Francois Charriere of
Lausanne, Geneva and In
bourg, Switzerland; Bishop
Emile De Smedt of Bruges,
Belgium; Biahop William Hart
of Dunkeld, Scotland; Bishop
Pieter Niermsn of Groningen,
the Netherlands; Bishop Ger-
ard van Velaen, 0.P., of
Kroonatad, Republic of South
Africa; Coadjutor Bishop
Thomas Holland of Ports-
mouth, England; and Msgr.
Hermann Volk, professor of
dogmatic theology at the Uni-
versity of Muenstcr, Germany.
Also appointed to the mixed
commission were two experts
on Eastern Rites; Bishop An-
drew Katkoff, Ordaining Bish-
op of the Byzantine Rite for
Rome, and Rev. Tcodoro Min-
ted, Superior General of the
Italian Congregation of Basil-
ian Monks.
EXPERTS FROM both the
Theology Commission and the
secretariat have been named
to serve on the mixed com-
mission. Those from the lor-
mer arc Msgr. Joseph C. Fen-
ton, professor of theology at
the Catholic University of
America, Washington; Msgr.
Ugo Laltanzi, theology profes-
sor at the Pontifical Lateran
University in Rome; and Revs.
Caroio Belie. 0.F.M.; Giorgio
Castellino, 5.D.8.; Lorenzo di
Fonzo, 0.F.M., Conv.; Alex-
ander Kerrigan, O.FM.; and
Damian Van den Eynde,
O.F.M. All the religioui priests
are faculty members at Rome
univenltlea.
Expert* from the unity sec-
retariat are Msgrs. Michele
Maccarrone, professor of
Church history at the Lateran
University; Eduard Stake-
meier, director of the Johann
Adam Moehler Institute of
Paderbom, Germany; Ivan
Vodopivec, professor at the
Pontifical Urbsn University;
and Revs Gregory Baum.
OS.A.; Johann Feiner; Jer-
ome Hamer. O P ; and Gus-
tave Thils. The priests are all
professors or former profes-
sors at Catholic institutions.
Extra Land
Not Slated
For Priory
NEWARK - Plans an-
nounced by ihe Newark Hous-
ing Authority this week to
double the site of the St. Bene-
dict’s urban renewal project
will not directly affect the ex-
pansion of St. Mary’s Priory
and St. Benedict's Prep.
Originally slated for seven
acres, bounded by William,
PJane and High Sts. and Bran-
ford PI., the project will now
cover 14 acres and be expand-
ed to Washington St. on the
east and Court St. on the
south. The expansion makes
this project contiguous with
other areas designated for ur-
ban renewal.
Benedictine officiate have
announced a three-stage de-
velopment program, lasting to
1975, which will expand Ihe
capacity of the school and also
provide new facilities for the
priory. Six acres of the proj-
ect including the two now
covered by the priory and
school buildings are
designated for this purpose
Approval of the enlargement
plans must be given by the
City Council. Ihe extra land
will be devoted to general im-
provement of the area sur-
rounding the priory
New Address
NEW YORK - The military
ordinariate he* announced a
new address (or Kev. Charles
K. Powers, an Army chaplain
from the Newark Archdiocese
It U: Chaplain. 4th Armd. Div.
Arly., API) 751. New York.
N. Y.
Vernacular
Use Planned
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
Archbiahop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia told a preia con-
ference here thpt hie archdio-
cese will take full advantage
of new norm* on the vernacu-
lar In the liturgy.
Uae of the native language
in at least portions of the
Masa is virtually certain, said
the Archbiahop who was one of
the five undaraecretariea of
the council.
"Such sectloni as the
Gloria, Epistle, Goepel and
Creed," he said, "will almoet
certainly be Included,"
He laid exact changas
agreed upon at the Second
Vatican Council cannot be re-
vealed yet, but he added;
"Latin as a unifying principle
will be retained, at least in
the principal parta of the
Man, but tha principle of
unity does not mean complete
uniformity."
50 Missions
To Holy See
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - A
new listing of the Vatican's
diplomatic corps shows a rec-
ord number of SO millions to
the Holy See.
The new list includes 37
embassies, 11 legations and 2
charges d'affaires accredited
with the Vatican,
During 1962, 12 new ambas-
sadors and two mlniiters pre-
sented their credentiali to
Pope John. The ambassadors
were from Cuba, the Philip-
pine!, Japan, llonduraa, Ecua-
dor, Ireland, the Dominican
Republic, Iran, Argentina,
Nicaragua, Spain, and Peru.
The ministers were from Fin-
land and India.
People in the News
Giuseppe Cardinal Pizzardo,
Prefect of the Sacred Congre-
gation of Seminaries and Uni-
versities, marked his 25th year
as a Cardinal Dec. 13.
Magr. Andrew P. Landl, di-
rector in Italy for Catholic Re-
lief Scrvlcei-NCWC, and Msgr.
Joseph Howard, director of
the Chicago Archdiocese's Col-
lege of St. Mary of the Lake
in Rome, have been named
experts of the Second Vatican
Council.
Joseph Cardinal Frlngs of
Cologne, 75, one of the 10 pre-
siding Cardinals of the Second
Vatican Council, was reported
making "good progreia" fol-
lowing an eye operation In
Vienna.
Hev. Riccardo Lombardi,
8.J., founder of the Move-
ment for a Better World, has
left his Rome headquarters for
a Latin American tour.
Msgr. C.W. Gille of Wiscon-
sin Rapids and Msgr. J. Fran-
cis Brady of Eau Claire, both
pastors and vicars general in
the LaCrosse (Wis.) Diocese,
have been named protono-
taries apoatolic.
Francis Cardinal Spellman
of New York has received tha
Order of Brilliant Star with
Grand Cordon from President
Chiang Kai-shek in apprecia-
tion of his friendship for tha
Chinese people.
Franz Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna has accepted an Invita-
tion from Stefan Cardinal
Wyszynski, Primate of Poland,
to visit the communist country
early next year.
Rev. Frederick J. Steven-
son, director of the NCWC
Youth Department, ha* been
elevated to the rank of
domestic prelate with the
of Right Reverend Monsignor.
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Bottle Hill
invitesyou to agay
OPEN HOUSE
New Year's Eve
and
NewYear’sDay
Special holiday dinnerstartsat 9 EM. Mario and
the usual trippings for ringing in the Neve Year.
Fortify yourself before going off to your private
party—orstay and havofun untilwo close at 3.
Special New Year’s Day
Menu for Children
Bottle Hill
o
RESTAURANT
FRontier 7-2358 Free Parking
117 Mala Street
Madison • HI
Early Reservations
Urgent
Start the New Year Right With A MODERN HATI
Buy from our Tremendous Selection of
Beautiful Winter Hats for the entire family.
At Lowest Factory Prices.
To Arrange For A Gorgeous Fashion Show
Or Hat Sale For Yoer Church Or Charity Call
313 3rd St.
i ua..«
Ntw.rk Avt,
!#««/«• rn Unit,-
A B C. HAT CINTHS
Jersey City
OL 9-9300
■r>
4V
PRIDE
When the occasion
calls for geod food,
it follows that you
desire the ultimate
in service, leading
to justitiable pride
in a successful
function. You will
: be proud of
Mayfair Farms
catering.
CATERING
SERVICE
, Ofu * OUMTU cimuitr or c/mumi -mo* ho« •
WEPT ORANGE, NEW JERSEY REdwood 1-4JOO
tßoym IPttT
FOR THE CLERGY
& SEMINARIANS
i
In our Specialized I>.
partment, eneluilvely for
th« Clergy unci Seminarian*,
hate a ctrtnprrhcmive
selection of (juality Cloth-
ing and \vtc%%oritt.
Hcre’i a partial I luting.
Hvy are moderately priced,
and upward.
IN STOCK:
N*ftOftta« hum
Tr«eC«4TI
»*>«! •MIX!
<»«>•< o*i« i«nitn
•Mitf Mo*it pwtMd
lIMM
atatrui HH M.iho Jiratn
umri u«4iiui
(011411 II r« fIM 111011 l
KoU Mill - ( AM
( tabtlWf 41 IMMIII4I
mil rout
luirtNNii INIMI
•Mdd•• r 41L41 |H<l||
tAiwftuTi iiirriii
Mt.-rritai tiHM
CUSTOM MADE
(44WMAI It'll •
lonoAVi
< *rti <»«i4(>4ia
lAlMtl nil 4tUL 04IMKMI
Mcmhcn of Ihi l Ifffy an n« (n
• 10% dtiioum on all* pun Sam*
•Sal# mcnhtndiM «4.«|><gj
lo tho%c who may wi%h to
offer jilt, lo the Clergy or
SeniingrlgAtmay »e tuggc.l
» Gift Order. Ju\l phone Ihe
Ctergy Department.
MUrr»v Hill 2 4 170
crmi|)amj
FIFTH AVHNUB at Hit St.
AU» Butt, a aad (Va.Ai.yl,.
LOVEABLE
ST. BERNARD
75
Thla combination Toy and Bank
will appeal to avaryona. Mada of
brown and wnlta pluah. with da-
tachabla bank) atanda 14" hl|h.
FLASH
CAMERA
& A ROLL OF COLOR FILM
PLUS
A LIFETIME
SUPPLY OF
COLOR FILM
HERE’S UOw
TO GET EITHER
Juat open an account (or 1110
or mora or add 12*0 or mora to
your praaant account. Umlt
only ana to an accaunt.
Pj
NOW.
YOUR
SAVINGS
EARN
41%4K.
' KIRI rOI INVLSIUiNIt
> SAVI IT MAIL.. Wa pa/
pottai* both wart.
te>e or taa tot* at lka a>a»ia •
aara Um l». lot.
RmsUMOII
There’s Still Time!
$4.50 for one
year endoied
Address '
Name
City Zone State
□ RENEWAL □ New
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
THE ADVOCATE
31 CUNTON ST., NEWARK 2, N.J.
X D 27
CLEARANCE!
a
✓
wr.
There never was a better time to have an
EAST COAST FINISHED
BASEMENT ROOM
To dear oof our warehouse of overstock ma-
terial* wo ore offering Finished Basements of
fontoitic low Prices! Imagine! pre-flnlshed wall
paneling, acouitical ceiling tiles, colorful floor
tilei, recessed lighting —and every Finished
Basement INCLUDES a BUILT-IN BARI It's all
your* —and the price will be much less than
you dreamed possible!
NO MONIY DOWN
UP TO 7 YM. TO PAY
As
Low
As $2BOPit
WIIK
16x24 BASEMENT
179
niPASto FO«
FINISHINO
$D.tign.dCooif. woccofdlng itudd.dIwlia
Ufiol* d.i.rod Wtf!
few
\ \X
NsrlKtln N«w Jtiff
SW 7-6620
!»»•* 4 C.ntrol NJ. Bl 3-6474
l« M*,rli Ctufily JE 9-3606
In Union County EL 3-4545
M*An#gtH County HI 2-0808
Italtn island Gl 2-3760
ROOMattic
288
Indud**
insulot
tioo-
aw»U*»
Attic and Basement Cos. Inc.
SHOWROOM: 34-17 BROADWAY (Route 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
Ir-ale JC is Mi l" We»r of Bomberger's Open Doily From 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Pontiff Talks of Glory, Peace and Unity at Christmas
NCWC Sews Service
Following it tb* text of on English translation mod* avail-
sbl* by the Vatican Prist Offic* of tbi Christmas address of
Pop * John XXIII on Dec. 22 in which be tpohe of th* need for
Peace and expressed his hopes for Christian unity.
Venerable brothers and dear
children, the ecumenical coun-
cil which, through the grace of
Our Lord, has made an aus-
picious beginning has left its
Imprint on this year’s celebra-
tion of Christmas.
The period
from Oct. 11
to Dec. 8 saw
two months
of intense re-
ligious activ-
ity here in
Rome. It
was as if a
bright bea-
con was
raised over
the Eternal City to invite aU
Christians from the farthest
corners of the world to heed
the call of the Son of God
made Man, the Child of Beth-
lehem, the Redeemer of all
men and Teacher of ull na-
tions.
Certainly no solemnity in the
Church is better suited to
characterize the council than
the birth of Christ which was
announced in heavenly glory
fnd in the joy of brotherhood
of all men—both those who
have been created and those
itill destined to become inhab-
itants of the earth.
The Christian spirit per-
ceives at once a happy like-
ness between the acclamation
of the Fathers of the council
and the angelic voices which
ring out every year at Christ-
mas time above the watchful
shepherds and which are re-
peated on the holy night in
praise of the divine encounter
between heaven and earth.
What emotion is there in that
Heavenly message which an-
nounces "the great joy which
shall be to all the people" and
in the voices of the angels tak-
ing flight and praising God,
saying: “Glory to God in the
highest and peace on earth
among men of good will"
(Luke 2, 14).
Venerablo brethren and dear
children, allow us to relish a
little longer the joy of this
Christmas, moved as we still
are by the emotions of the
council. Let us rest in loving
meditation on these words of
the Christmas liturgy.
Three related thoughts come
to mind as this feast of Christ-
mas draws near in the full
light of the great events of the
council.
(1) The glory of the Lord de-
clared in the angelic song.
(2) The coming and enjoy-
ment of peace on earth in an-
swer to the aspirations of men
and nations.
(3) The apostolate and the
triumph of the unity of Holy
Church in the thought, prayer,
and sacrifice of Christ for the
spiritual benefit of the whole
world.
Council 8 Gloria
(1) “Gloria In Excelsis Deo.”
This is the liturgical climax of
the Christmas hymn. And In
this same hymn the Catholic
Church united in council
bursts forth like the flowering
of anew humanity reconciled
to its Creator and regenerated
by Christ in Joy and peace
among men and peoples.
Consider the emotion the Fa-
thers of the council felt as they
began their work every day
with these words in the Mass—-
“ Gloria in Excelsis Deo”—re-
peated in many tongues, ac-
cording to the various rites
which happily furnished copi-
ous and attractive examples of
their liturgies: Roman and
Ambrosian, Greek and Slavic,
Armenian, Antiochene and
Alexandrian, Byzantine, Chal-
dean, Melkite, Syrian, Maron-
ite and many others, that mov-
ed the heart to glorify and
love God.
It was thus that it appeared
to us and thus that we de-
lighted in this conspiracy of
praise, of surpassing joy and
homage to the merciful good-
ness of the Heavenly Father.
He who was fortunate
enough to be present or even
to hear the echo will never
forget this “Gloria in Excelsis
Deo” which was answered not
merely by the people, but in
true Gregorian spirit, by over
2,000 Bishops united here from
every part of the Catholic
world, on the feast of Mary
Immaculate, the mother of
Jesus and our own, resplen-
dent in the surpassing glory
of her exaltation.
Peace Is Precious
(2) Besides the glory which it
gives to God in the highest
heavens, the mystery and
commemoration of Christ’s
birth was for us pilgrims here
below a message of peace to
all the earth. "In terra pax
hominibus bonae voluntatis"
(Peace on earth among men
of good will).
The word “heaven" Is not
rare in the pages of the Old
and New Testaments, but the
word "earth” is far more fre-
quent. And of all the earth's
treasures the most precious
and the most noteworthy is
that of peace. "Pax in terra"
(peace on earth)—we sing it in
chorus with the angels of Beth-
lehem—“Pax in terra homini-
bus bonae voluntatis" (Peace
on earth among men of good
will).
Of all the blessings that life
and history have to offer, for
individuals and families and
nations, truly the most pre-
cious and important is peace.
The existence of peace and
of zeal to preserve it is the
assurance of the world’s tran-
quility. But a necessary condi-
tion of peace is the goodwill
of each and every one. Where
this is lacking it is vain to
hope for happiness and bless-
ing.
Let peace, then, be our ob-
jective at all times, let us aim
at creating peace around us so
that it may spread throughout
the entire world, let us shield
it froht all that could harm it
and take care not to endanger
it by anything that could dis-
rupt or compromiae it. Oh how
great a duty is this for every
Pope, now and alwaya the
constant endeavor of .the four
yeara of our humble aervlce
aa we atrive to make it and
will continue to atrive to the
end ia to act aa the servant
of the servants of God, who
is in truth the Lord and Prince
of Peace.
To Men of Goodwill
At we are speaking now for
the radio and television, we
think that all upright men of
goodwill who are listening will
like to hear again the appeal
we made for
k
peace and for
the mutual understanding and
concord of nations in our
broadcast message of Oct. 25:
"We renew today this
solemn appeal. We beg all
governments not to be deaf to
this cry of mankind. Let them
do all that ia in their power
to preserve peace . . . Let
them continue to negotiate, for
this honorable and open at-
titude is a powerful witness of
each one's conscience before
the bar of history. To promote,
foster and agree to discus-
sion, at all levels and at all
times, is a course of wisdom
and prudence which draws
down upon the earth the bless-
ings of heaven.”
The recollection of this ap-
peal is all the more Joyful for
us, venerable brothers and
dear children, because of the
clear signs of deep understand-
ing which show that the words
were not wasted on .the air,
but touched minds and hearts
and are serving to open up
new prospects of brotherly
trust and to hold out bright
hopes of true social and in-
ternational peace.
On the subject of these hap-
py- developments in national
and international affairs, seen
simply as the beginning of a
new chapter in the history of
the modern world, it is most
pleasing to observe the part
played by our radio message,
spoken as it was in har-
monious and exultant chorus
with the voices of the Bishops
of the Catholic Church from
every part of the world, who
were gathered here in Rome
for the work of the council in
holy brotherhood under the
loving guidance of the succes-
sor of St. Peter In St. Peter’s
own basilica. It is a breath
of the pure spirit of the Gospel
and a living flame of sincere
Catholic apostolate which puts
the Lord’s divine precept into
practice and consecrates it:
"Seek first the kingdom of God
and His justice, and all these
things shall be given you be-
sides" (Matt. 6, 33).
It is natural, in this period
of expectation and in the fes-
tive activity of Christmas
which follows, that special ref-
erence should be made to the
prosperity of domestic society
and of the family as one of
the blessings of Christian
peace. What a source of joy,
of sweetness, and of peace is
this triple apparition of Beth-
lehem and of Naiareth, with
the three persons, Jesus,
Mary and Joseph, and how
profound is the teaching of the
little book, "The Imitation of
Christ,” which describes the
personality of "the good,
peace-loving man” (Bk. 11,
Ch. 3), of whom it is said that
"he turns everything into
good.”
Holy Brotherhood
(3) The third harmonious and
triumphant vibration of the
Christmas celebration asso-
ciated with its interior happi-
ness, which the venerable
prelates experienced with a
holy joy in their personal par-
ticipation in the bolding of the
council, finds expression In the
holy brotherhood of the Bish-
ops.
Truly the grace of the Lord
has been poured out on His
Church beyond all expectation.
We were trembling at the
thought that the goodness of
Our Blessed Lord wishes to
take pity on the miseries of a
world of which He is the Savior
and Redeemer, but which, aft-
er 20 centuries of history, is
still so far from answering
His Invitation with a fully
generous response. The reality
has far surpassed every ex-
pectation: "By the Lord, this
has been done and it is won-
derful in our eyes” (Matt. 21,
42). God has beard and an-
swered the prayers of conse-
crated souls, of children, of
the sick and of the suffering.
He has heard also the yearn-
ing of those who desire, but
do not know how to pray, of
those who long to re-establish
in the secrecy of conscience
the reconciliation of eternal
laws with the demands of per-
sonal vocation.
A characteristic result of
the ecumenical council has
been the spontaneous revela-
tion, almost unexpected by
most people, of the sense of
unity—or rather of the attrac-
tion, informed, conscious, and
well-received, toward Christian
brotherhood—expressed in the
Apostles’ Creed in its per-
suasive affirmation of the
Church as one, holy, catholic
and apostolic, not for the dom-
ination, but rather for the
service, of the people of all
nations, for whom the plan of
Christ is a deeply-felt longing,
even though this longing may
not always be recognized in its
proper featurei and develop-
ment.
Over the vast, complex and
•till turbulent man of crea-
tion, aa It la described in the
first lines of Genesis, the spir-
it of God was moving. Pre-
scinding from more exact def-
initions and more detailed ap-
plications, it is certainly true
that in regard to whatever
survives in the spiritual patri-
mony of Holy Church, even
where it does not exist in its
fullness, there have been few
times in the course of the
Christian era—2o centuries in
duration—when so ardent a
longing has been felt in hu-
man hearts for the unity de-
sired by the Lord.
Such sensitivity, as has been
observed in this first presen-
tation of the problem of reli-
gion to our contemporaries by
means of the council, gathers
all together in the imagery of
the one fold and one shepherd.
The coming together Is some-
times timid, sometimes not
without misgivings due to the
prejudice, which we can well
imagine and which we wish
also to understand, so that
with divine grace this prej-
udice may be overcome.
The "one fold and one shep-
herd"—expressed with heart-
felt supplication in the "ut
unum sint" (that they may be
one) of the Last Supper (John
17, 21)—rings out from a dis-
tance of 20 Christian centuries
and makes urgent appeal to
the heart of every individual.
That they may be one, that
they may be onel "That all
may be one, as thou. Father,
in me and I in thee; that they
also may be one In us, that
the world may believe that
thou has sent me” (John 17,
21). This is the ultimate ex-
planation of the miracle of
love, begun in Bethlehem, of
which the shepherds and the
magi were the first fruits: the
salvation of all men, their un-
ion in faith and charity,
through the visible Church
founded by Christ
That they may be one:
This is the design of Divine
Providence that we must put
into effect, venerable broth-
ers, and it places a serious
obligation upon each one's con-
science. On the day of Judg-
ment, particular and general,
each one will be asked not
whether he achieved unity,
but whether he prayed and
worked and suffered for It,
whether he enforced a wise
and prudent discipline, patient
and far-seeing, and whether he
was responsive to the impulses
of charity.
This desire of the heart of
Christ should be an invitation
to us to dedicate ourselves
anew to the task of establish-
ing among Catholics a firm
and abiding love, and witness
to that unity yhich is the first
mark of the Church and of
helping, in the vast field of
Christian denominations and
beyond, to bring about the
unity toward which the aspira-
, tions of upright and generous
souls reach out.
Venerable brothers and dear
children, as we look forward
to Christmas and reflect upon
the ecumenical council, the
work of which is still going
on, so that it may come fin-
ally to a happy conclusion,
our heart goes out to you with
paternal affections. It is our
wish that this Christmas of
1982 should be one of deeper,
truer joy and peace of soul
for all men and especially for
families, which are the very
foundation of mankind.
Christmas Wish
It is our wish that it should
be a Christmas of prayer and
reflection, to correspond to the
earnest desire of Jesus Christ
for the unity of believers in
His name and His Gospel:
That they may be one. It is
our wish that it should be •
Christmas of truer charity be-
tween members of the Mys-
tical Body, each seeking gen-
erously the well-being of the
community in the family and
in social and international re-
lations.
Our heart, which is touched
by the enchantment of this
hour, comes close to each of
you, venerable brothers and
dear children, by means of the
powerful aid of radio and tele-
vision so that, present in your
homes, radiant with expecta-
tion of the birth of Christ, we
are enabled to offer to you
our tender, fatherly greetings.
We should wish to pause i
while at the table of the room,
in the workshops, in the class-
rooms and halls of science,
by the bedside of the sick and
the aged, wherever there ar«
men who pray or suffer, who
work either for themselves or
others, who work nobly with
mind and heart and body.
We should wish Ur place our
hand on the heads of the little
ones, to look into the chil-
dren’s eyes, to encourage the
fathers and mothers in the
performance of their daily du-
ties. To all we should wish to
repeat the angel’s words: “We
bring you tidings of great Joy;
to you is born the Savior," and
then to add with SL
Augustine:
■ "Christ is born and lies in
the manger, but He rules the
world.
... He is wrapped in
swaddling clothes, but He le
clothed with immortality . . .
He found no room in the inn,
but He will make for Himself
a temple in the heart of those
who believe
. . .
Let us stir
up then our love that we may
attain to His eternity” (term.
Ido, 4).
O Eternal Word of the Fa-
ther, Son of God and of Mary,
reenact in the hearts of men
the miracle of Your birth.
Clothe with immortality the
children You have redeemed,
enkindle their love, bind all
together in the bonds of Your
Mystical Body, so that Your
coming may bring true Joy,
secure peace and industrious
brotherhood to individuals and
nations. Amen. Amen.
May the comfort of the
apostolic bleating come down
upon you, venerable brothers
and dear children, as a reflec-
tion of the Divine Child of
Bethlehem's heavenly favor. It
is that blessing which the
humble vicar of Him who is
the Prince of Peace, the Fa-
ther of the world to come, in-
vokes now upon you with all
the fullness of a father’s love.
Cattle Auction
Aids Students
SPOKANE, Wash. (NC)
fifteen foreign students of
Goniaga University here aro
$4,000 ahead after attending a
benefit livestock auction at
Union Stockyards.
About 60 head of cattle were
auctioned, the sellers donating
all or part of the proceeds to
help provide board and room
for IS young men nine from
Latin America and six from
western Europe.
The event was one of the
first auctions in Stockland, a
new sales pavilion. F. Wallace
Rothrock Jr., president, asked
each stockman to donate
calves, hogs or sheep for the
“livestock for peace" live-
stock sale.
One animal was sold 38
times, another IS, as buyers of
the animals shouted “Resell
it" after making a purchase.
The auctioneer did.
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WILDEROTTER
NORTH BERfiEN
GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
LAST 4 SALE DAYS
WED-THURS.-FRI & SAT.
DEC. 26-27-28 & 29th
STORE CLOSES FOREVER SATURDAY
NAME YOUR
OWN PRICE!
(NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED)'
BRING YOUR TRUCK, STATION WAGON OR CAR
BUY IT! AND TAKE IT WITH YOU!
THIS IS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME YOU WILL NEVER SEE VALUES LIKE THIS AGAIN
atm offrommuu
• ALL SALES FINAL
• CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED
• OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.
• SMALL CHARGE FOR DELIVERY
Wilderotter - Union, 6th St. & Hudson Blvd.
North Bergen - UN 6-3000
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STRI i
MA 2-5071 NEWARK N
FOR
THE
FINEST
IN IMamciiMls
JEWELERS
AND
SILVERSMITHS
SINCE 10Q8
c Jerr
NEWARK MIUHURN
189 91 Mciiki t StitM'i 265 67 Miltlium Avenui
MAik«l 3 2770 DR.'.i-l <, 7100
News From Europe
Cardinal Takes Reds to Task
BERLIN 4NC) Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski has
criticized Poland’s communist
government for not allowing
more Polish Bishops to attend
the first session of the
Ecumenical council, according
to reports reaching here.
THE PRIMATE of Poland
spoke at a Mass in Warsaw’s
St. John's Cathedral. Close to
5.000 persons packed the
church and overflowed into the
snowfilled street outside.
Cardinal Wyszynski also
took the government to task
for allowing the Bishops who
went to the council only a
very limited amount of money.
He thanked Pollsh-Americans
and Latin American church-
men whose contributions pro-
vided the Polish prelates with
food and lodging.
Of the close to 70 Bishops
in the country, the Cardinal
said, "only 25 Polish Bishops
participated'' in the council.
Many had to remain at home,
he stated, because of illness,
"because they could not leave
their flocks or because they
could not get passports."
•
Hit Sunday Work
VALLETTA, Malta (RNS)—
Auxiliary Bishop Emmanuel
Galea, vicar general of the
Malta Archdiocese, has' con-
demned operation of the Malta
Labor Party’s printing press
on Sundays and Catholic holy
days of obligation.
In a letter to the parish
priest of a town where the
work was being done, Bishop
Galea called for an Hour of
Adoration "as reparation for
the scandal."
The denouncement was the
latest incident in a prolonged
controversy of many years be-
tween the Labor Party and
the Church.
Weekly Calendar
FRIDAY, DEC. t>
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey, Upper Montclair Holi-
day get-together at clubhouse,
9 p.m. Doris Beck and Leo
Cielo chairmen.
SATURDAY, DEC. 2$
Lawreucian Catholic Club,
New York Dance, St. John'*
Hall, 30th St.
MONDAY, DEC. 31
South Orange Council. K. of
C. New Year’s Eve party
at clubhouse.
Our Lady of Grace OeuncU,
K. ef C., Harrison New
Year’s Eve party at club-
house.
Mar ef the Sea Council, K.
ef C., Bayonne 40Ui annual
New Year’s Eve dinner-dance.
Seminarian
Draft Is Issue
BERLIN (NC) Polish
Bishops at the ecumenical
council have sent the Warsaw
government a telegram renew-
ing their request that semin-
arians be deferred from mili-
tary service, it was learned
here.
They were understood to
have protested that conscrip-
tions of seminarians are now
taking place despite existing
Church State agreements to the
effect that seminarians will be
deferred until their studies ere
completed.
VISIT TO BLIND-Gov. Richard J. Hughes talks with blind
child at St. Joseph's Home for the Blind, Jersey City, as
Mrs. Hughes is greeted by Sister Rose Imelda, C.S.J.,
superior. The Governor, his wife and some of their child-
ren paid o Christmas visit to the home Dec. 21.
Airport Mass
On Sundays
NEWARK—A reminder has
been issued to travelers that
Mass is offered every Sunday
end Holy Day at Newark Air-
port for their conver >cnce and
for airport workers.
Mass is celebrated on those
daye at 9 a.m. in the Newark-
er Restaurant.
Film Discusses
Aid to Schools
NEW YORK (NC) - A 16-
minutc, sound-slide film in
color on Issues in the govern-
ment ald-to-education debate
has been produced by the New
York Archdiocesan Education
Committee.
The committee’s presenta-
tion, entitled “Equal Rights
for Children," is being offered
to groups across the nation as
a basis for discussion pro-
grams on aid to education.
Information is available
from the committee at 487
Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
The film ia available for pur-
chase at the production cost of.
$7.50 per copy.
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RAMBLER
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"Sam* location atnco IMS"
S4I Hackanaack St. I. RutharfarS
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LANE’S I.\t .
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DE 3-6300
630 Main Straaf
Haeckentack, NJ.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No monoy down ... 4 months to payl
Full Hindquarfer of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc., to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
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TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
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SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS
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CANDY
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Money Moving Time for More Earnings
at Wyckoff Savings
SAVINGS MADE
BY JANUARY 10th. EARN
DIVIDENDS FROM JAN. Ist
0
CURRENT
DIVIDEND
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
• Antis Excttl $41,000,000 •
Continuous Dividends Since 1905
Save By Mail W® Pay Postag®
•
r
i
Main Office
392 Main Street
Wyckoff
TW 1-2200
MIDLAND PARK
Franklin Ave. (Ext. of W. Ridgewood)
Gl 4-6114
OAKLAND
Ramapo Valley Road (Rt. 202)
FE 7-7624
SADDLE RIVER
No. 5 Barmtable Court
DA 7-0004
OPEN MONDAY FRIDAY 9 A.M.-3 P.M. FRIDAY EVENING 6-8 P.M.
The Church in the U. S.
Win Exemption for Residences
HARRISBURG, P«. (RNS)—
The School Board of Harris-
burg has granted real estate
tax exemptions to Catholic
Church properties used as res-
idences for Sisters and priests
who teach in parochial
schools.
It acted after the Harris-
burg Diocese initiated court
action against the board.
In addition to the residences,
the tax exemptions cover a
tract of land held by the dio-
( ('so for expansion of a school
building.
THE BOARD said its deci-
sion was based on a ruling of
the Pennsylvania state Su-
preme Court last May, grant-
ing tax exemption for the resi-
dence of the University of
Pittsburgh’s chancellor. The
university, not a sectarian in-
stitution, owns ths residence.
School Board Solicitor Mark
T. Milnor, however, pointed
opt that the courts would re-
gard the teaching residences
in the same light that the Su-
preme Court regarded the
chancellor’s residence —as
part of an educational institu-
tion.
As to the land held for fu-
ture development, Milnor said,
“We had little chance of up-
holding the non-exemption sta-
tus of this land because within
the last few years, con-
solidated schools in the rural
areas are purchasing and con-
taining 40 acres which are tax
exempt.”
•
Hails ‘Shared Time *
FLINT, Mich. (NC) - The
Pittsburgh experiment in
shared-time education was de-
scribed here by its chief Cath-
olic supporter as “working out
very beautifully.”
This was the comment of
Msgr. John B. McDowell, su-
perintendent of Pittsburgh dio-
cesan schools, on the program
under which some Catholic
high school students attend a
public technical school part of
their school day.
Msgr. McDowell said the ad-
vantages of the plan, begun
this fall after two years of
study, arc “countless." It
gives Catholic people direct
benefits for their tax dollars.
•
Aid Miners’ Families
PITTSBURGH (NC) - The
Robcna 3 Disaster Trust Fund
for the families of 37 miners
who lost their lives in a mine
explosion Dee. 6 at Car-
michaels, Pa., was enriched
by checks from Bishop John J.
Wright of Pittsburgh and Arch-
bishop John F. Dcarden of De-
troit.
Bishop Wright sent checks to-
taling $1,250, and Archbishop
Deardon a check for $l,OOO.
Archbishop Dcarden was Bish-
op of Pittsburgh before going
to Detroit.
FCC Raps Loyola
On Video Operation
WASHINGTON (RNS)—The
Federal Communications Com-
mission reprimanded Loyola
University for the manner in
which it has operated tele-
vision station WWL-TV, New
Orleans, and restricted renew-
al of the station's license to
one year instead of the cus-
tomary three years.
In a 6-1 decision, the FCC
resolved a controversy over
renewal of the television li-
cense that has existed since
March, 1961, when the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians
complained that the station
had not lived up to its promis-
es as to the amount of live
local programming it would
carry.
THE MUSICIANS com-
plained that the station did not
hire any musicians at all and
sponsored no local live broad-
casts involving musical organ-
izations.
The Catholic school was in-
volved between 1953 and 1958
in a long contest with two
other applicants for Channel 4
in New Orleans. It was
selected by the FCC largely
on the basis of its promise to
render better public service.
Spokesmen for the musicians
charged that Loyola devoted a
total of only 11.8% for live
hroadcairts against 24.25% pro-
posed.
Very Rev. Andrew C. Smith,
S.J., president of Loyola, told
the FCC in a letter that the
station has employed anew
general manager and is tak-
ing steps to increase its local
programming.
Dutch Catholic Gain
THE HAGUE, Holland
(RNS) Catholics now total
more than 40% of the Nether-
lands’ population of 11.5 mil-
lion.
BEFORE THE JOURNEY-Toys defined to reach needy children by Christmas, courtesyof Mt. Carmel Guild of the Newark Archdiocese, are pre-viewed by the guild's direct
tor, Msgr. Joseph A. Doollng. At left is Mrs. Louis Milford, director of the projectwhich involves collecting and refurbishing hundreds of toys annually. At right, Mrs.
Thomas Smith, guild president.
Boy Back From Edge ofDeath;
Mother Seton Given Credit
By JAMES M. WALSH
DENVER, Colo (NC) It
may have been a miracle
then, again, maybe it wasn’t.
Either way, 4-year-old Kevin
Simon came back home here
from the brink of death, phy-
sically and mentally okay.
Mrs. Joan Simon, his
mother, is inclined to the mir-
acle theory. She credits her
son’s recovery to the interces-
sion of Mother Elizabeth
Seton, whose beatification
cause now is pending.
“FOR US, words cannot ex-
press our gratitude,” Mrs. Si-
mon said. “We believed that
God allowed, through Mother
Scton’s intercession, a mir-
acle. To have our Kevin men-
tally and physically cured is a
tremendous Christmas pres-
ent.”
A few weeks ago Kevin Si-
mon was near death. Evident
brain damage gave little hope
for recovery. He was in a
coma 15 days. Even if he re-
covered physically, doctors
agreed, his mental condition
would never be normal. The
doctors told Mrs. Simon:
"There is nothing more we
can do."
MR. AND MRS. John Si-
mon, members of St. Berna-
dette’s" parish in suburban
Lakewood, were on a family
outing Nov. 10 when Kevin fell
into a hot springs pool.
The boy was pulled out un-
conscious, had no apparent
heartbeat. Mouth-to-mouth re-
suscitation was given all the
way to a hospital three
days later he was flown to
Children’s Hospital here. Still
In a coma, he was kept in
oxygen, fed intravenously,
and had no control over his
normal functions.
Doctors pooled their knowl-
edge, performed every skill
they knew, then concluded
there was little hope for re-
covery.
“KEVIN WAS suffering
from lack of oxygen in the
brain," Mrs. Simon said. “He
could not speak or see. His
arms and legs would not
move. His head would roll
aimlessly from side to side.”
By Nov. 17 it seemed ap-
parent the boy’s condition was
not going to improve. Msgr.
Walter J. Canavan administ-
ered Confirmation, giving the
boy tbe name of Jude
patron of difficult causes.
“The boy’s parents," Msgr.
Canavan said, “have a devo-
tion to St. Jude. The boy’s
condition indicated death was
likely. In cases like this one,
pastors are given the faculty
to confer Confirmation."
MRS. lONE CRAIG, the
boy’s grandmother, made a
retreat at El Pomar in nearby
Colorado Springs. The Sisters
of Charity, founded in the U.S.
by Mother Seton, staff El
Pomar. There from Sister
Magdelina, Mrs. Craig re-
ceived counsel, a relic and a
prayer to be used in a no-
vena for Kevin’s recovery.
On Nov. 19, the novena was
togun in the youngster’s hos-
pital room. The day, Mrs. Si-
mon recalled, was one of the
worst for Kevin, who had fre-
quent seizures and gave other
distress signals. On the sec-
ond day and each sncceeding
day of the novena almost un-
believable signs of improve-
ment took place.
The final day of the novena,
Mrs. Simon said, Kevin spoke
his first words since Novem-
ber 10 “daddy," “grandma"
and “pie.”
Meanwhile, he had been tak-
en out of oxygen. Intravenous
feeding was discontinued. He
could eat a little and take
liquids. Control of his move-
ments had returned.
ON NOV. 28, Kevin’s sight
returned, although an eye spe-
cialist had said there was lit-
tle hope he would ever see
again. Two days later, he had
his fourth birthday. His ques-
tions became many and were
normal about his brother,
Timothy, 8; and his sisters,
Theresa, 7, and Kimberly
Anne, 5.
Scores of other questions
were to come about home,
playmates, and other things
that 4-year-olds like to talk
about. Doctors, nurses, and
therapists at the hospital were
amazed.
Something out of the ordi-
nary apparently had taken
place.
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All prices effective through Monday, December 31st
PSG BRAND TOP QUALITY
PORK ROAST
THURS. TO 9 P.M.
FRI. TO 10 P.M.
SAT. TO 6 P.M.
MON. 9 Ail to 6 P.M.
29* 39
Sliced Roasts Priced Higher
1I
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS GREEN STAMPS j
—WITH TH« COUTOM AMD HWOtAM O# .
$5.00 or More
Exr»frt Clear. Met. Frmb Milk, I
Crt*m and F.lr Trad. Ittmt a
AA.tr O*t—Om Cmm< F«»D» ■
MAMXnONIOtM HAMM TOUUttm «MH TOV. FWtCAAIt. Z
.■■■■■■void Arm occ. )!•«■ ■»»“■■•
IDEM HOUDir MIN’S
CORNED DEM
CORNED BEEF ROUNDS
(First Cuts
Priced Higher)
THICK
CUT
lb.
EMERALD ISLE
53
*69'
SHARP CHEESE
59‘COUNTRY iLFAIR . Ib
Cheese Slicts '£4s*
Shrimp Cocktail 3 £ 89c
Luncheon Herring JZ 1"53 '
'£4s*
+* 59 e
GEESE u^'.r^ fc-59'
SUCH) BACON *"• -49-
MEAT LOAF -59-
PORK ~BKr -39-
CUBE STEAKS -79-
SAUSAGE 3 'IT
LOBSTER TAILS
African or
South American
SELECTED SHRIMP
Ad
Sizes Ib. s|s9
whit* ib 98c
Party Snacks
Tuscan Egg Nog
FRESH KILLED ROASTING
CHICKENS
BOLOGNA
i£K£~ 49'
3Vj to 4 Ib.
Average 39‘
SKINLESS FRANKS
HYGRADE or M
RARITAN £iUV
ALL MEAT pkg M
[rodeverage
Cocktail Franks A,w v B9e
Pizza Pies 3 £ *l°°
Genoa Salami *B9*
MIDGET SALAMI
HfrH or Beat Brand _ Afic
All Beef lb “tT
I I
With Perch*»e of 3 Ib*. or Mere
Any CANNED HAM
NO COUPON RIQUIRIO
I
U
SWEET CALIFORNIA RED
With Purcheee of l-b.
STATE FAIR SHARP CHEESE
NO COUPON RIQUIMD
GRAPES EMPEROR 2‘ 29
BAYONNE
Myil.. tt.limf* a w *)■ 4 u.
(*•»'• 44e-Ci»y Um)
BEROINFIILO
W.ih.n.i.n a Cmh.l A.«
BELLEVILLE
lit WMIaflM Ah.
CLIFTON
RkKfwld ViDi.i C.nwt
IM4 CatTM An...
air amm <a.wt. aai
DOVER
#t»« Cmhi. a..i.i
Hifkatf a D««.j Av«
ELIZABETH
til N.*mrK Am.
U. I. a..i. 0 I and Iwi i.fwy tl.
IN ikm Aaaeea
INOLEWOOD
44 N.ilk Vm |i«m Ilf ..I
EMERSON
r.««a v.a., a. c ,
K nb4o rkEßßmmek se oand
FAIRLAWN
Ml# tm*d~.y
FORT LEI
no tMWMd rt.i.
HACKENSACK
iu ai.«f un
io.p.m. a. i. a.■ tk.m.l
HALEDON
Hafadan Am t Maim, Am.
IRVINGTON
VIO Am.
JERSEY CITY
W.tt M. Am. t Cvlmr Am.
rai a..... a.»...
441 4./,.. A.taa.
LIVINGSTON
H W. MariKfwU Am..
1*44 C.a«n T.r a UiHfil.. Am )
LODI
WflfKl Villa,. IK...in, C.nl.f
101.101 l.tK.n. A...
MONTCLAIR
700 IW.mfi.id An
MORRISTOWN
lit i.wiK liimi
NEWARK
Ui««i lift a M.ia.ity ti.
w*»fin wi MeOm liimi
Ilf.nK.vnd lMti.nl
7tK Am. . I«tw..n Ckll.n 4
Oartida (... Cdwmi, ft |
410 CUni.n A.mm
1)7 Of.n,. Itm.l
Att I*, o.nn,. Am
0...U1. Vn.UK.f, F.ik
NEW MILFORD
• roakiK.iiof lKn..in, C,nt,r
170 aim# ImA
NORTH BERGEN
tt'JJ Hwdl.n Bavt.mrd
NORTH ARLINGTON
4«lfa.iH. lufn.iA. 4 t«Kvyfar Am
NUTLEY
1)7 fianilm Amnw.
PACKANACK LAKE
W.,n« Wwy. I. C. Rt ))
PARAMUS
•««,.« MaN I C. tl 4
t F.r..i Am.
PATERSON
Madwaa Am. 4 OiK Am
Matk.l |i 4 Uiiaia. Av.
■#*ihnl.w. |. C. W.H traadway
4 CK.wk.ifam Am.
RIDGEWOOD
Villa,. I C.. Franklin 4
W. Mapi. Av*.
ROSELLE
F.hII. Chopping C.nl.r
ttO Raritan Road
ROXBURY TOWNSHIP
Ud,.«mod Cud. |. C ,
Rt 44 4 Ml. Arlln,l«n Rd.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD
Ff.nl 11f..l 4 I Fl.inli.ld Av*.
,
TEANECK
S4O C.dar l.n.
T.an.fk Road and Itol. tlm.l
UNION
Itvymtanl Ava. 4 Va.n Hall Rd
VERONA
Fit,rim Shopping C.nl.f, Rt ]J
WEST NEW YORK
140 • 40*K Sir..l
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities All Prices Effective through Dec. 31
PLANNING A TRIP?
Call or Write v
for \\
FREE Vacation Plant
jjrM Kic.
BERGEN MALL • HU 9-1111.2
Located in Newberry's • Para mu*. N. i.
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM. to 9:30 PJYI
\ SAT. UNTIL 5:30 PJA. y
Fully Arranged Tripe . . Escorted or Independent
XCRUISES • FLIGHTS • TRAINS V
\ ANYWHERE /
UNFORGETTABLE HONEYMOONS
Groupt • /ncent/vee • Commercial
Memorable European Catholic Treasure Tours
Meeting the
Special Banking Needs
of Religious Organizations
Binc* it was founded in 1850, Emigrant haa been choaen to
•erve the banking need* of pariah churchee . . . raligioua orders
... church societies and similrr institutions.
With Emigrant's specialized usrvioe for such limitations,
withdrawals of 15000 or more at any time may be arranged—-
without lon of inttrat dividends. All transact lore can be made
by postage-free bankingby mall.
Emigrant’s officers are thoroughly familiar with the special
banking needs of these organizations This wealth of experience
is no more distant than your telephone—call WOrth 2-1900,
Extension 00. ”
lata rest fro* day of deposit,
compounded and rredlled four times yearly
EMIGRANT
Industrial
SAVINGS BANK
Ons of America’t Great Saving* Banks
with Deposit* of More Than a Billion Dollar*
01 Chambers Street 0 East 42nd Street 7th Avenue A Slat Street(VrMS Cuy lIM r*rk <Ve* m Nu a***Op* Mu*, sod Kit totf M.
op* Mu* ts t p m . nt is s r u Op* M* sad
Pit Is S 90 P M
A New Year
Our nation has survived another year
in spite of the many threats to our na-
tional existence during the old year. God
has been good to America; we enjoy
& freedom unmatched by any other nation
- including our freedom to live in peace
with our fellow man and with our God.
N(y NATION EVER faced up to a
danger as we did during the past year
when we found ourselves looking into the
warheads close to our shore. Like any
family there are bound to be disturbances
among ourselves with our domestic prob-
lems but even these are insignificant in
the light of the dangers of nuclear anni-
hilation.
During our national crisis an in-
cense of prayer was lifted from the hearts
of manyAmericans beseeching God to pro-
tect our nation and our role in interna-
tional affairs. We feel that God has smiled
benignly upon our great nation.
Asa nation we must be worthy of
the trust which has been given to us. Rich
in national resources, blessed with the
highest standard of living of any nation
in the world, recognizing our own nation-
alfaults and attempting to resolve them
that shouldbe the resolution for the com-
ing year.
Perhaps it is our destiny to serve as
the beacon of freedom and of charity. The
recognition of the natural rights of our
fellow man is the best expression of cit-
izenship in our great country. The ful-
fillment of our role as people of destiny
involves giving to the world the great ex-
ample that even with diversities of race,
religious and ethnic backgrounds, we are
able to live in peace and to pursue happi-
ness as far as attainable in this world.
THE GREATEST challenge to Amer-
ica today is the distribution of the bounty
which God has given. Blessed with an
abundance over and above our own neces-
sities, how wonderful it is to be able to
give to those people who are in need. The
measure of a nation is found in its heart.
May this new year find us struggling for
peace, strong in defense for the freedom
of the world and charitable for those in
need. Each year is a challenge given to
us by God to do good and avoid evil. The
same is true for a nation. May the new
year of 1963 find us ever striving for
those ideals.
Allies for Parochial School Aid?
Recently Orthodox Jewish leaders
representing3,100 synagogues in theU. S.
and Canada rejected a resolution opposing
federal aid to private religious schools.
The surprise action could herald a sig-
nificant change in distinguished Jewish
leaders on the controversial issue. This is
encouraging but it is only a beginning, a
alight flicker of interest in, and support
for, those of us who have long contended
that such aid is not only constitutional
but a matter of distributive justice.
ALTHOUGH THE rejection was a
victory for those favoring federal aid to
all schools, the vote did not put conven-
tion delegates to the Union of Orthodox
Jewish Congregations of America on
record of favoring federal aid to public
and parochial schools. Despite this the
vote, 47 to 30, is significant. The vote was
interpreted by some Orthodox Jewish
leaders as a recognition of the growing
need for money for Jewish day schools
which have been expanding in recent
years. The Orthodox Jews spend more
than |25 million a year to operate 275
day schools with about 54,000 children.
This does not include capital expansion.
This action by more th*n 54% of
the delegates present at this convention,
although inconclusive at the moment, does
bring into sharp focus the contributionbe-
ing made by all parochial schools, Jew-
ish, Protestant and Catholic, to the cultur-
al, educational and economic welfare of
our country. There are now about 20,000
parochial schools of all denominations giv-
ing a fully accredited education to almost
10 million children in this country. At the
present average per capita cost of $5OO
inthe public schools, these children would
cost the taxpayers an additional |5
billion dollars, if they were in the public
schools.
This does not include the capital cost
of the buildings and other facilities that
would be required for these children.
These children are not in the public
schools.
Their parents are paying the full
cost of the parochial schools plus the full
cost of the public schools. They are pay-ing for two school seats in full, one of
which they do not use. It is to be hoped
that the recent action of our Jewish
friends will speed the end of this injus-
tice.
Liturgical Blueprint
After the lengthy heralding of the
Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, com-
bined with the color and fanfare of its
opening in October, some observers suf-
fered something of a let-down when no
•triking decrees or pronouncements were
Issued in the first three months. Such
criticism reveals a lack of awareness of
the nature of so gigantic a project as a
universal council.
THE POPE AND BISHOPS in their
discussions must meet the full weight of
the challenge of our era in every coun-
try and culture. If the problems of our
times are to be solved successfully, long-
term blueprints must be made, and these
cannot be thrown together overnight.
While the work of the council will
proceed over the next months on the dio-
cesan level throughout the world, the
council Fathers did succeed, before ad-
journing, in-hammering out a preamble
and first chapter to anew constitution
on the liturgy. Though one chapter seems
to be a minuscule accomplishment, it is
actually of great significance, since it lays
the entire ground work of specific re-
forms to be announced later.
The post-reformation heritage of rig-
id uniformity in the liturgy as a needed
sign of Catholic unity is now to be re-
placed by greater leeway for local adapta-
tion. Instead of all rubrics being deter-
mined by one central authority, Bishops
will be expected io meet on a regional
basis to re-plan the liturgy in the light
of national and cultural needs.
MOST GRATIFYING to all Catholics
is the council’s decision to increase par-
ticipation of all members of the Church
in the liturgy. Extremes will be avoided:
the traditional Latin will retain a special
place in the western Church,but the door
is open for introduction of the vernacular,
particularly in Instructional parts of the
Mass, where local Ordinaries deem this
feasible.
Thus far, the general norms have
been set. In future months, by group dis-
cussion and correspondence, the practical
applications will be ironed out, in prepara-
tion for the council’s resumption on Sept.
8, 1963. The council Fathers deserve our
congratulations on the solid, thoughtful
and epoch-making blueprint they have
constructed for the liturgy of the future!
False Claims Exposed
It was a gratifying contribution to
the cause of truth and justice when Ches-
ter B. Lund, supervisor of the surplus
disposal program in Washington, recent-
ly released figures that cleared the air
of misleading charges and unfair infer-
ences about the transfer of federal prop-
erty to Church groups.
PRIOR TO HIS clarifying statement,
a group headed by Protestants and Other
Americans United for the Separation of
Church and State, protested what they
alleged was a wholesale violation of the
tradition of Church and State. Their high-
ly publicized inference was that since
World War II there has been a massive
turning over of public property to Catho-
lic organizations. This in turn was sup-
posed to be associated with some kind
of vague and sinister threat to our free
way of life. „
'
Himself a Mason and a former deacon
in his Lutheran Church, Lund showed
that no such inferences were justified.
In point of fact he noted that Protestants
received land transfers almost 2V» times
more valuable.
Thus Catholic organizations received
seal estate valued originally at 911,755,-
274 (and appraised at a fair present value
of 98,849,632) for total payments of $133,-
227.40.
Meantime Protestant institutions re-
ceived land originally valued at $25,211,-
632 (and appraised at a fair present value
of 98,375,192) for a cost of $398,662.45.
At the top among the Protestant de-
nominations were the Baptists who re-
ceived property originally worth $10.7
million for which it was decided to grant
them a 100% discount. The Methodists
received transfers of government lands
originally worth over $8 million.
LIKE OUR OWN Catholic organiza-
tions these denominations use their prop-
erty, land and buildings, to perform count-
less and valuable public services for the
good of the community in terms of health,
schooling and other common benefits.
Moreover, in these times of growing
unity and harmony among Christian
groups, it is always a source of consola-
tion to Catholics to learn from their
Protestant neighbors that the great major-
ity of their clergymen and laity disown
the POAU as a spokesman for them.
POAU’s consistently vociferous unfair at-
tacks upon Catholics are a source of em-
barrassment both to their sense of jus-
tice and their desire for charity. The
Catholic Union and Echo, Buffalo.
Gift for You
Devil Tempts Christ
For a Second Time
By FRANK J. SHEED
At his first approach, Satan
had told Christ to turn a stone
into bread by his mere will.
If Satan was trying to find out
if the carpenter was really an
angel in the guise of a man,
Our Lord's answer, with its
assertion of His manhood,
would have satisfied him that
He was not.
In Satan’s next suggestion,
he lowered his sights con-
siderably: instead of urging
Christ to work a miracle on
His own account, he urges
Him to rely upon angels to
work one for Him:
“Then the devil took him up
into the Holy City, and set
him upon the pinnacle of the
Temple, and said to him: If
thou be the Son of God, cast
thyself down, for it is written:
That he has given his angels
charge over thee, and in their
hands shall they bear thee up,
lest perhaps thou dash thy
foot against a stone" (Matthew
IV. 5, «).
WE HAVE already noted
that Matthew and Luke give
the second and third tempta-
tions in a different order. I
am following Matthew, if only
because Matthew concludes
his account (as Luke does not)
with Christ's order to Satan to
go away, and adds that Satan
leh Him "until the time.”
How did Satan take Our
Lord to Jerusalem? Did he
use angelic power and simply
whirl Him from one place to
the other? There are two other
possibilities. Either the two
actually Journeyed to Jerusa-
lem together, or Satan used
the power he has to produce
images in the mind, so that
Our lord would have seen
Himself standing on the pin-
nac.e of the Temple.
.Matthew and Luke uso the
same Greek verb here that
Matthew uses when Christ
took Peter and James and
John with Him to the moun-
tain of the Transfiguration.
This suggests that the two ac-
tually walked the road to
Jerusalem. A consideration
against this Is that one of the
two had been without food for
40 days.
One way or nnother, Satan
took Him to the pinnacle of
the Temple. The word pinnacle
here is thought to have been an
edge of the Temple roof, over-
hanging the brook Cedron 300
feet below.
Standing there, Our Lord
could look across the valley of
the Cedron to the Mount of
Olives from which three years
later He would ascend into
heaven, with 'no need of an-
gels to beur Him up, All this
Ho knew as He stood there.
The devil knew none of It.
FOR THE FIRST time in
this dialogue, Satan quoted
Scripture Psalm XC.U, 12.
We remember Shakespeare's
remark “The devil can quote
Scripture for his purpose."
In practice his purpose is
usually better served by mis-
quoting it, and misquotation is
at its most effective when the
words stay accurate but some-
thing is inserted or omitted
which changes the context of
the psalms.
Psalm XC is as Satan quoted
it. But it had no reference to
people hurling themselves into
danger simply that God may
send angels to rescue them!
It spoke of the reliance God's
servants can have upon His
protection in the living of their
Jives.
This is the precise point Oqr
Ix>rd makes in His answer:
"Thou ahalt not tempt the
Lord thy God,” another quota-
tion from Deuteronomy (VI.-
16). For any man to chal-
lenge death to win glory
for himself, at the same time
challenging God to sec that no
harm should come to him,
would be presumption and
great arrogance.
Once again Christ answers
in His manhood; once again
Satan feels a little easier for
having only a man to cope
with. The third temptation
seems to suggest that Satan
no longer took this particular
man very seriously.
January Intentions
The Holy Father’s gener-
al Intention for January Is:
That the desire of unity
may lead Protestants to the
knowledge of the Church.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleshlp
of Prayer by the Pope is:
That the ecumenical coun-
cil may help the vork of
the missionaries.
‘Mental Smog’
Just as Deadly
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
Looking into 1963, the Cen-
tral Committee of Soviet
Russia's Communist Party
seeks to arouse the expecta-
tions of its world followers.
It acclaims "glory” to the Bol-
shevik Revolution in Russia of
45 years ago. This "revolu-
tion," it goes oh to say, "has
ushered in anew era in the
history of mankind—the era of
the downfall of capitalism and
the establishment of commu-
nism!”
It might be well for us to be
more aware of this fervid dedi-
cation, at the moment when
the American nation almost
considers Khrushchev to be a
wall of protection against
other foes, notably, Red China.
It might also be wise for us
to inquire as to how this
"downfall” of free nations is
to be accomplished.
The November World Marx-
ist Review furnishes us with
that Red answer in an article
entitled "The Revolutionary
Platform of the International
Communist Movement."
IT UNFOLDS that the im-
mediate means of bringing
about the weakening and
e\entually the "downfall” of
the U.S. and other like nations
is by "peaceful coexistence."
Khrushchev argues that be-
cause he does not risk Imme-
diate warfare that does not
mean that he Is not working
for the destruction of "Amerl
can Imperialism.”
The whole key to his strat
egy, he declares. Is the "find-
ing of the forms of the transi-
tion or approach to the prole-
tarian revolution," as Lenin
did in "the struggle for peace
and for land ” In other words,
"the winning of the masses to
immediate struggle" Is the
central task to bring about the
overthrow of free govern
ments. And that means, when
translated from Red language,
the smuggling of the commu-
nist line Into our thoughts and
press.
WE ARE seriously unpre-
pared for this psychological
warfare. Some of our educa-
tors and our press arc so un-
prepared that this lack of un-
derstanding runs into what
might be called frivolities.
Columnist Joseph Alsop thus
brought forward on Nov. 7 the
Russian poet Yevgeni Yevtu-
shenko as an instance of the
"Cuban-born tensions of the
Kremlin.”
This columnist had writ-
ten some condemnatory verses
on "Stalin's inheritors” and
mentioned that one of them
had had a heart attack.
Immediately Alsop decided
that the one mentioned was
Frol Kozlov, second in com-
mand to Khrushchev, Alsop
saw a deadly war brewing be-
tween Kozlov and Khrushchev
out of this piece of poetry.
Unhappily, Kozlov appeared
beside Khrushchev on the re-
viewing stand in Red Square
in photos the very next day. It
was also he who brought the
Khrushchev message to the
Italian Communist Party.
THE POETRY by Yevtu-
shenko that Alsop should have
noted is that which is promi-
nently featured in the October
Soviet Literature. All of his re-
cent poetry was about Cuba
and testified to the staunch de-
termination of Soviet Russia
is to use Cuba perpetually
against the U.S.
One of the worst products of
the unpreparedness for psycho-
logical warfare in our general
press is the impression now
given that the good Khrush-
chev is for "peaceful cocx
istence" while had Stalin was
against it.
It Is a bitter reality that
"peaceful coexistence" was
Stalin's clever wuupon which
allowed him to persuade us to
let him hold Poland, Bulgaria,
Hungary, and other nations
which are now behind the Iron
Curtain.
Lately London has made
news by the poisonous smog
hovering over that city. But
mental smog can he as deadly.
We must begin to appreciate
that.
The Question Box
Beatifications
Not Infallible
Rtv. Leo Parity, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, N. 7,
are editors of The Question Box, Questions may be addressed
to them there for answers in this column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. /.
Q- What degree of certainty
do we have that a "blessed”
is actually in heaven? In other
words, are beatifications infal-
lible pronouncements by the
Church?
A. This question was sub-
mitted to us along with the
question on the Infallibility of
canonizations which we an-
swered In the Nov. 29 Question
Box. You recall, we defined
canonization as the "solemn
and definitive act by which the
Pope decrees that a person is
in heaven and should be given
the public veneration due to
the saints of God,” and an-
swered that such a papal act
is truly infallible so that there
can never be cause for doubt
about the heavenly status of
the canonized saint.
Now, beatification Is some-
thing decidedly less than can-
onization. It is essentially
nothing more than part of the
total process which could lead
to solemn canonization; it is
the decree issued at the close
of the extended preparatory
phase of the whole procedure.
At beatification the cause of
the person remains incom-
plete; the decree of beatifica-
tion cannot, therefore, be con-
sidered a definitive verdict on
the person’s heavenly status.
The definitive verdict Is giv-
en only if the cause is sub-
sequently completed through
all the stages resulting in a
solemn decree of canonization.
Thus, when a person is decreed
"blessed,” veneration by the
faithful in either a particular
area or the whole Church is
permitted or even ordered,
but by no means imposed, us
in canonization. The reason
for the distinction is that by
beatifying a person the Church
has not absolutely committed
herself to the Irrevocable judg-
ment of sanctity.
THIS DIFFERENCE is illus-
trated by the regulations gov-
erning the art-representations
of saints and "bcati.” The head
of a saint may be represented
as crowned or surrounded by
the nimbus of glory; but that
of the merely beatified person
nay be surrounded only by the
separate rays, an art symbol
of lesser significance.
It seems quite clear, there-
fore, that the decree of beati-
fication is not infallible, since
the plentitude of papal author-
ity is not imposing a definitive
verdict on the universal
Church. Hence, strictly speak-
ing, there is a possibility of
error In a decree of beatifica-
tion. That as a point of fact
there was no error in beatifica-
tion is known infallibly only if
and when the "blessed" is
solemnly canonized.
We hasten to note: error in
beatification is most unlikely,
since the decree results only
from the most careful and
thorough Investigation by the
Holy See. We opine that the
occurrence of mistaken beati-
fication must be considered
the rarest of events owing to
the general protection of God
for His Church.
The realization that beatifi-
cation is not strictly infallible
should not lessen our vener-
ation of the "blessed”; we still
have the safe practical certi-
tude which suffices for reason-
able and prudent action on our
part. Rather, we should in-
crease our prayer and devo-
tion to the "blessed” in whom
we are particularly interested
and who presents us with an
especially appealing example,
so that soon in the providence
of God and judgment of the
Church, this blessed may a-
chieve to the highest honors of
the altar—eainthood.
Q. Can a Pope resign or re-
tire from the papacy? Did this
ever happen?
A. Yes. In fact, Canon Law
provides that, if the Pope re-
signs, his resignation takes ef-
fect Immediately and is not de-
pendent for its validity on ac-
ceptance by the College et Car-
dinals or any one else.
The only clear instance of
abdication by a reigning Pon-
tiff occurred in 1294. Pope
Celestlne V issued an aposto-
lic constitution stating both
that Popes could resign and
that he was able by the plen-
titude of his power to issue
such a definitive decision on
this matter which had been
somewhat debated up to that
point.
Immediately thereupon he
resigned his office and retired
to the monastic life simply as
Fra Peter of Murrone. This
ssme man has long been ven-
erated by the Church as St.
Peter Celestine whose feast
day is May 19. He waa suc-
ceeded in office by Pope Boni-
face VIII who confirmed the
legitimacy of his predecessor’s
abdication.
A "conditional” abdication
has also been used in the past
When Pope Pius VII in 1804
set out from Rome to crown
Napoleon in Paris, he left be-
hind an act of abdication
which was to take effect should
he be made prisoner by the
French and not aUowed to re-
turn to Italy.
And we venture to say that
such an expedient could still
be used any time the exercise
of the papacy is endangered by
threat of Imprisonment or kid-
napping of the reigning Pon-
tiff. Please God, such a sac-
rilege would never occur!
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Jan. I—Octave of Christ-
mas
Jan. 2—Feast of the Holy
Name of Jesus
Jan. 6 Feast of the
Epiphany
Once a week, if recited
daily, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by the ecclesiastical author-
ity.
A partial indulgence of
300 days may be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
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Duty Can’t Be Avoided
By Fear of Criticism
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
At shunt Profit,or of Sociology, St. Louis UaUiersity
We have Jus* finished our annual school retreat. We were urged not to become
mere “conformists," or to act out of “human respect." I’ve always found this last
term“very confusing because nobody ever bothers to explain It. We just can’t avoid
paying attention to what others may think of us. How long will you be welcome In a
group if you don’t go along with them? Most of us aren’t made to be lone wolves,
yet that’s what you’ll be If you don’t cooperate. Some of the instructions we get don’t
seem very practical, or am I missing the point?
I think I know the point your
instructor was trying to make
in regard to human respect,
and it’s a point weQ worth
making.
By human respect we mean
a particular type of fear, a
fear of criticism or ridicule that
Indaces a person to neglect
doing his duty or seeking a
moral good.
When we blame a person for
acting out of human respect,
we imply not only that he
acted primarily or merely out
of concern for what others
might think of him, but also
that the expected criticism of
these “others" was not based
on sound moral principles.
WE MUST carefully distin-
guish the cowardly fear of
criticism associated with “hu-
man respect” from the healthy
fear of the Just criticism of
others that we all should ex-
perience. This salutary fear
operates as a self-conscious,
motivating awareness that if
wfi Ho wrong, our good repu-
tation will suffer; that is, oth-
ers will Justly blame Us and
we will lose their valued es-
teem.
Perhaps the source of your
confusion is that you tend to
associate the term human re-
spect with this healthy fear of
Just criticism.
ttuman respect plays a sig-
nificant role in human af-
fairs, for men are social by
nature. As human persons we
possess an independent, auton-
omous "self,”, but we are not
auto-sufficient. We stand in
need of others and are conse-
quently profoundly affected by
the kinds of relationships we
maintain with them. Our con-
ceptions of ourselves are
formed and conditioned by
wbat others think of us, or at
least, by what we think others
think of us.
CONCERN FOR the esteem
of others, therefore, is an es-
sentially human trait, and it is
precisely in this gap between
our self-images and the im-
ages we present to others, that
the roots of the problems asso-
ciated with human respect are
to be found.
If our self-images are poorly
developed, or if we are dis-
satisfied with them, we will
seek consolation in the images
we present to others, with the
result that we will try to pre-
serve and enhance these im-
ages by conforming our con-
duct to what others may ap-
prove.
It should be noted that not
all “others” are equally im-
portant. Only those whose es-
teem we seek; for example,
our parents during childhood,
our “gang” during adoles-
cence, our professional col-
leagues. business associates,
or social “pace-setters” during
maturity will be significant in
this regard. Moreover, con-
cern for what these significant
others may think will vary, be-
ing most influential during
childhood and adolescence
when our self-images are nor-
mally least adequate or de-
veloped.
WE MAY conclude that two
related measures are of pri-
mary importance in overcom-
ing human respect. We must
develop an integrated philoso-
phy of life, including mature
life-goals, standards, and satis-
factory self -images; and we
must be careful to select sig-
nificant “others" with similar
ideals, so that concern for
their respect will be a salu-
tary force rather than a hin-
drance to moral growth.
I fully agree that we cannot
avoid paying attention to what
others may think of us. Never-
theless, as followers of Christ,
we are bound to evaluate their
criticisms within a framework
of Christian moral principles
and then have the courage to
do what is right.
But this is possible only if
we have personally developed
a balanced philosophy of life,
motivated by a sense of per-
sonal commitment and loyalty
to Christ. I also agree that we
are not made to be lone
wolves. Asa Christian this
means that you select your
friends, your “significant oth-
ers," with due attention to the
values that guide their judg-
ments.
Understanding,
Not Weakness
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
Clearly ours is an ecumeni-
cal age. But if progress in re-
ligious understanding is to
continue, it should be equally
clear that no one can expect
members of another religious
group to prove false to their
tradition.
It is to be feared that friend-
liness, moderation, willingness
to compromise on accidentals
and eagerness to avoid contro-
versy can be interpreted in
some quarters as either a re-
laxation of basic moral posi-
tions or organizational weak-
ness.
IT SEEMS likely that the
controversy around the estab-
lishment of birth control as
public policy in Illinois is in
great part the result of a mis-
understanding of the Catholic
posture, a feeling that moder-
ation is the same as weakness.
Proponents of the publicly-
financed program sincerely
believed that it would help
solve a major social problem.
They also were not unaware
that it would possibly cut re-
lief costs and thus have broad
taxpayer appeal.
The only obstacle was that
it would be morally repugnant
to almost half of the citizens
ol the area in which It was to
be applied, that, in fact, these
citizens might argue that the
state was promoting fornica
tion and prostitution.
ONE OF THE basic rules of
the pluralistic game in our so-
ciety is that you do not try to
establish as public something
that is morally objectionable
to a large group of your popu-
lation. But there is a curious
double standard about these
rules; Catholics are expected
to be more careful in their ob-
servation of them than anyone
else.
Protestant ministers may
endorse political candidates,
but Catholic Bishops may not.
The National Educational As-
sociation may speak out on
federal aid, but Catholic au-
thorities may not. So too Cath-
olics must not oppose major
changes which they find mor-
ally objectionable and poor
public policy.
The birth control proponents
apparently believed that the
archdiocese would be so eager
to avoid controversy that it
would sit quietly by while a
campaign began which seemed
to have as its objective the es-
tablishment as official policy,
a code of ethics at variance
with much of the Judaeo-
Christian tradition.
Apparently they felt that
plans for publicly financed
sterilization and divorce for
those on relief would produce
no violent reaction either.
A GOOD NUMBER of the
people who have been involved
in the controversy profoundly
regret that it got started
(though one suspects that
there is a certain amount of
latent anti-Catholicism that re-
joices in a chance to “beat”
the Church). More than one
political career has unques-
tionably gone up in smoke in
the matter.
Yet one staff member of the
Public Aid Commission could
apparently express sincere
surprise that Catholics would
be offended by the suggestion
of state-financed divorce for
those on relief, especially
when this suggestion was
made the day after birth con-
trol became the official policy
of the state.
It was seemingly astonishing
that Catholics would think that
such a move could only be in-
terpreted as a gratuitous insult
to the Church, a way of say-
ing, "We beat you once and
we re going to keep on beating
you and there's nothing you
can do -to-slop us."
*
CATHOLICS HAVE no inten-
tion of trying to establish their
own moral code as the official
moral code of society. The
Chicago Archdiocese made it
clear that it has no intention
of trying to stop others from
practicing birth control or get-
ting birth control information.
But if those who are trying
to establish their own moral
code as the official one think
they are going to do so without
a fight, they have sadly mis-
interpreted the temper of
American Catholicism.
Tender Is
The Music
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I have been haunted of late
by the melody of a song called
“An Affair to Remember.” I
have never heard the words;
1 do not even know whether
there are any words. But the
composer is making love with
touchingly tender musk; and
tenderness is terribly impor-
tant in love. Indeed, love be-
tween man and woman with-
out tenderness is very close
to a contradiction in terms.
1 know that tenderness can
be expressed in many ways,
soma of which on the surface
seem the opposite of tender. I
have heard husbands voice
tenderness by calling their
wives "Butch" and by mock
threats to clobber them. But
the tenderest wjy of manifest-
ing tenderness is through
music.
ONLY OF LATE have I real
lied why I like some music
more than others and why
there is some music, even
great music, fur which 1 don't
care Now I see that the music
that fascinates me is tender,
or at least has tenderness in
it.
THE IMPORTANCE of ten
derness can hardly be exag-
gerated. whether in musk, in
love or in life. But I wish that
"An Affair to Remember”
had some other title. Love is
only broken love when it is no
more than an affair Perhaps
"An Affair to Remember” is
is about a permanent af-
fair; a love that was not bro-
ken. 1 hope so.
The tenderest love is perma-
nent love. Unless it has loyalty
in it, and determination to he
true no matter what, and will-
ingness to sacrifice, there is a
false note in the tenderness.
The tenderness, in fact. Is a
kind of lie even though the
man and woman may be ly-
ing so successfully to them-
selves that they do not realize
that the/ are lying.
1 WILL ADMIT to skepti
cism, though, when a man
says that he never so much ns
looked at any woman except
his wife. This seems to me
an unreal statement. Perhaps
there arc men possessed of
that kind of total singlemind-
edness; if so, I salute them.
But loyalty surely need not
mean blindness. And certainly
there is virtue in being at-
tracted but rejecting the a
traction because one’s luyalty
is to another Perhaps there
is greater tenderness, and a
more admirable love, in toy
alty that is loyal because it is
willed in spite of distractions.
At any rate, loving tender-
ness is the solvent of every dif-
ficulty in marriage, and will
insure the happiness of the
wife even if One cannot ex-
press it in music, hut only
awkwardly In a word and a
touch on the cheek.
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Book of Life
A Final Record
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
St. John tells us that those
who read the Book of the
Apocalypse, the last book of
the Bible, are blessed. In one
verso John describes the
throne of God:
“Before this throne in my
vision, the dead must come,
great and little alike; and the
books were opened. Another
book too was opened, the book
of life. And the dead were
judged by their deeds, as the
books recorded them.”
What will these books be?
For one thing, they will be
the unerring memory of God;
nothing is forgotten by Him.
The books will also be our
own memory, for nothing that
we have ever done is without
* registry on our souls.
EACH DAY WE are writing
our judgment through our
deeds. Character can be read
now. And it is not the evil
alone that is recorded; it is
the good. Not even the least
v/ork done for God and His
Church will be forgotten.
Start the new year by
straightening out your ac-
counts. If you hf.ve failed,
make amends. If you have
not practiced your faith, give
alms that the Holy Father
may send a missionary to give
faith to a pagan. If you have
not supported the works of the
Church, build a church in
Africa or Asia.
Someday the books will be
opened. Friends and flatterers
can do nothing for you then,
for your name is written on
those books. May |t be in-
scribed in the Book of Life
that you manifested your love
ol the Crucified Savior by
denying yourself to give His
Faith to others in mission
lands!
GOD LOVE YOU to Mrs.
B.Y. for $10: “To thank St.
Jude for favors received, I
want the Holy Father to have
this for his missions.” To Mrs.
L.B. for $5: ”1 made this
money selling homemade
bread, eggs and a few chick-
ens. This is a small way to
help feed God’s poor." To a
Catholic Daughters group for
$23: "Last month we held a
‘car wash’ to help raise money
for the missions. There are
now lots of sparkling cars
may there be even more
sparkling souls!” To Mr. and
Mrs. G.F. for $4O: "We de-
cided not to give each other
presents this year so that
someone in the missions could
have the greatest gift the
Faith." To K.R.H. for $25:
"I am giving my Christmas
bonus to the missions.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Rishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis, 24
DeGrasse St., Paterson.
Letters to the Editor
tb§ mam* mi addrets of th* writer mutt b* included In * Utter
intended for publication, but they uill be withheld if requested.
Says Council
Aim Distorted Rocco A. DePaola
Newark
Editor:
I would like to bring to your
attention certain secular re-
porting on the ecumenical
council, which I think is a
misrepresentation of the true
purpose of the council.
According to some reporting,
it appears that the Second
Vatican Council is nothing
more than a gigantic struggle
between the Italian-dominated
Roman Curia and the Bishops
of the world. This is the furth-
est thing from the truth, and
certainly, hurts the unity Pope
John is seeking when nation-
alism is Injected into the coun-
cil.
Catholic teaching (tells us
that) the doctrine of the
Mystical Body of Christ is r
universal love for all men. . .
I have met some of these
Italian Cardinals. They are the
personification of humility
and holiness
. . . The reason
they are there is that they are
highly qualified and have long
service in the Vatican . . .
One nows magazine report
said the Italians know nothing
about missionary needs. One
cf the offices of the Roman
Curia is the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith,
which guides the missionary
activities of the Church
throughout the world. . .
I hope and pray that Catho-
lies will bo enlightened by the
true meaning of the council in-
stead of these distortions.
Rabbit Hunt
Stirs Protest
Grace E. Koclbel,
West Orange.
Editor:
It is disheartening to learn
from the National Catholic So-
ciety for Animal Welfare that
American Legion Post No. 113
of Harmony, N. C„ has again
held a pre-Christmas stoning
and clubbing of rabbits on
Dec. 15.
While it is too late to stop
this barbarous affair this year,
if enough readers would write
to James E. Powers, the Na-
tional Commander of the A-
merican Legion in Indianapo-
lis, Ind., perhaps. something
can be done toward doing
away with this annual mock-
ery of every humane law.
A Good Start
For New Year
Stanley Yavorski
Union
Editor:
A Bcrnardine Sister mission-
ary in Brazil would like me
to send her my used Christmas
greeting cards in a simple
packsge marked "no value."
In her words, "It won’t cost
much and It will bring much
joy to a group of seminarians
who use them in their cate-
chetical classes.”
Personally, I think it’s a
good way to start the New
Year and it certainly will do
no harm to our Latin Ameri-
can missionary effort.
Her address:
Sister M. Procopia, Ginasio
NSr do Carmo, Tapes, Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Texas Mission
Needs Listed
Bernice M. Gorman
Newark
Editor:
Father Jim Madden in the
El Paso Diocese has requested
the following new, old or used
items for Mexican and Indian
people: good reading material,
cancelled stamps, greeting
cards, religious articles,
school and office supplies, old
gold, sliver, "junk” Jewelry,
and clothing.
Please address to:
Rev. James Madden, Catho-
lic Youth Organization, 514 N.
Stanton, El Paso, Texas.
THE FATHERS of the
Church were theologians of the
first eight centuries A.D. out-
standing for sancitity and
learning.
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10 Top Stories
From Filmdom
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
From news stories of (wider
than Catholic interest, involv-
ing Hollywood during lijgfcf-i
chose the following 10 from
this column, as most signifi-
cant:
VATICAN COUNCIL. For
the first time in history an
ecumenical council discussed
movies, TV and other com-
munications media. More con-
structive criticism and or-
ganized Christian information
and support for morally and
artistically worthy entertain-
ment, may result.
CATHOUC BISHOPS AND
CLASSIFIED FILMS. The U.S.
Bishops' committee decided to
support legislative measures
unless the film business volun-
tarily classifies movies so that
parents may know which films
are suitable or unsuitable for
their youngsters. Influential
Protestant leaders Impressed
by events at the ecumenical
council, are contemplating
unilateral or cooperative ac-
tion with the Bishops in this
matter.
FOREIGN FILMS. Through
1962,' double as many ques-
tionable foreign and indepen-
dent' movies were in
neighborhood, drive-in and
"family" theaters here. Moral
offensiveness of "rot-specked”
movies that might otherwise
have been acceptable for
"mature adults," also became
worse.
, "SEPARATE" RATINGS.
During 1962, 10 movies were
added to the Legion of De-
cency’s "Separate" list (a
moral caution without sanc-
tions). In 1958 and 1959 only
one film and in 1960 and 1961
only four received this rating.
Between 1938 and 1953 there
were none.-
TELSTAR. The short-lived
but unique scientific pioneer,
sent the first instant pictures
and dialogue around the world,
lighting the way to closer com-
munications and greater un-
derstanding between various
peoples.
"DIRT HAS HAD IT.’* So
said Movie Code chief Geof-
frey Shurlock, judging by the
screenplays being planned.
Over-emphasis on the sordid
has not on the whole paid off
at the theaters, but Disney has
been making bigger and bigger
profits.
"ETHICS" SAID GOLDWTN.
Veteran Hollywood producer
Sam Goldwyn proposed a
"new Code of Ethics" to re-
capture public respect and es-
teem for Hollywood movies.
Widespread approval but no
action has so far been the re-
sult.
“THE GREATEST STORY."
Wall St. financiers tried to
"kill" plans to film Fulton
Oursler’s "The Greatest Story
Ever Told." Preferred to pour
$3O million into "Cleopatra."
But producer-director George
Stevens and United Artista
made joint plans, and filming
at last is in progress. Possible
finish: fall of 1963 for release
Easter 1964.
CINERAMA HISTORY.
MGM unveiled the first full-
scale dramatization in triple-
screen Cinerama process.
"Wonderful World of the
Brothers Grimm," not techni-
cally flawless and spottily re-
viewed, is doing well with the
public.
SCANDAL AND PROFIT.
20th Century’s “Cleopatra"
brought Hollywood’s biggest,
most modern studio to a
standstill. Financial recovery
may depend on public recep-
tion of the $3O million motion
picture.
Revival of squalid scandal in-
volving two of its stars may
alienate millions who disap-
prove, without luring addition-
al millions who do not care.
Television
SUNOAY, DIC. IS
TANARUS»,«.m. (7) _ Chrletophere. "Ac-
roytuau PoiiUv.." D«njua Day.
■7.SS ajß-d) _ Chrigtepbers.S am. (S) Hourofst. Francis.
«> Talk Abort Cod.
SATURDAY, JAN. S
12:34 p.m. Ul> Christophers. "Need
(or Dedication," Alexander Scourby.
Radio
l IJO. WNBC «M. WHOM
JJf- WCBS ISO. won 710. WMCA
So,'vNj
feaf1 wnjvn * «’•
SUNDAY, DSC. 10
l * “• Christopher*.
T a.m. WHEW Hour of Crucliitd.
• *m. WINS PaulUt Fathers
• » »-• "MCA _ Ave taSta Hour.
»:J0 am. WWBL _ An Marta Hoar.
S:SO ajß. WVNJ Living SMn
Pm.WFUV.fFIO - Sacred Haart
Friendly Conor
Mary
WTHA - Our Sptritaal
•il* JTOV ITU) - Same Haart
S%Ta. WnSc”! Hour
a
~ AraSarU.
• P-m. WBNX It, Jud# Movmn
•J* wruv <FM) - Jtaur tagiri-
Wyv <TU> - Georgetown Uni-varsity Forum.
I- Hall Mary Hour.7.0S yma.WB.VX _ Novena.
~ rorth * m Ltc-
{.ft (WruvrMl-Ltturftcal Muaic.
nssiaW Jtodiar Chrt * U“ ta AcUo «-
MONDAY, DIC SI
i? P ”i,5'SOU, iL**’ “ B« r *<l Haart.0 p m. WFUV (FIS) Sacred Haart.7:6 pm. WBNX - NoveiT
TUESDAY. JAN. 1
SiSS p m. WSOU <FM> - Sacred Haart.
• HTFUV :FM> Sacred Heart
7:41 pja. WBNX Novena.
. _
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 1
1» p.m. WSOU <FM) Sacred Heart
! WFWinir- toSSI He.""-
7:« pm. WSOU <FM) _ Christophare.
. -
THUMOAY, JAN. t
•* » WSOU inO - Sacred Haart.
, (sJtrt.W * OU <n,) - Following of
S p m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
FRIDAY, JAN. 4
Ooctikd W#OU
~~
I p.m. WBNX - Noma.
SATURDAY, JAN. S
f Zm ' ’’T*™ ,r *‘> - **"*<l Heart
SiJO p.m. WOR Family Tbsster.
FAMILY SINGERS -Shown in a scene from "The Burke Family Singers" to be shown
on "Look Up and Live" Dec. 30, 10:30 a.m., a.m. 2, are Walter V. Burke, his wife and
10 children, who will present Christmas music and other choral selections. The Burkes
are featured In the December issue of The Sign.
By Popular Request
Predicts Better Church Music
ST. LOUIS (NC) Music in
Catholic churches in the U. S.
isn’t at a very high level at
present but it is going to im-
prove because the churchgoer
is gradually requesting better
music.
So said Flor Pceters, Bel-
gian composer and organist
who has written eight Masses
and hundreds of liturgical and
choral preludes.
_
Peeters, organist and choir
director at Mechelen cathedral
in the Antwerp province of
Belgium, is appearing before
Catholic and Protestant au-
diences on a concert tour oi
the U. S. In St. Louis he
gave a private concert before
the faculty and student body of
the Lutheran Concordia Semi-
nary. ,
“YOU KNOW the level of
muaic in the Catholic Church
in this country has not been
up to a very high standard.”
said Peeters. “But good reli-
gious music in the U. S. is go-
ing to be much better in com-
ing years. And it must be. I
think we in the Church have
to do the very best we can.
We make our music to sing to
the Lord. So it should be the
best possible.”
Peeters has built his litur-
gical music around Gregorian
chant and is one of the first
composers of this century to
win acclaim for such efforts.
One pf Peeters’ selections
perhaps most familiar to U.S.
Catholics is a two-part setting
of the Marian hymn “Sub
Tuum Praesidium,” which ia
recited by Legion of Mary
members at their meetings. ,
“I wrote it when I was 19,”
Peeters said. “I was a stu-
dent, and that was one of my
works In a class in free com-
position.”
PEETERB COMPOSES with-
out using an organ. The struc-
ture and melodics are worked
cut in his mind before he
starts to set them down on
manuscript paper. He said it
takes him about a week to
write a major work such as a
Mass. Then hp puts the manu-
script away for a time.
“I don't look at it for at least
two months,” he said. “Then I
take it out and try to take an
objective look at it, to aee if
it sounds as I had envisioned."
Drama Ratings
Following lg a list or rarrent or
recent plays compiled by tho Legion
of Decency of the Newark Arch-
diocese.
Family
Camelot Man for An
Sound of Muaic Seasons
Adults
Alfllr, Tho Lord Pengo
Beyond the Mary. Mary
Fringe Milk It Honey
Calculated (Ugh Mr. President
Carnival! Naver Too Late
How to Succeed
In Business
MOVIES
Meral ration or IK. New York office e* Ih-
oa*lew*l refterehen cv CatHalir atumoee
aivmML—Jr i l£dx .TkLSI*
”
For further Information MA 3 8700 or AD 741000
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
All American
Almost Angels
Baahiul Elephant
Boost of Hollow
Mountain
800l oI fcaeitUta
Big Bod
Boy Who Caught
Crook
Damn tho Defiant
Eddv Dachtn Story
n ctd
Eocope From East
Borlio
Car Country
I Wooka to
Balloon
follow That Dream
Forever My Love
Cay Purr ee
Ciutot
Itaiold ljojd'e >
World M Comedy
Herculea
la Search <4
Caatawaya
lnvaaton of Star
Creatures
Island
H e Only Money
Jock. Gloat
Killer
Joaeph A Brethren
Jumbo
King A I
Lady A Tramp
Legend of Lobo
Living Desert
'ongsot Day •
Make Way for Lilt
Marco Polo
Murder. She Said
Muaic Mao
Never Soy
Goodbye
No Man la Island
Phantom Planet
Repe of Malaya
"• c'snt Saint
Rood to Hong Kong
Santa Claus
Sergeant! )
owordiman of
81en.x
3 Stoogee in Orbit
300 Spartans
i Stooge, Meet
Hercules
3 World! of
Gulliver
Troian Horen
Underwater City
Wonderful World
of Brat Grimm
Young Ouiu of
Tease
lots
Unobjectionable for Adults
,
Adolescents
Affair to
lUoMmbtr
American In Part*
AtUln
Bar abba*
Bur Country
Blfly Rudd
Birdman <4
AJcalrai
Bride a oi Dr am! a
Bridjrea at
Toko-Hi
Carousel
Coox k-la 4
Dovtl oi 4 O'clock
Flower Drum Soni
Geronimo
Gunt of Dorhoeu
Hangman
Hbund at
BaahertiUet
PW44 o( Usher
I Burled the Uxtn*
Judgment at
Nuremberg
Kid Galahad
l.awrence of Arabia
kUtuMoont 7
Matter of Who
Mighty Uraua
Miracle Worker
Mutiny oo Bounty
On the
Waterfront
Roar Wind w
Requiem lor
Heavyweight
Roman Holiday
Saskatchewan
Stagecoach la
Dancer's Rock
Toraa Bulb*
7 Tlckeu to Parlg
Valiant
World In My
Pocktt
Your Past
la Showing
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
All Fine Younj
Caannlbala
Amu Lccaeta
hsis.*
Como September
Counterfeit Traitor
Horror Hotel
| -Hunk ■ FootIf Moo Answers
tabor* tho Wtad
Lldbl In riaaia
Loneliness <4 Long
Maacberlan
Candidate
!**»<>. W AUeAa
HMorieuo Landlady
Nua A Sortgoaul
Oceaa'g n
Paaie Year Zero
Period oi
Adjustment
Povton P>n
Pigeon That
_
T»ofc Rome
Rocco A Hit
Brother!
Ruler on Dead
Hong
■Manor Not Song
. undoys A Cybelo
2 far Bsoaow
Teacher's Pel
Through Olsm
Darkly
Virgin Spring
Warrtora 5
Weal Side Slory
What Ever
Happened to
Baby Jana?
Whom Truth Ueg
Who's Got Ihe
Action
Y o): mho
Morally Objectionable inPart for Every one
Anna Karenina r.Mwu .Anno Karenina
Arturo's luand
aw-
Chopmao Roport
Ctmu and Horror t
Doctor In Loro
O. I. Blues
flr-nr
Head
Jaaart
Laver Come Bock
Love I* Many
■plendoced Thing
Mm With Golden
Arm
Mary Had a Mills
Mongols
°ol Joey
Parrtek
habrlna
Siege a Syracuse
hummer akin
2 Weeks In
Another Town
Very Private Alfalr
Welti of Toreadors
War Lover
White Maw Ship
World of Suite
W'ong
Separate Classification
11 #U#n 10 terU,n !Uma which, whllo not
ikL 'Jll!o #* Vt# l. f#^u r * #om# nnalyala and explanation a*' *° untnformad afainat wrung interpretation* and ralao
Smroi Itallaa Day't Journoy »Mv Aboxt 4
«yto K«ai 0 i King* Prtaaura Point Mud Below
Condemned
. iMfMrt* H Moon It HIo« I’haadr a
Play Prize to Priest
In Singapore Contest
SINGAPORE (NC) An
Irish Jesuit's anticommunist
drama has won the Malaysia
Play and Song Competition.
Rev. Terence Sheridan, S.J.,
editor of the Malayan Catho-,
lie Press, was awarded the'
contest prize of about $350 by
Singapore Premier Lee Yuan
Kew for hla play, "The More
We Are Together," performed
by the Catholic Teachers’
Movement Drama Workshop.
See TV a Threat
JERUSALEM (RNS>-Vi|or-
ous opposition to the introduc-
tion of television in Israel was
voiced here by the Council of
the Israeli Chief Rabbinate on
the ground that it represented
a potential threat to religion
and morals.
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funny Thins Haws nag on H»
Wav M in* Serum Lrartsh. broad
burl*tqua-typs comedy about nones of
tho leant noble Romane of thorn all.
A Men for All fsttong Intense,
engrossing drama about St Thomae
More'a last crucial etnifgle with Henry
VIII. Highly recommended lor all.
A Man’s * Man— Brecht's eearlngly
Miter comedy demonetraUag how an
Institution like tho army turaa men
Into monetrous killers. Much loul talk
and a wholly cynical petal of view.
A Thou vend Clowns Witty topical
comody about a disgruntled writer no
longer content to turn out Insane TV
•ofaU. Pretty caaual 1a ll* view of
lUtan lovo affaire. Adults.
Beyond the F rinse Literate, whim-
sical adult satire of current lads and
folllea by a bright quartet eg< young
Brttiehara.
Calculated RhA Buepdneoful melo-
drama about tho atruggl* ta save aa
old Now England company from an
unacruauloue stock raloer. Soma pro-
fanity but generally food values. Adults.
Came let splendid pnfsaby. a cap-
tivating score and sound idealism nuke
this Leraer-Loewe Arthurian musical
a Jeysome grate Family.
Carnival I— Wistfully gay musical
about an orphaned Pronin girt who
Made friends la n run-down traveling
teat shows. One dubious soeg routine.
Adulle.
Cherry Orchard, The Handsome
ofl-Broedway revival of Chekhov a wry
comedy about Russia’> pro-revolution
gentry who debate brUllaatly but have
no bead (or bogtneas.
Clrcua, The Top-quality exciting
acta malm this Coliseum winter show
n must lor ctrcuo bulls young and old.
Como a lew Your Horn Jewish
American comedy In which the black-
sheep family playboy finally gets
around to settling down. Amusing, but
doe* take casual attitude toward extra-
marital affair*.
Gilbert and Sullivan - Britain's D*Oy-
ly Carta troop* in brief qty Canter
visit featuring splendid productions of
old favorites.
Herota Negligible comody about
three bochelsra acting aa romantic
codi ether* go a tovwamnten youth. Un-.
necessarily works ta and coadooaa an
( iueinagg Wl
Really Tryta* asvtr"'"eUgtag and
catchy tuna* make this stick, cynical
musical seam highly cnSerUiaiag.
an Oat far Yss Whataeatadtraatad, sardonic musical about
a young opportualat'a ruthless Md to
get rich quick ta tho garment trad*.
Here's none too credible reformation
•eves the day for fomtaieg, Adulta.
Util* M# aid Coasar comically
tope a* all lb* love* ta tho IH* of a
gaudy film quean. Lightly cynics] and
suggestive In spats, but generally amus-
ing adult fare
Lard Plage FaectaeUag charac-
ter study of a gonial but high-handed
art dealer who charms rich clients
tats paying militant far hla wares.
Adults
Mary, Mary _ Jean Karr's frothy
remedy about a las witty young wHa
who finds that too many quips ran
chill a spouse. Adalta.
Milk sad Nanay Tha rousing Song!
end dances of youag IsraaU pi tellers
help Is pep up sedate central romance
of middle-aged pair. IrmpotheOe ta di-
vorce and remarriage but dmaat over-
ly drtm this. Adult*.
Mr. Prnldgnt Gala, flu-waving
Irvine Berlin mineral with a pleasant
melodic score and Mil I sate sued do-
coot sentiments Owe qoaeUoaabt* aide-
sfmw danr*. but In general family far*.
Never To* La** ■amiOniii racy
adult comody about a mlddiesged
pair, withs married daughter, whs
suddenly learn they're expmlent par-
snU agsia. A fsw takas rathor ribald,
but Spirit generally wbNunme.
Oh Dad, Peer Ded, etc. Clever,
amusing parody of old nlma and slack
Stays marred by gruesome gags and
saggsitly* sons*.
No Urines Smart, slick, sophist I-
cited musical gboot Americana uvtag
It up la Parts. 6uggesU»t ta cast Urn-
tag and dances, end decidedly wordly
ta accepting extramarital toes.
■stamen and Sen Docent adult
comedy ta which Sam Levina as a
likable dross manufacturer wryly shrugs
hie way through a eerie* of family
And bwslnfM crlMf
Stop Ih* WwhLl Waal ta o*l ON -
Ingenious combination of drama, mime
and muaic ta project tb* Ufa of a
brash gogettar.^RieocwMfp
*— study
of ee Incongruous couple brought io-
gethe. when deserted by their rospoc-
Uva gpouste. Suggestive element! 1a
asms scenes, and quit* nognttvg ta
b*jto aaaamptioM.
aiimu-
I sting British dram* ebert tb* good
fight wngad by some Camhrldg* dona
ta ear* tb* tab of a colleague they
personally dtaUu. Adulta.
Tb* Masha Ugly. luteJUlod com*,
dy protesting rtdal InJmtte*. Muck
rew. ta decent language and
underlying cynlctam.
The Mae toss Mad Hibernian hodge-
podge. appealing at tinea, had ofTan
rowdy. Impudent and vulgar.
Tb* loon* of Magic Enchanting
musical abort the warm hearted con-
vent girl who foaaded Ih* Trapp family
singing group. Reoammended far *O.
Wh**l Afraid at VMtata WeeWT
Dteturbtng drama about two faculty
couple* elrtwg their frustrations and
neuroses through gutter talk tad ahem*,
lane behertoc during an all-night drink-
lag beta.
Resurrection Talk
CHICAGO Rev. Barnaba*
M. Ahern, C.P., recently in
Rome Ai a member of the
board of advigeri to the Sec-
ond Vatican Council, bai re-
leased a 50-minute tape on
the Regurrcction. Father
Ahem is editor of The Bible
Today and associate editor of
Worihip. The tape is being dis-
tributed by The Mary Shop,
1435 Attica Dr., St. Louis 37,
Mo.
Lepers Make Album
For Father Damien
HONOLULU (RNS)—An al-
bum of recording! hat been
made by the choir of the Mo-
lokai leper colony In honor of
Father Damien, who worked
until hi* death In the Mrvict
of the victim* of leproiy.
Th* album, entitled "A Trib-
ute to Father Damien," in-
clude* religiou* muaic aung
by the St. Francia Choir
of Kalaupapu, Molokai, made
up of peraoni afflicted with
leproay. Included are ancient
Hawaiian hymn* and se-
lections from the Mass. Plans
are being made to distribute
the recording on the mainland.
Lay Mission Film
CHICAGO (NC) - "The En-
dowed," a half-hour documen-
tary film dealing with the
work of the Extcniion Lay Vol-
unteers, had its premiere here
ond now is available through
the Catholic Church Extension
Society, 1307 S. Wabash Avr.
Chicago 5, 111.
Films on TV
Following Is a list Of (Urns os TV
Dec. 24-Jen. 4. There may b* changes
gvwraUy So ortgtakfLegion of Dwsney
ruling* may b* accepted a* correct
FAMILY
Bob Mathias story Never Take No
Christmas carol for Answor -
Cratytadi Night Plan* From
Crimson First* Chungking
Dark lloree Our Hearts War*
BW,. c!OT™.ESSf*«“Lw,
fKfSST
Hercules Rider* of Purpl*
Lute^Tnk, yod,) ' R""'bowl Sfnry
MyFsYortt* rerun's Secret
igjj&E' "Ww*
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Altar, ta. Thin MyMen Godfrey
Reasonable OldMafd
Feet A Furious Shtpherd of Hltta
&JOA. L/^ OUUI£S,r
Pliant W *
Marty
__ Something forBoas. Bsaucalr* Bove
FOR ADULTS
Of Lit* A Lovs Purple Gang
OBJECTIONABLE
Ai Long as Hen'S Outpoal
Happy Operation Secrot
Bitter His* Subway la SkyChamps'; Too Let# for Tsars
P«h A Blood Water 100 Bridge
DaShteJ'"'* Y2LS?T3US
DimiMf Awiy From it
8 THE ADVOCATE December 27, 1062
Make ready for
that arrival with
CASH WHEN
YOU NEED IT
$"M
JOIN
NIB'S
BABY CLUB
The Baby dob Is only one of
•lx convenient, new All l»ur-
post Clubs offered by Nsw
Jersey Bonk. It works Just like
• Chrietmss Club, except that
the goal is different. You save
•»y amount from $1 to S2O
weekly; have the cash you need
When you want It moot, for
that expected baby. And you
jjeeive a free gift with each
Club you open. One more res-
•on to do all your banking at
B »" k ~ where
••"king is a family affair.
mUr* bankingU a familyaffair
Often • Haledea • little fella
North Haledea • totals
Pa ter to a • Wee* Potorton
A Wedding Reception
at the
PLAZA HOTEL
Jewrnel Severe, iereer City. N. I,
arevldttt
• OlenlfleO Beaevet Reeme
(It te teei
• Suoerler Cuitme
• Mode at Prices
• Careful attention te •etslle
Phene Bridal Consultant
Oldfield 3-0100
Ample Parkins Ipeco
Air Ceadmened
■ inmates cheerful Ir siren
Gracious Elegant
Dining Decor
Superb French Culilne
Lunch
Cocktails
Dinner
Party Facilities
MAISON
BILLIA
RESTAVRANT
12M Terrill Rd. Scotch PUtai
FA 2-8242
Cloud Monday!
From ml lei
around—-
People come to
enjoy Henry Lam’*
delicious Chinese
Dinners at
NEW YORKT*GarS&u
2 WaUiin|t»fl St. Iferrliim, N.J.
It SOtM
A Orfoi to tab out
1 Cocktails strved.
A Retomtloni suutsted.
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
OIODOI J. 10*001
AIIIRI H. 11*11
wiu lam J. OIACCUM
Phan* WYman 14700
MIAMI
BEACH
Oil till* Ocr.lll •
at 163nl Street
"AAttAICA'B AIOBT /j l||>'
FUNdirm UtOiHis
RtSOAT-MOTtL" /
Church A Mm Information
18IT!
DM'Y M * T IN e ES
THRU JAN. 1
H. Y. TW<
DARfiYL F. ZANUCK'S
Ersrr
nAY
n~m m At Amt tr cam
AMPII PARKING
*(Mr>ilio«i
PI 4-I4SI
Rtktrvtd Stalk
Now lor *llow t All
Parti.
THE
WMM
tiai-Ltu
| MAIL AHO TwOW^lStltWl
H[QQrrQSS!XZDHD!DQQQHri
■bbl I* »• (.11.nnrryjj
'ace
fiats'*
ff JkJ*®Nfc*
t*uomost
To remember And be remembered
1 .. mt exquUlU decor, our famoua
continental culaine, the luprrh French aenrlce. Every glam-
oroui detail arranged with impeccable taite. Select from 20
beautiful function room*, all fully air conditioned. Accoia-
tnodating from 10 to 1500 pertoua.
„„
_
mwm
BROAD STREET AT MNCOIJf I'ARK. NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
ODD AI I j NDANI WILI PARK YOUR CAR
For Persons Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:3C A M.
D ANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions;
Driving South on Garden Stale Parkway, Exit 138
Driving North on Oarden State Parkway, Exit 137
(One Minute from either Exit)
Ik**
„
h,
JVUVI
from all of us
at
FIDELITY
UNION TMUIT COMPANY
SEASON'S
GREETINGS
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
Get Out of Your Shell at the
(Hurtle Urnuk
a delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Partie* ft Banquet*
American-Continental Cuisine
Youf Host: 3J7 Nerthfield An.
"Cher Crabowski WEST ORANGE, N. J.
REdwood 1.2*42
UIMI'O Cluh end Awrlcii Ctpr.ee Cndlt Card. Accepted
FREE PARKING
All CONDITION! 0
Sp«lel.iWi t |p HOMI MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925*31 W«st Sid* Avo.
MTU lIVINTO
Jorsoy City. HI 3-ft94S
IT*
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
OININO IN TMI PINIST TIADITION
Ter* rerktell levefet
UNtxcmio tACiimn roi
WIDOINOI - lANQJITI - COMMUNION MIAKFAITf
1181 MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6*2537
rneli Neve, pi Ike erppp Wed, than.. M. fat. P.d |„p
As You'll Like
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN l MURPHY. Me.*
THIBRASS HORN
Banquet Room* Available for
All Occasions • Open Dally
Cherry A W. Or. ltd IN. lU.eh.th.Nj
BLUE SHUTTER INN
2680 Morrl* Avc.,
Union
MU 8 6150
CATERING
One o t N. J.’t large*! end
linen facilllic* and
BANQUETS • WEDDINGS,
ETC., • DANCES .
COCKTAIL I‘AItTIES
(3 room* Available)
Cocktail louiikc Open Dally
(Clo*ed Tue».)
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invito you to enjoy it* tuperb
Prime Ribs of Beef
ter Reeervelleee Cell CeHee I-4J41 _ leule IT. faiomui NI.
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOI
5A * tV AMBBICAN ATMOIFMIeaL.terlnj to Weddut* keeapUeiu. tUneueu. H.rtiee * Luacheeae
kUNCHION* AND OlNNiai tIPVIO OAIIV
1900 loat Edgar Road, (Routo 1)
WA HMe
L INDIN. N. J.
The Church in 1962—Council, Crises
, Canonizations
By JERRY COSTELLO
the
„
ye,r of council. The Second Vatican
£mncU was the Itor y not only of the year, but
r£_T 0, e “Jury ‘ 11 haa onl y begun - “A good begin-
3“S’ rif F * ther declared - but dominated the Fork
.n- .k
h 1982 ** few hum>n endeavors have done in
any other Church year.
m
,
an wb «) convoked the council, Pope John XXIII, waa
ill “?.5 enter of iU activity _ end of other newa aa weU. Not
tbe canonization of four aainta or thereation of 10 Cardinals. There were fervent, urgent pleaa for
peace when nuclear terror threatened, and, toward the end of
the year, serious illness.
C " U * CH i* ber people, and many names helped to
h®r d ®stl Sy 1962 - 'n ' er « was Bea, apostle of unity;?“T‘ * nd jlaUi !? an - *P°*tles of brotherhood; Ottavlani,aportle<rf sacred tradiUon. Two names lit up the darkness of the
Mi ? d”!nty> • beacon of silent defiance, andwyszynski who stirred the world with an inceasing challengeto Poland’s godless rulers.
While the Church prospered in much of the world, there
** r ioU * trouW ® spot* “ weU - ** Ceylon, Haiti and
ouaan, where governments were violently antl-Cathollc, and in
tna Congo, where missioners were murdered.
Observers concerned about Latin America saw some en-
couraging signs, but warned that the Church’s problems must
tie met soon if revolutions v are to be avoided.
™ E ™ T * cumen ical council in nearly 100 years opened
with unrivaled splendor in St. Peter’s Basilica Oct. 11. Adjourned
Dec. 8 until September, the council brought about results re-
garded as productive if not highly tangible. The session set
the stage for a general tightening of debate when the council
resumes and helped to spot —and to eliminate proceduraldifficulties.
«...
P
iot ®,Un ,t? er ® amazed at toe freedom of discussion per-mitted council Fathers, a state of affairs which could do away
entirely with the traditional outside view of the Church as an
autocratic and inflexible institution.
There were material results as well. The council opened
the way for liturgical reform and renewal with an emphasis on
Christian unity, approving important sections of the liturgy proj-ect Discussion
on other draft proposals five in all in-
dicated the council’s character will be strongly pastoral rather
than doctrinal, and that a liberal approach to the Church’s prob-
**m* regarded as creating a more favorable climate for even-tual unity will replace a conservative outlook
FOUR MEN were canonized during the year. In May, Pope
John presided at ceremonies which formally declared sainthood
for Martin do Porres, a 16th-century Negro lay Brother. Three
l#th century priests St. Pierre Julien Eymard of Frsnce, and
the Italians St. Antonio Maria Pucci and St. Francisco Maria
Croese were canonized Dec. 9.
Sainthood was also declared for Blessed Vincenzo PaUottl,
founder of the Society of the Catholic Apostolate (PaDottlne
Fathers and Sisters!. He will be canonized Jan. 20.
POPE JOHN’S illness —adisturbing and uncertain ailment
dominated Vatican City news at the year’s end. While be re-
sumed ceremonies and audiences recently, recurrent rumorsthat the "gastric ailment and anemia’’ were more serious con-
tinued to cause concern.
The Pope marked his 81st birthday Nov. 23 with a thought-
ful comment: "All days are good to be bora and all days are
good to die, and there is no need to worry when life and mercy
are drawn from this source.”
On Nov. 4 be celebrated the fourth anniversary of his elec-
tion to the Papacy.
Other highlights of the Pope’s year included peace plans in
connection with the Cuban crisis and tbe fighting in Algeria
and India; a February statement in which he reaffirmed the im-
portance of Latin as the languege of the Church; a decision in
April to permit Michaelangelo’s “Pieta” to be at the
New York World’s Fair, and a series of private audiences in-
cluding one with Mrs. John F. Kennedy.
THE CREATION of 10 new Cardinals in February raised
the College of Cardinals to a record 87. The list included no
Americans.
On Holy Thursday, Pope John consecrated as Bishops 12
Cardinals.
Tber ® were several liturgical changes during the yesr, In-
cluding two of major importance. In November, Pope John
directed that the name of St. Joseph be inserted in the Canon
of the Roman Rite Mass, beginning Dec. 8.
* decre ® 01 to® Sacred Congregation of Rites pro-
vtded that Bishops throughout the world may authorize the ad-
ministration of Baptism to adults in seven distinct and separate
steps instead of all at once. The decree permitted much of the
rite to take place in the local language.
IN THE U. 8. two archdioceses attracted nation-wide at-
tention when they ordered an end to school segregation. In
one— New Orleans the directive met with opposition from
• small but militant minority.
_ P?®e.? r f.?* Uon 01 ,choola to Atlanta, ordered by ArchbishopPaul J. Hallinan, proceeded with a minimum of difficulty.
The 83-year-old Archbishop of New Orleans, * Joseph F.
Hummel. announced the desegregation ruling in March, before
his retirement. It was strenuously enforced by his successor
Archbishop John P. Cody. Several segregationists were excom-
rnundated before the controversy died down.
THE YEAR WAS not without other controversies on church-
connected matters. One involved "Communism: Threat to Frce-
dom, an 80-page booklet published by the Social Action Depart-
ment of the National Catholic Welfare Conference. Author wasK * v - / obn Cronin, S.S., the department's assistant director
the hooMet's criticism of right-wing "extrem-
charged with "misleading the American people,"
The March 24 death of boxer Benny (Kid) Paret in a welter-
weight championshipfight with titleholdcr Emile Griffith touched
,
c ?,t ! cl * m from churchmen, calling for the reform or
outright abolishment of the sport.
An announcement that the federal government’s Agency
for International Development would coopcrato with religious
organizations in carrying out U. S. foreign aid programs brought
criticism, and a subsequent reversal of the decision.
No controversy bad more tragic overtones than that raised
by the discovery that a drug called thalidomide, when taken
by pregnant women, could cause deformities in infants. The
Church restated that a direct abortion is a violation of the
fundamental principles of natural law and Is never justified.
FEW BTORIES received wider notice than the June 23 de-
cision of the U. S. Supreme Court voiding a 22-word prayer
used in New York public schools because it was "composed by
government officials." A wide-range concurring opinion by Jus-
tlce William O. Douglas went further than the court’s majority
in criticizing school-related religious functions.
During the same week the Court ruled that allegedlyobscena
matter may not be banned from the mails unless it is guilty
of "patent offensiveness.”
SCHOOL AID continued to hold a prominent place in the
news mainly through lack ot activity. Aid in any form to
church-related and other private schools and colleges drew a
Congressional blank.
The lawmakers adjourned Oct. 13 without adopting any
major educational aid bills, but they came close to extending
financial assistance to the nation's colleges. A House vote to
send that bill back to a joint conference committee effectively
killed it late in September. Opposition to the aid program was led
by the National Education Association and some Southern leg-
islators who objected to grants which would assist Catholic edu-
cational institutions.
OTHER U. 8. NEWS highlights included the creation of
three new California dioceses (Oakland, Stockton and Santa Rosa)
and the elevation of Atlanta to the rank of archdiocese. Catholic
population in the country jumped to nearly 43 million, an all-
time high. U. S. Bishops in Rome for the ecumenical council
formed a national study unit and selected Archbishop Boland
aa its head, and in December, in a separate matter, endorsed
legislation to force ratings of motion pictures in view of tha
film industry’s failure to adopt voluntary classification.
Major steps were taken toward the beatification of Vener-
able Mother Elizabeth Ann Bayley Scion, foundress of the Sis-
ters of Charity in the U. S., and Venerable John Nepomucene
Neumann, fourth Bishop of Philadelphia, with the examination
of miracles attributed to their intercession.
LATIN AMERICAN developments were highlighted by tha
Cuban criai* which, for many, meant more than the tension-
packed autumn days when war threatened. Resettlement of
Cuban refugees continued throughout the year in the U. S. and
Latin American countries, and the priest shortage—one estimata
placed the number of priests now left In Cuba at 127 con-
stitutes a serious threat to the island’s faith.
Another Caribbean trouble spot was Haiti, where one Biihop
and 10 priests were expelled late in the year. Since 1959 threa
Bishops and 17 priests have been forced to leave the country.
There were Church-connected land reform movements, but
communism’s threat remained as solid as ever. In a joint pas-
toral letter, Central American Bishops warned that communism’s
foothold is far more serious than most outsiders believe, and
th* time remaining to combat it is growing dangerously short.
BEHIND THE Iron Curtain, Stefan Cardinal Wyszynski,
Primst# of Poland, vigorously denounced the Polish govern-
ment’s anti-religion policies which included the forcible re-
moval of Sisters from their teaching duties.
The torturing of priests in Czechoslovakia, an officially-de-
clared “war on religion" in Lithuania, and the illegal conse-
cration of Bishops in Red China also caused grave concern to
Catholics in the free world.
Many Bishops from Iron Curtain lands were permitted to
attend th* ecumenical council, some of them renewing ties with
the Vatican for the first time in years.
IN AFRICA, the year’s beginning brought tragedy to many
missionsrs in the Congo's Katanga and Kivu Provinces. A New
Year’s Day massacre of 20 missioners, 19 of them Holy Ghost
fathers, was followed by additional attacks on other priests
and Sisters.
An official government anti-Christian policy waa pursued
vigorously in tbe Sudan, a Modem nation. Under the Missionary
Societies Act, Protestant and Catholic missioners are being
expelled from the country; those who remain cannot teach or
baptize.
One encouraging note was the new unity of Africa’s Bish-
ops, given impetus by their gathering at the ecumenical council.
The continent’s 299 Bishops formed into a conference under the
leadership of Laurean Cardinal Rugambwa of Bukoba, Tangan-
STRIKES IN SPAIN and Australia also made newa during
the year. In Spain, some elements of the Church aligned them-
selves in support of striking miners, citing the teaching of Pope
John's encyclical Mater et Magistrs. In the Australian town of
Goulbura, six Catholic schools held a one-week “strike" to pro-
test the lack of government financial support.
Four Cardinals died during the year, as did one woman who
gained wide fame for th# apparent stigmata she bore during
her lifetime. She was Tberesc Neumann, 64, who died in Ger-
many, Sept. 18.
The deceased Cardinals:
Gaetano Cardinal Cicognani, 80, Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites, Feb. 3
Todotio Cardinal do Gouveia of Lourenco-Marques, Feb. 6.
Aloislua Cardinal Muench, 72, first native American on tha
Vatican administrative staff, Feb. 15.
Giovanni Cardinal Panico, 67, of the Vatican staff, July 7.
HIGHLIGHTS OF '62 -Top loft: Controversy was stirred
by Supreme Court decision banning N.Y. Regents-com-
posed school prayer. Justice Potter Stewart (inset) claimed
children had been denied "the spiritual heritage of our
nation." Second row, left: Priest escorts Negro girl to
school during integration in New Orleans. Top center:
Pope John waves from train on historic pre-council pil-
grimage to Assisi. Second row, center: Vatican Council
II opens Oct. 11. Top right: Cardinal Koenig of Vienna
addresses First International Congress for Religious Vo-
cations in Rome. Second Row, right: Pope confers with
Russian Orthodox delegate-observers of council. Third
row, left: St. Joseph's name was added to the Canon
of the Mass. Third row, center: Rev. John Sheerin. C.S.P.,
New York, and Rev. Jerome Hamer, O.P., Paris, attend
Paris sessions of Central Committee of World Council of
Churches. Third row, right: Martin de Porres was one of
four canonized. Bottom, left: Cardinal Bea is received
by Archbishop of Canterbury,the first such meeting since
the Reformation. Bottom, center: Unprecedented visit
to Pope John by Dr. Archibald Craig, moderator of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland (Presby-
terian). Bottom right: Bishop John E. Taylor, first Catholic
Bishop consecrated in Sweden since the Reformation, fol-
lows AuxiliaryBishop Fulton J. Sheen of New York to con-
secration ceremony.
In New Jersey: ’62 Was Year of New Projects
By ED GRANT
.
w ** • y e «r In which the boundaries of the Archdioceseof Newark were extended to Honduras and those of the Diocese
10 Bolivia; a year in which two priests of the New.
“Vf Archdiocese were elevated to the episcopacy; a year inehlch North Jersey welcomed several hundred Cuban children
who left their homeland and parents to escape the Castro regime
N
w " ,I *° U** opening of two new high schools in the
W W
“ Archdiocese and the announcement of three more to be
t>u t under the Archdiocesan Development Campaign. Two
buildings were dedicated In Roselle and Washington Township
for schools already weU on their way to a first graduation class.
Legislation affecting school zoning ordinances, the fight
against obscenity and the care of dependent children by private
agencies was signed into law during 1962. The year also saw
new life breathed into the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic
Men and the announcement of a pension-insurance plan to coverlay workers in the Archdiocese of Newark.
LATIN AMERICA was seldom out of the local headlines
aurtng the past 12 months. TTie announcement in March by
Bishop McNulty that the Diocese of Paterson would staff one
parish and financially support another in Bolivia was followed
bX ‘he revelation that three priests of the Newark
Archdiocese had been chosen by Archbishop Boland to take over
a parish in Comayagucla, Honduras.
™ pre "f® 12 volunteers for the Paterson assignment andthe hree finally chosen were Rev. John F. lleusser. Rev.
Charles C. Cassidy and Rev. Armand J. Conte. Their destination
was the prelacy of Coroico, Bolivia, whose ordinary is Bishop
Thomas Manning. 0.F.M., once stationed at St. Bonaventure's,
raierson. •
_
‘hree priests assigned to Honduras were Rev. Vincent
J. Prestera, Rev. Frederick M. Eld, and Rev. John J. Landers.
At the same time that their mission was announced, it was alsorevealed that Rev. Eugene W. Costello had become the fourth
priest of the Newark Archdiocese to Join the Society of St
James the Apostle for service in South America. He was as-
signed to head a mission in Guayaquil, Ecuador.
A LONG-WAITED announcement which came from Rome in
late November, named Msgr. John J. Dougherty president of
cellor. as Auxiliary Bishops of the Newark Archdiocese. It came
just one year after the installation of former Auxiliary BishoD
Walter W. Curtis as Bishop of Bridgeport.
P
The consecration of the two new Bishops was set for Jan
24, 1963. At its completion, the archdiocese will, for the first
time, have three Auxiliary Bishops. This is the second such twin
ceremony in the last five years, the previous one in 1957 having
been for Bishop Curtis and Bishop Martin W. Stanton present
Newark auxiliary.
News of the elevation of Msgr. Dougherty and Msgr. Costello
was greeted with universal joy in the archdiocese. Msgr Dough-
erty has served as president of Seton Hall for three years and
has a national reputation as a distinguished scriptural scholar
pulpit orator and commentator on prize-winning radio and tete’
vision programs. Msgr. Costello served 16 years as parish priest
at St. Bridget's, Jersey City, before hia call to the chancery of-
flee. He has been visltator to religious congregations for several
year* and also directa the annual Thanksgiving clothing collcc-
uoo in the archdiocese.
PRIESTS were sent to Latin America during the year
ca “® to return the children of Cuba -and also some
full families to find new homes, some temporary, somo
permanent. When Msgr. Patrick J. Trainor, acting director of
Newark s Catholic Charities, and Paterson Catholic Charities
director, Msgr. John J. Shanley, and Rev. Vincent J. Puma,
director of the Cuban relief program in the Paterson Diocese,
Asked for volunteers to house tho children, they were Quickly
oversubscribed.
_ .."to®0 ,cbo °l opened Sept. 3, pioneer classes entered Union
Catholic, a co-institutional school in Scotch Plains, and St. Jo-
a«Pb », a boys’ school temporarily located in Park Ridge, but
eventually to be settled in nearby Montvale. Dominican Sisters
« Caldwell and Marist Brothers form the faculty for Union
Catholic. Xavierian Brothers teach at St. Joseph’s.
Archbishop Boland dedicated Immaculato Heart of Mary
Academy for girls, Washington Township, and a wing of Rdkello
Catholic for boys during the year. He also announced that n
new school for girls in Clark Township and one for boys in Jer-
sey City will open next September. A co-institutional school
in Paramus is due to open in 1964.
A LAW forbidding zoning discrimination against non profit
private schools through local ordinances was signed in January
and immediately applied to a case involving St. Cassian's, Upper
Montclair. Its constitutionality was uphold In Essex County
Superior Court and is now being appealed in the Appellate Di-
vision of the New Jersey Supremo Court. It could affect other
zoning rases, such as the one now pending in Hohokus.
Three laws were signed involving the light against obscene
literature on New Jersey newsstands. Ono defined obscenity in
terms of the U. S. Supreme Court decision in the Roth case,
a second provided for injunction procedure to prevent sale of
materials after a charge was made against a distributor and tho
third, re worked after a conditional veto, made it easier for
retailers to get rid of unwanted material* sent by distributors.
Proposed legislation providing for the purchase of service
by the state from private welfare agencies caring for dependent
children met with strong objections from certain state officials
and was eventually passed in a watered-down form. Provision
was made, however, for tho private agencies to be represented
on an advisory board.
IN JANUARY, Archbishop Boland named new district mod-
erators for the Archdioccsan Council of Catholic Men and, in
March, called a conference at Essex Catholic High School at
Fhich all laymen’s organizations wero represented. Since then,
training sessions for leaders on the archdiocesan and district
level, have been held and these will soon be brought to the
parish level.
in July the Archbishop announced Lite pension insurance
plan which was put into effect in October. It will cover all lay
workers for archdiocesan agencies, such as schools, parishes,
hospital" Mt. Carmel Guild, etc., and will also take in units
conducted by religious orderarwho wish to be included.
HONORS CAME to many priests and religious in North
Jersey during the year. Archbishop Roland was named to head
a coordinating council of American Bishops at the ecumenical
council. Bishop McNulty was named vice chairman of the Epis-
copal Committee on Latin America. At year’s end, 39 priest* of
the Newark Archdiocese were notified of their elevation to the
rank of protonotary apostolic, domestic prelate or papal cham-
berlain.
Two Religious stationed In the Archdiocese were elected
Provincial* of their congregations. Very Rev. Gerard Rooney.
CM*., of Sign magazine became provincial superior of the Pa*l
slonist Fathers and Brother Leo Sylvius, K M S , principal of
Marist High School, was chosen provincial superior of the Marist
Brothers.
Anew parish of Notre Dame, North Caldwell, was created
in the Newark Archdiocese, and the missions of Annunciation
and Good Counsel were formed in Morris County in the Pater-
non Diocese.
Msgr. John J. Casseis of Immaculate Conception Seminary
was eiectetf president of the Cstholic Homiletic Society in Jan-
uary and Rev. Richard M. McGulnnesa, director of the Aposto-
late (or the Blind .of the Mt. Carmel Guild, was named president
of the American Federation of Catholic Worker* for the Blind in
July Msgr. George W. Shea, rector of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, received tho Mariologlcal Society Award In January
at New Orleans.
THE YEAR WAS not without its poignant momenta. Two
elderly ladies who had the great Joy of seeing their sons
raised to the episcopacy died In 1962: Mr*. Thomas J Curtis in
February and Mr*. Mary ltellew McNulty in November.
Pastor* of eight North Jersey parishes died in 1962: Msgr.
James Wrzeciono of St. Stephen's, Paterson; Rev. William j!
iiallliwell of St. Aloysipg, Newark; Rev. James H. Sullivan of
St Paul of the Cross, Jersey City; Rev. Stanislaus F. Roslnski
of immaculate Conception, Darlington; Msgr. Patrick J. Maloney
of Holy Name. East Orange; Msgr. Paul A. Dippold of St. Augua-
tine’s, Newark; Msgr, Thomas H. Power* of Immaculate Con-
ception, Montclair, and Msgr. Metislaus C. Lankau of Sacred
Heart, Irvington. «*
N. J. NEWSMAKERS Top left: Archbishop Boland with
Vatican Council medallion in Rome; right, Bishop Mc-
Nulty welcomes Cuban refugee children to Paterson. Bot-
tom left: Bishop-elect Costello with mother on appoint-
ment[?] right, Archbishop Boland dedicating building, part
of $25 million in construction completed in the Newark
Archdiocese and the Paterson Diocese a total of seven
counties during the year 1962.
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New Year’s Day Is a Gold Key
By JUNE DWYER
What did you get for Christ-
mas? Was it a toy, coal in
your stocking or a golden
key? Was it something to
wear, a xard from someone
special or a golden key? Or
•did you get a golden key for
Christmas at all?
You must have for I
know there was a golden key
dropped into each hand
even the little hands that can't
hold on too tightly yet.
SO, WHAT is a golden key?
It could be a toy —a toy
that opens the door to a world
you have never entered before.
It could be something to read
like a note from someone
you never knew even liked you.
It could be a crayon that
you use to draw pictures you
never drew before, a guitar
that opens the doors to an un-
derstanding of music, an elec-
tric saw that makes you want
to build things you have never
built before.
NO MATTER what that spe-
cial gift was it can be a
golden key for you to use in
the golden lock of anew year.
Stretching out behind that
golden lock is a whole cal-
endar filled with exciting days
and minutes.
Oh, you can use the same
old key you had this year to
open that golden new year
lock, but it won’t be the same.
Because dnly if you take the
golden key of learning and
trying and growing will you
find that 1963 is a golden year.
BEHIND that golden door is
also another secret. It is the
golden opportunity to save
your soul. It is time from God
to make your life fuller in
His image and to spread His
love throughout the world.
Your golden key here is
your Fpith. If you put that
Faith ihfo the New Year it
will open each day for you
with hope, love and strength.
If you carry that golden key
each day you will never find
a door closed to you.
THE GOLDEN key can’t be
seen by everyone in fact
you never show it. It is the
secret weapon that opens
hearts to love, minds to truth,
families to sharing, nations to
brotherhood and a world to
peace.
Look around you. Did you
get a golden key for Christ-
mas —some new opportunity
to learn? Do you have a golden
key that is labeled Faith
the old strength that the world
needs?
If you have such a key, use
it in 1963. You are getting a
new chance —a new golden
door. That’s what it’s all
about.
If you are successful, you
might even find that the
golden key eventually opens
the golden gates of heaven.
Happy New Year!
Bishop and Santa
Share Spotlight
PATERSON Bishop Mc-
Nulty and Santa Claus were
guests of honor at the party
for 150 children of St. Peter
Claver Institute sponsored by
the Paterson unit of the" Mt.
Carmel Guild executive board.
Mrs. William J. Blanchfield
was chairman assisted by
Mrs. J. Nichols and Mrs. J.
Goldsmith.
Ecumenical Council Puzzle
By MICHAEL BENES-ST. ANN’S, NEWARK
DOWN
I. We have it at 40 Hours
4. A model to give others
5. Speak
7. Word of surprise
t. What the Mass is
10. 3d person masculine
11. Head of the Church
13. 3rd person masculine
14. Color of Cardinal's hat
13. Infant
16. Cop. verb
17. Abbrev. horizon
11. Freedom from war
21. Prefix meaning down
23. City where Pope lives
23. To drive back
21. Scorch, singe
29. Strengthening medicine
10. Slang for sister
S3. Slang for doctor
35. Remove faults; make bet-
ter
36. Religious ceremonies
37. Valley
39. Unconscious state
40. Change direction
*2. Arabian for Lord
43. Important commission of
the council
44. Adult msles
45. Abbrev. late Latin
51. A theological virtue
53. Small carpet
54. Abbrev. Cash on Delivery
55. Month council started
56. Offence against God
58. Slang for mother
59. Abbrev. saint
61. Spanish for yes
ACROSS
1. Latin for pray
3. Divisions of mankind
6. School test
7. Thoughtful composition
9. A deep gap
12. Zero
IS. Head of diocese (plural)
19. A part taken in
20. Sign of past participle
24. Word used in similies
25. In poetry, open
26. Changed to Blood of Christ
at Mass
27. Discussions at the council
31. Changed to Body of Christ
S3. Wonderful Imaginary is-
land *
34. Abbrev. for year
36. To free from
38. Principles of Church
41. Name of this council
46. Assembly of important
persons of Church
47. Pure, refined
48. Relate in words
49. Abbrev. of mister
50. Abbrev. alternating cur-
rent
52. Norse chief of gods
53. Ist person sing. obj.
54. A main part of the Mass
56. sth note of music scale
57. Conjunction
58 Unbloody sacrifice of the
cross
60. Interrogative word
61. Small taste of liquid
62. Month of Our Lady
63. Expressing simple position
64. Toward
65. Principle of the Church.
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A Cub’s Christmas
,VERONA Mrs. John Lytle of Our Lady of the Lake is one
of many women who finds time to head a Cub Scout den be-
sides taking care of her own children four In Mrs. Lytle's
case. Christmas the real Christmas came to life for the
boya and for the Lytle children in ways that have been repeated
by other Scouts and other families throughout the area.
A musician, Mrs. Lytle helped organize the Cub Christmas
program which was given for the whole town. In our picture
(above left) she is showing Joey how to make a shepherd's cos-
tume out of towels.
LITTLE PAUL (picture above right) was too young to Join
the Cubs or to work on their projects of making gifts and wrap-
ping them. But he wasn’t too young to watch or to help his
brother Joey distribute them.
Picture three, (below left), is of the other Lytle children
who are imitating the Cub project of making gifts for their par-
ents. Little Paul, Denise and Lisa also made their own Christmas
cards which they entered in the Young Advocate Club contest
and which they sent to their friends.
THE LYTLE boine was decorated with some of the things
made by the Cubs and others by Mom —but the center of inter-
est was the Nativity scene set up in the dining room. It was
special to Joey who received a piece of straw in school during
Advent for each day that he was good.
The straw was then put in the manger to welcome the Baby
Jesus on Christmas. In the bottom picture at the right, Joey is
fixing the animals around the Crib after the Baby Jesus came.
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The NEWARK NEWS NEWCOMER
tv.ry family man know* fhit bird, f tf»f. at a twinkla In hn lyt, Than at tha brightatt ttar on hit hortion
hit hop* and (Oy fof Ilia future,
f fom tha baginning ol recorded lima (hit bird hat bean around. But ha hat one advantage today that wai
unknown to hit lorefathera-the NtWARK NtWS.
At toon at lie it old enough to read- a,an before-hit father, a NtWARK NtWS reader of long Hand-
ing. introduce! him to New Jet tey't favorite newtpapar. Tha dutiful father Imtructe hit young ton In all
the reatont wtiy the NtWARK NtWS it a family affair—(he tparkllng style ot writing on every tubject. hen-
died by a large and wall trained etatt of repurtera and feature writart.
Me it a tmarl parent who givet hit new ton tha right Hart in Ida— the opportunity to grow with tha grow-
ing world wilh tha colorful and accurate newt Coverage of the NtWARK NtWS. Happy Naw Year... 1963|
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17 Debs to Be Presented to Archbishop
NEWARK Seventeen young women from the Newark
Province will be presented to Archbishop Boland Dec. 28 in a
day-long ceremony that will start with a Mass and culminate
with the presentation and ball at the Robert Treat Hotel in
the evening.
The debetantes include Gail Ellen Bochenek, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bochenek, Paterson; Andree M. Cassidy, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Emmett Cassidy, Hillsdale; Anna Maria
Ciccone, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Roy Ciccona, Bloomfield;
Jane Coy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Coy, Ramsey; Alice
Marie Cummings, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frink Cummings,
North Arlington; Kathleen Marie Dunn, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Dunn, Hasbrouck Heights; Suianne J. Heurich,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Florian Heurich, Chatham;
ALSO, Kathryn Marie Hubach, daughter of ,Dr. and Mrs.
Maximilian F. Hubach, Bloomfield; Marcella Lynyak, daughter
of Mrs. R. N. Lynyak, Ridgewood; Andrea Mary Metxler, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Metxler, Paramus;
Patricia Katherine Newman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs, George
Newman, Westwood; Patricia Regina Romano, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Frank Richard Romano, Plainfield.
ALSO, Margo June Roome, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rence M. Roome, Pompton Lakes; Selma Ann Samelsberger,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Samelsberger, Clifton; Gail
Marilyn Serafin, South River;
Daun Regis Stapleton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis E.
Stapleton, Jersey City, and Sharon Anne Walsh, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Craig Walsh, Elizabeth.
ARCHBISHOP Boland will celebrate a Solemn Pontifical
Mass at 10 a.m. in Sacred Heart Cathedral for the debutantes,
their ladiei-in-waiting and their families. Msgr. Leo J. Martin,
pastor of Our Lady, Star of the Sea, Bayonne, will speak.
Also in attendance will be an R.O.T.C. honor guard from
Seton Hall University.
An Informal brunch at the hotel will start the afternoon which
will Include a reception for the Archbishop and a formal dinner.
The actual preaentation will take place at 8 p.m. In the Grand
Ballroom followed by the ball.
LADIES-IN-WAITING who will attend the debutantes are
Patricia Bruinooge, East Rutherford; Leslie Ann Burke, New
Milford; Dolores Gatena, South Orange; Donna Maria Chteffo,
Rutherford; Patricia Ann Clark, Irvington; Bernice and Judith
Ann Della Penna, Pompton Lakes;
■ Also Mary Clare DiGioia, Jersey City; Clare" Carroll Durkin,
Jersey City; Kathleen Ann Hagan, Clifton; Barbara Ann Hubach,
Bloomfield; Roseann Kerrigan, Jersey City;
Also, Nora Anne Lucid, Fort Lee; Dorothy Ann O’Connor,
Glen Ridge; Maureen Ann Reilly, North Bergen; Lauria Slkinski,
Kearny, and Helen Carol Trinka, Maywood.
MRS. LEONARD P. Burke of Verona is chairman of the
annual Archbishop's Presentation Committee. The dance benefits
the Archbishop Boland Scholarship fund.
Magr. Paul E. Lang of Villa Walsh, Morristown, is the pres-
entation committee moderator.
Other committee chairmen are Mra. Walter Booth of Eliza-
beth, protocol and procedure; Mrs. Louis P. McMurrer, Ridge-
wood, invitations; Diane Di Silvio, Rahway, and Judith Gannon,
Bloomfield, post-debs; Dr. and Mrs. Bede Howard, Bloomfield,
dinner, and Dr. and Mra. W. Alan Wright, Montclair, brunch.
CHEERY VOLUNTEERS-St. Elizabeth Hospital, Elizabeth,
hat said thank you to 161 volunteers who gave 28,896
hours of service to the hospital. Rev. George J. Latzko,
hospital chaplain, presented the top awards to, left to
right, Mrs. Sue Brodeen, 1,895 hours in eight years; Mrs.
Katherine Kennedy, 647½ hours in one year, and Mary
Anne Kovalich, 525 hours in one year.
Pope Praises
NCCW Work
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Pope John XXHI has praised
the Natiooal Council of Cath-
olic Women for Its efforts to
help poor and needy families.
The Women's Council re-
cently sent a shipment of
clothing to the Vatican to be
distributed to the needy by the
Holy See.
IN A LETTER to Margaret
Mraley. NCCW executive sec-
retary, Amleto Cardinal
Cicognani, Papal Secretary of
State, expressed Pope John’s
gratitude and said the Pope
bad imparted his apostolic
blessing to the council and Its
members.
Cardinal Cicognani said the
clothing shipment was “a
very valuable contribution to
the Holy Father’s efforts to
kelp families and children who
are poor and needy."
German Youth
Resist Atheism
ROME (NC) - Bishop Jo-
seph Schroeffer of Elchstaett,
a diocese near Eaat Germany,
haa stated that moat Catholic
children in Red ruled Eaat
Ocrmany are resisting the
strong preaaurea brought
against them to abandon their
religion.
"Despite all that la being
done against the school chil-
dren who go to Church and re-
fuse to accept the communist
creed In place of the Gospel,
•0% of them resist," he said
•They let the teachers 111-
treat them and let their
schoolmates shun them, but
they stand fast. Even when
reprisals are taken against
their parents and relatives,
this 90% resists."
Patriot’s Club
RUTHERFORD—6uth grad
era of Bt. Mary's here heve
been recognized for their Pa-
triot's Civics Club. The accept-
ance came from ths Commis-
sion on Amertcsn Citizenship.
Officers of ths club include
Patricia Pingree, president;
Regtna Schneider, Robert
Mohter and James Cordice.
Sister Mary Ignatius is mod-
erator.
Water Hero
Can’t Swim
SAN PEDRO, Cal. A
young woman who cant swim
received the Carnegie Heroism
award and a 11.000 check for
rescuing a drowning man.
Isabel Ramirez received her
award —one of many given
to her—at the monthly luncheon
of the Catholic Maritime Club
from Vice Adm. Roland M.
Smoot. The money from pre-
vious awards hat been given
to the families of two other
men who drowned.
ON HER WAY to work in a
cannery, Isabel taw a crowd
on a bridge looking down at
a car that had plunged Into
the water. Three men were in
the car.
As one man came to tha sur-
face and reached for help the
shocked crowd )ust watched.
Isabel took off her shoes aod
jacket and jumped In.
She reached Auaeoclo Vigil
and held him up until res-
cuers could pull them both
from the water.
U. S. Exports
Records to Erin
CORK, Ireland (NC) Spir-
itual retrrats led by recorded
speakers are befog Imported
into Ireland from the U. 8.
Berias of • or 18 conferences
of 23 minutes each aro being
offered to convents, seminaries
and retreat groups.
The voices on the long-play-
ing records Include those of
Trsppist Abbot Eugene Boyle
and spiritual writer Msgr.
Charles Hugo Doyle. The or-
iginators of the record series
are Uw Carmelite Fathers of
Oakland. N.J. They are being
distributed fo Ireland and the
British Commonwealth.
For St. Joseph's
BROOKLYN - Sister Vfo-
cent Therese, president of St.
Joseph’s College here, has an-
nounced plans for s 3400, 000
building fund drive to defray
coats of anew library.
Quote
Of the Week
The Christmas hypocrites
"love the Christmas carols
and hymns, will go far to
hear them sung, will sing
them piously themselves,
but they will not think of
changing any of their bad
habits or their life. In short,
they will sing 'Come All Ye
Faithful' while they them-
selves are anything but
faithful to the teachings and
commands of Christ.
"Or they may thrill to
the lights, decorations,
Christmas trees —and the
holiday spirit surrounding
the feast, but they will not
dare go near a church."
Rev. Joseph L. Lennon,
0.P., dean of Providence
College (Rhode Island).
Release Record
On Holiness
In Englewood
ENGLEWOOD - The spirit-
ual teaching of Dorn Columba
Marmion will bo featured in a
recorded conference for reli-
gious by the Confercnce-A-
Month club, according to Rev.
Ronald Gray, O.Carm., direc-
tor.
The long-playing record
will be released sometime in
January.
The talk, by Rev. Christo-
pher McElroy, O.Carm., is en-
titled "Dom Marmion Speaks
on Holiness" and will be one
aide of a record In a 12-record
aeries.
Father McElroy is di-
rector of the Carmel, Oakland.
The opposite side will be Msgr.
James Enright's conference
"Kindness in Dealing with
Others."
Msgr. Enright is the
vicar for religious in the dio-
cese of Miami.
Founded by the Carmelite
Fathers Guild here, the club
each month sends its records
to over 2,700 convents and
monasteries in the U. 8. and
abroad.
North Jersey Date Book
. limn* lo mata UM ,i, u
Wv*“ u ™ »•««(.«* t,, I9«aa on Mondaa al IK.
rib? *•*-»
WEDNESDAY. DEC. 24
f**rt Cecil la CDA Meeting, Federal Savings
and Loan. North Arlington, * so; Party. Mrs
Barney Rafferty aod Ann Marie Rafferty,
chairman.
THURSDAY, DEC. n
84. Pan! af the Cma Rotary, Jersey CUy
Masting, l:)0, auditorium; party and gifts
for Sisters of St. Anne’s Villa. Mra. Patrick
Patrozslli, Olga Delia Fagan, chairmen.
MONDAY, DEC. 81
Si. A ley ties Rosary, Caldwell New Year's
Eve ball, 10 p m., pariah hall; midnight buf-
fat.
•*- Themas Against Rosary, Nawark Dance,
auditorium; combloed with Holy Name.
FRIDAY, JAN. 4
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild. Hudson Heights
Meeting. g:Jo, parish hail; Mrs. Walter
Otohta, chairman.
SUNDAY. JAN. •
Si. Patrick's Rosary, Jersey City Fashion
show. 2:10, Memorial Centsr; Mrs. John Me-
Shane, Mrs. Angelo Dif’erna, chairmen.
MONDAY, JAN. 7
SI. Vfoeeat'a Hospital Auilhary, Montclair -
Membership meeting and luncheon, noon,
Madonna Hall, Montclair (Immaculate Concep-
tion); Mrs. Edward DeCastro. chairman.
Bt, Jeeeph'a Altar aod Scapular Confraternity,
Bogota Meeting, 8:J0, cafeteria.
■I. Carmel Roeary, Ridgewood Covered
dish luncheon, I p m., auditorium, John It.
epeaker. Mrs. Edmund Nagle,
Mra. Robert Bkefffogton, chairmen.
Manhattanville
NFCCS Post
To Summit Frosh
PURCHASE, N. Y. Janet
McClellan of Summit hai been
elected freshman representa-
tive to tbe National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Stu-
dents at Manhattanville Col-
lege of the Sacred Heart lo-
cated here.
AFTER 50 YEARS-Court Lucina, Catholic Daughters
(Jersey City) was honored by distinguished guests at its
50th anniversary dinner at the Military Park Hotel, New-
ark. Among dignitaries were. In usual order, seated:
Florence Gorman, state CDA regent; Msgr. James A.
Hughes, vicar general and chaplain of Court Lucina for
25 years; Margaret Buckley, notional CDA regent; stand-
ing, Mrs. William Weimer, Court Lucina regent; Rev. Fran-
cis A. Hennessey, pastor of St. Paul of the Cross, Jersey
City; Charles W. Gardner, state Knights of Columbus
deputy, and Mrs. Lawrence Fallon, toastmaster and a
past Court Lucina regent.
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It s Fun, It's Easy, Play Acme's Exciting Game
rnnsmawiNHOO
Only a Few of the Hundreds of $lOO Winners
V
Mff. John Dr wry, 342 Livingston Aon, Nov InwnUfc, NJ. intn I|- T |S 41 jhmfa Ann, lUnton, MJ.TACMC
1
2
Un<Ur Mm magic black circle on each
card b ■ C A, S, or K Collect all four
l«Oon, ond yo« win $lOO.OO co»hl*
To find yovr lucky Utter, run your SPELL
CASH cord under the faucet. Rub tho
mogfc cirde ... ond the letter appears.
CATSUP
BROADCAST .^h
FRUIT ORIRKS • Welched*
Apple-Grape, Fiesta Punch
3No entry
bionics to Ml out—no jingles
to write—nothing to buy. Ifa fun—it*
fraa—ond aory. Start todoyl
All Advertised Prices Effective thru Mon.,Dec. 31
MIRACLE WHIP _ „ 45c
6£<l
3°r«i
Uiriru I KS. w.lcha a, *320z.7 A
Hail* 4# cant m dfC
HUNT'S TOMATO JUICE 4*“‘sl
SKIPPY PEAMUT BUTTER 12-ox. jar 39c
KEEBLER club crackers 29c
riMKIK VIRGINIA LEE bU. * nIVVHIn CHOCOLATE CHIR p«k.,.39e
mill SIH GRHN STAMPS
Cotpoti for 20 Stamm b Roto Cm— 4o Stamm hi 2 Poand Cm
IDEAL COFFEE
1 l>. can 2 fc. can
At edmrtbad prim. ntfmPm Wad. Mm. to. *l.
W» mm tho right to IMI pMWa Not ra.pon.ible tor typogrophtool ormrv
YOU NEVER HAD IT SO FRESH'
BROCCOLI
it. Mw Dru y, 1 U io alna h, Hnr buMohk. M .
Aafeo Bottlngor, t» .'ncgum St, MaabaSu NJ.
Mrs. T. WodiowitL 99 Unali Am. Tdma, NJ.
Ma r. HortonomU. MO N. 7* ft, Patanaa 3. NJ.
Mn. Ronald Carr, lloirttown, NJ.
Mn. t.C Kravw, 94 Morvia Am., Sum. not, NX
Mr. bj.m Eddy ad, IS) UUam. Ed, Worm, NX
Darolhy A. Juiotyk, 107 Smith St. IWm, NX
Agarn Romthorna, 4 Booch Am, Madina. NX
Mr*. Arthur Bokor, 1034 Brights* St. Union, NJ.
Mn. Wa. H. Houck, 79 Porkar Am, Monetqu**, NJ.
Bounty Auftorl. 44 Nsnmady Ed. Upper MsatcWr, NX
Mn. Hilda Nigra. 400 W. Caacoana it. Naptum, NX
Mn. Aaa Wmlgart, Skyßm Lokaa. Wansqwa, NX
Sulla Eovyckl, Ell Is* 9, Cake Node. NJ.
Jam Butch ko, 300 McCendlm St. Uadm, NJ.
I Pefbmmd Do. tk4i,ti . NX
Mn. CdMi Hnym. S ktonait Tar. CWUa. MX
Ma. Ma Non. 44 Holma BE, CMhom, MX
Mn. WJL Wood. 23 ftm PU Ita.Naa, NX
bally A. McGrath, to Unload ft. Medbm, NX
HroUth CopluMc. 99 Cota M, todbaway. MX
Mn. Mmrgaud Craanaa, 422 Oomad Am, Uag (made NX
Mn. Jouphhu Shout. ,T 77 IMoUa M. Monk Haim NX
Notxy L Baudby, to Wnbad M. Bd 8000000. MX
Olga McMftoa, toP AmaOroag Da, CSatk, NX
ABm Lomß, 141 L Mala ft. Patonaa.
Mry Wa T. bkab, Durd*g I
Kaftrya Mg, 7 Bomb Aaa. Dam*. NX
tooolm Ooag, BM Bm 27, Idcmn. MX
FREES 100 GREEN STAMPS
WHh coupon bgJow and purchase of a femowt
Lancaster Brand Fußy Cookad Shankless Smoked
HAM
Lancaslar Brand Cannad
HAM
Bull
Half 69< Whole orShank Half
5-lb
size 4.39 6-lb
Lancatler Brand "Oran Raody*
TURKEYS a 31
65-
5.19
37<
ANDY
BOY
large
bunch 29
_
24 lbs.
®' *#■ C 16 lbs.
_
Ona Price oniyi Ona quality—tha finest—ond only ona price in aock prica group.
BONELESS CROSS RIB ROAST *B*
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST *79
CHUCK STEAKS *s*
GROUND CHUCK * 7*
CALIFORNIA ROAST * 6*
Lancaster Brand Sliced COU> CUT!
• BOLO6NA \ YOU* CHOfCI
• FICKLE rFINERTI / AtoMto
FLAIR or OLIVE LOAF ( JWI
FRESH
HAMS
Wholo or Shook Half lon Rolf
45 55
lUNCEEOI MEAT
FROZEN FOODS
ANJOU PEARS
CARROTS Moggto Brood
APPI FC °“P Eogiond
ftl r LCJ Mclntosh
NIW GREEN SCALLIONS
DAIRY •
Idaal Whila or Colorad American
CHEESE SLICES
troy of 5 2^C
2 J£L 29c
cello
packages
3 £ 29c
7L bunchvi 15c
GRAPE JUICE
449<IDEAL
ROMAN PIZZA PIES
Morton'i lemon, Banana or Strawberry
CREAM PIES
SWISS ImportedCheese Slices
8 oz pkg 29C
p^ 0 - 4916 oz.
19 •>. pkg. 55®
3 P k** 1 .00
BAKERY
VIRGINIA LEE APPLE OR PEACH
PIES 2 >1
Pullman Sandwich Bread 29®
FREiI 100 UH ORIIN STAMPS
la addltioa to yaur rsgulat Hasps «Mh
purshoM at a Caaaad ST Pwlty Cookod
LANCASTER BRAND HAM
Addram
tiplrat AAoa, Dk 31
limit 1 Caupo*
Par Shopping Paatlly.
rein 50 SAH ORIEN STAMPS
la addition to yaur regular Mania w«h
whh pvrthoM at a laaraiUr Broad
RIB ROAST
Addfaee
Eapiro« AAoa*, Dm. 31
limit 1 Cowpoo
Per Shopping family
PRtB 100 SAH ORIIN STAMPS
*• to yovr rogwlar ttampe with
pvrcKoiv of
$4.00 OR MORE
Doc . 31.
'**^^*Tr*tttfnTfßrirtßiMi>tii>ag»i>t>'»».
m
FREEI 30 SAH GREEN STAMPS
In addition to yaur regular rtampi with
purchata at four 270 t. ram of
IDEAL SAUERKRAUT
Moot#
Addrew
Eaplreo Moa. Doc 31
Uadi 1 Coopoa
Par Shopping Parody.
| FReE I 30 SAH OREEN STAMPS
I In addition to yaur rogulor llatnpt with
i purchaM at a24-ot. |or at
IDEAL Strawberry PRESERVES
No KM
tnpirm Man. Dm 31
Ihnll 1 Coupon
Par Sbapphrg trandy.
FREEI 30 SAH ORHN STAMPS
In oddkioa to your ragutar t whh
purchata ot 10-Bt. poky bag at
LONO ISLAND POTAKMS
Inptraa Mom. Da*. )1
limit 1 Caupo*
*•» *fcw>pi"9 Pmtdy. 3^
SECOND FIRST -Timothy Verdon of St. Fetor's Prep ac-
cepts a trophy as winner in the original oratory section
of the St. John's University Forensic Tournament Dec. 8
from Rev. Frederic J. Easterly, C.M., vice president for
student personnel services at St. John's. This marked
the second straight year in which Verdon won the award,
a rare occurrence according to Father Easterly.
Vocation Notts
A Suggestion
For Fathers
By MSGS. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
For many years be had hoped and prayed that his mar-
riage would be blessed with a son. Like many thousands of
others, 1,000 years ago, he had great devotion to St. Martin
of Toots. So, to the ex-soldier saint he went often with his
plea. At long last the answer came. A boy was bom.
Without delay the grateful father was standing before a
statue over the tomb of St. Martin of Tours like a priest be-
fore the altar. In his outstretched arms was his son, and on
his lips was a prayer of dedication: "St. Martin, gem of
priests, take this boy.” And St. Martin did!
• • •
THE BOY’S NAME WAS ODO. As we might guess, his
father was very proud of him. Like all fathers he dreamed
about all the big things bis boy would do things in keep-
ing with the noble blood coursing through his veins. Especially
did he dream of him as a great warrior. But Odo would have
none of it.
HE WANTED JUST ONE THING - to be a priest! He
wanted to be a priest like his great patroo. St. Martin of
Tour*, and in his church. His father consented, but with
disappointment in his heart. Not long after, Odo received
tonsure and became a canon in the church of St. Martin of
Tours.
• • •
LATER HE BECAME A BENEDICTINE MONK and was
appointed abbot of Cluny in Bergundy. It was a powerful
monastery playing a part in the religious affairs of western
Europe, second only to the papacy itself. Odo was one of the
most powerful churchmen of the 10th century. In A. D. 942
he died where he really began, in the church of St. Martin,
near the tomb of the saint to whom his father had dedicated
him with the words: "St. Mart 1'!, gem of priests, take this
boy!" SL Martin not only helped make Odo a priest; he
helped make him a saint. He is St. Odo, and his feast is
observed Nov. 18.
We thought this story was somewhat appropriate because
H was during the Christmas season of 880 that a father
prayed for the son who became Odo, the priest, the abbot,
the Mint.
• • •
AIBO, IN OUR EFFORTS TO OBTAIN, safeguard and
foster vocations to the priesthood, we thought that our story
might have a valuable suggestion. It is not uncommon for
little girls, after Baptism, to he dedicated to our Blessed
Mother, but I have never beard of boys, after Baptism, be-
ing dedicated to anyone.
Perhaps our Catholic fathers could give the idea some
thought. No priest would be needed, no solemn ceremonies
would be required. The father could do it himself, quietly
and privately. They would not have to say more than St.
Odo’s father said.
• • •
AND IF A SAINT MIGHT BE SUGGESTED, It could well
be St. John Vlanney. A father, in the privacy of his church
or his home, could raise his mind and heart in prayer, and
say, "St. John Vlanney, patron of parish priests, take this
boy and make a priest of him."
You can be sure that the little saintly priest from Ars
will do his very best.
• • •
Apostolato tor Vocations
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong, St.
Mary's, Elisabeth, N.J. Telephone: EL.2-51M.
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P McHugh, DePaul High
School, Wayne, N. J. Telephone: OX 4-8780.
Convention Set
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
National Catholic Youth Or-
ganization's 1983 convention
will be held in New York
from Nov. 14 to 17.
An Advocate First
Journalism Contest Coming Up
NEWARK - As another first in The Ad-
vocate’s continuing effort to serve its readers,
a contest to recognize the work of North
Jersey Catholic Journalists is being planned
for next spring.
The contest, which will be judged in six
categories, will be open to any student who
has had work published in a North Jersey
high school publication other than an annual.
ENTRIES FOR the first contest will be
limited to work published during the current
school year, starting with September.
A plaque will be awarded to the winning
student in each category and a certificate
to his or her school. Students finishing sec-
ond and third will also receive certificates.
The deadline for entries will not be un-
til April, 1963, but the announcement is being
made now to enable editors and writers to be-
gin considering possible entries.
The categories will be editorial, feature
story, column written by one person, sports
article (news or feature), photograph and
original art work. Members of The Advocate
staff will judge.
At Teaneck Home
International Friendship Grows
TEANECK A warm
friendship with international
significance is growing in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
P. Johnson in this township.
The Johnsons and their
daughters, Maureen and Pat-
ricia, are doing their part to-
ward promoting peace through
better understanding. They
are gaining and providing that
understanding by serving as
hosts to Marie-Christine
Dcvred of Paris as part of an
International High School Stu-
dent Program sponsored by
the NCWC Youth Department..
UNDER THE program,
young men and women from
European and Latin American
countries are brought to this
country to live in American
Catholic homes and attend
American Catholic high
schools.
Students and families are
selected and matched with the
idea of placing a student in a
family situation as close as
possible to the one at home.
Chris, for example, comes
from a family of two children.
She has a 13-year-old brother,
Paul. •
Chris, who arrived here in
August, is more than a guest.
She is temporarily part of the
family. As Mrs. Johnson points
out: "She has become one of
the family not just a guest.
She takes part in family dis-
cussions and puts in her sug-
gestions. She helps me when
I ask her —and when I don’t
ask her, too just like my
own daughters."
DURING nER stay. Chris is
a ipember of the senior class
of the Academy of the Holy
Angels along with Pat John-
son. And, she admits, it is a
"little" easier than Notre
Dame Academy, in Lille,
France, where she studied un-
til last year.
"Our day is from 8:15 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m. and from 2 to 7
p.m., six days a week, at
Notre Dame," she explained.
"We do have two half days a
week though."
There is also more home-
work in France, and more sub-
jects. Last year, for example,
her schedule included physics,
chemistry, Latin, French,
English, Spanish, history, geo-
graphy and religion.
SHE HAS ALSO noticed a
marked difference socially.
"We only date on vacations in
France," she said. "The girls
here have many more dates
and many more friends.
Everything is much more re-
laxed and more informal here.
1 like it."
Going to an all girls school
such as Holy Angels is noth-
ing new to Chris. "We have
mostly girls or boys schools,”
she remarked. "It’s better that
way. If you have co-ed schools,
the girls look at ihe boys and
the boys look at the girls, and
you don’t get any work done,"
she added with a shrug of the
shoulder.
Chris and Pat were guests
of two Bergen Catholic High
School students at Bergen
Catholic's football game with
Don Bosco last month. How
does she like football? "It’s all
right, but you can never see
the ball. In France, only the
men go to games and it is
much more serious. Here
everyone lgughs and cheers.
It is more informal."
WHEN SHE first arrived,
she considered her biggest
problem to be speaking Eng-
lish she didn’t feel that she
could do well enough. A short
conversation with her quickly
disproves that theory, althougn
she continues to protest her in-
ability. As Mr. Johnson says,
“We wish we could do as well
with French."
A primary reason why she
considers this country only a
place to visit is our eating ha-
bits. "Your eating," she said
with a soft smile, "it’s hor-
rible. Bread and meat com-
bined. It’s horrible. When you
eat, everything comes at once.
In 10 minutes, you’re fini!"
“At home,” she continued,
"we take each course sep-
arately and we take time be-
tween each course. We eat two
full meals each day. Here at
lunch you have coke with ham
and bread it’s horrible.”
CHRIS WILL carry home a
true appreciation for these
people who graciously and un-
selfishly made her a part of
their family.
The Johnson family, in
turn, will be richer in their
knowledge of another country
and its people and in the prac-
tice of fraternal charity.
Chris expressed the feeling
on both sides when asked if
NCWC had made a good
match in this case. "Yes, de-
finitely,” she answered in her
gentle but decisive way.
This is on* of two orfic/ss
on Ills NCWC's Internation-
al High School Student Pro-
gram.
INTERNATIONAL FRIENDS -Marie-Christine Devred of
Paris (left) is shown at home with Patricia Johnson of Tea-
neck, where Marie-Christine is living for a year under
the NCWC's International High School Student Program.
Honor Students
Assist Others
CLEVELAND (NC) - A pro-
gram for making low average
students good and good stu-
dents better has been devel-
oped by St. Edward High
School’s Honor Society
With the motto of "helping
those who want to help them-
selves," the honor students
sponsor before —and after
school tutoring classes for stu-
dents interested in raising
their grades.
CHRISTMAS PAGEANT-Four of the girls who danced in a ballet dedicated to Mary are
shown at a Christmas program at Immaculate Heart Academy Dec. 21. The girls, left
are Kathleen DiCiancia, Pat Wilson, Linda Steinke and Denise Thorn.
Youth Corner
True Spirit of Christmas
Came to St. Peter's Boys
By ED WOODWARD
Christmas in Jersey City, at
least in the Grand St. area,
came early and waa a lesson
in the true spirit and meaning
of the day for all the students
at St. Peter’* Prep.
Thirty-five families were
"adopted" for Christmas din-
ner by the 30 classes at the
Prep. A few classes "adopted"
more than one family and a
couple of the families of stu-
dents "adopted" families to
bring the total to 35.
“JUST THE freshmen did it
last year," explained Rev.
John E. Browning, S.J., who
directed the plah. The sopho-
more Sodality, which Father
Browning moderates, helped
to inspire the program.
"This year we decided to
open it up to the whole school,"
Father Browning continued,
"but only on a voluntary basis.
We only wanted classes which
were unusually for it. Every
class was 100% behind the
idea."
Rev. Joseph C. Faulkner,
S.J., who drecta El Centro
Catolico and works with the
Spanish-Speaking in St. Peter's
parish, provided the names of
needy families, which were
mainly Puerto Rican.
A LIST of 28 food items
which included some Spanisu
dishes suggested by Father
Faulkner was drawn up for
each family. The boys brought
in the items beaded by a
10-pound roast —andprovided
a toy for each child, wrapped
and individually marked.
The "adopted" families were
all large, averaging about eight
apiece. The largest numbered
19 and the smallest five. In
all, more than 250 children
benefited.
THE IMPORTANT thing, I
think," Father Browning said,
"waa that the class presidents
were told to choose three boys
to deliver the packages. It
gave them a chaoce to meet
the poor person-to-person."
"I’m certain that they bene-
fited from It," he added.
“After they came back, one
boy said to me: ‘you know.
Father, when I eat Christmas
dinner, I’ll know I’m living m
a palace.'" i
Father Browning also
praised the class presidents,
who organized each clais and
were responsible for seeing
that all the items were brought
in on time. “It was a tre-
mendous opportunity for them
to practice leadership," he
noted, "and they did a fine
Job."
Cardinal's Tip:
Diligence Pays
BOSTON (NC)—Every high
school student should spend a
minimum of three hours dally
in home study. Richard Car-
dinal Cushing has advised.
"It’s not the average genius
who makes the biggest mark
in life but rather the dedi-
cated, diligent worker,” the
Cardinal told a group of stu-
dents. He said be has known
some geniuses but "I have
never met one whom I would
call an outstanding success in
life."
"To succeed in one of the
most competitive ages in his-
tory, you must have a burn-
ing desire to excel in your
chosen calling and also must
have personal sanctity," he
said. "You cannot afford to
waste time or abuse leisure
time. You should be working
as hard as you can."
He gave the young people
his slogan for success—"Work,
work and more work."
12 the advocate December 27, 1962
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HAPPY NEW YEAR, SPORTS.
Schoolboy Cagers Cater Tournament Rush
NEWARK —At the close of
the pre-holiday skirmishing
Dec. 23, eight teams were left
in the ranks of the undefeated
among Catholic high school
basketball teams. Before the
Christmas tournament rush ia
completed Dec. 29, that Ust
could be trimmed consider-
ably.
Running in front of everyone
are Immaculate Conception
and St. Peter’s Prep with 4-0
apiece. Those two teams, in-
cidentally, were the North Jer-
sey representatives In the
state tournament finals last
aeason.
BOTH WERE scheduled to
see tournament action Dec.
28. Immaculate was matched
with Essex CathoUc in the Es-
sex County Coaches Associa-
tion tourney and St. Peter’a
with St. Mary's (E) in the St.
Peter's Collage Invitation
Tournament.
St, Mary’a (E) was among
the elite eight which went into
the tournaments unbeaten. The
HUltoppera, under new head
coach Harry Brooks, tripped
thair first three foes in Union
County competition.
Immaculate’s meeting with
Eimx offered more than a teat
of an undefeated team. The
Eagles are coached by Joe
Garvey, who guided Immacu-
late to the North Jersey title
last year. Tom Hughes is
coaching the Llona this year.
TWO OTHER eluba had beat-
en three straight taami before
Dec. 28. St Benedict'a, which
was pitted against East Or-
ange in the ECCA event, and
Roselle Catholic, which ia a
member of the Marist Broth-
ers Tournament field, both
were 3-6.
The others among the early
unbeaten were DePaul (10),
which wai scheduled to play
Paterson Tech Dec. 26 In the
Don Bosco Tech Holiday Fei-
tival; Marist (2-0), which wai
entered in the Marist tourney,
and Bayley-EUard (2-0), which
took on Sf. Bonaventure in tha
DBT festival Dec. 28.
In addition to the tourna-
ments, a few regular garnet
are on tap for. the coming
week, highlighted by St.
Mary’s (P) at St. Bonaventure
In a Passalc-Bergen Catholic
Conference game Dec. 30.
ST. BONAVENTURE, which
has the area's number two
scorer in Rich Coraetto,
stopped St. Joseph's (P) in
the P-BCC lid-lifter Dec. 33.
The Bonnies are the defending
champions and one of the fav-
orites again this year.
In independent games Dec.
29, Holy Trinity will go after
its first victory after three
losses, but will have the un-
enviable task of tangling with
6-10 Bob King of Westfield,
and St. Cecllla'i will visit Bt.
James.
St. Patrick’s will be at Bt.
Mary’a (E) and Bayley-EUard
wUI be at Immaculate Concep-
tion Dec. 30. Seven games are
on the card Jan. 2 to launch
the new year.
In the first of the holiday
tournaments, St. Luka's bowed
to Manchester Regional, 44-28,
in the opening round of the
North Bergen HoUday Tourna-
ment at Glen Rock Dec. 22.
A rundown of the other
tournament* foUowt:
- Bt. Peter’s CoUege Invitation
-Semi-finals Dec. 27 will
match the St. Mary’a (E)-St.
Peter's winner agalnit the St.
Michael's (UC) winner and the
Emerson-Cathedral winner
against the St. Francis Prep-
Power Memorial winner. The
consolation and final wUI be
held before the St. Peter’a Col-
lcge-Oglethorpe game Dec. 29
at the Jeraey City Armory.
Don Bosco Tech Festi-
val Semi-finals Dec. 28 wUI
see Walsh-Eastern Christian
winner and St. Anthony's-Don
Bosco Tech winner play
St. Bonaventure-Bayley-EUard
winner. The final is Dec. 29.
Bergen County Christmas
Festival (at Don Bosco, Ram-
sey) Semi-finals Dec. 28
with Ridgewood-Ridgefleld
Park winner taking on Don
Bosco-Northern Valley winner
and Bergen CathoUc-Hacken-
aack winner facing Mahwah-
Englewood winner. The final It
Dec. 29.
Jersey City High School
Christmas Tournament
Opening round Dec. 27 has St.
Mary’s (JC) vs. Snyder, St.
Mary’a (R) va. Lincoln. St.
Michael’s (JC) va. Dickinson
and St. CecUia’s va. Ferris.
Semi-finals Doc. 28 and final
Dec. 29.
Boontoo Christmas Tourna-
ment Semi finals Dec. 27
with Morris CathoUc vs. Del-
barton and Boonton vs. Moun-
tain Lakea. The final is Doc.
28.
Esoex County Couches Tour-
nament Semi-finals Dec. 28,
final Dec. 29.
SILENT PRAYER-Their faces mirroring a childlike Intensity of devotion, students at
Sacred Heart In Flint, Mich., take time out from their basketball game for a moment
Of silent prayer. Each weekday noon as the Angelus bell tolls, the boys and girls in-
terrupt their recreational activities to pray for peace.
PAL STAN -Stan Mutial of
the St. Louis Cardinals holds
the Pol Joey Award which
he received as "America's
greatest athlete" from St.
Joseph's Home for Children
in Milwaukee.
Seton Hall Bows
St. Peter's to Meet Oglethorpe
JERSEY CITY - With any
possible pressure o( an un-
beaten streak erased, both St.
Peter’s and Seton HaU
University can now concen-
trate upon building strong
records.
The Peacocks will have the
next opportunity along those
lines when they entertain Og-
lethorpe College from Atlanta,
Ga., Dec. 28 at Jeraey City
Armory. The visitors are re-
portedly a big, strong club
with a solid record.
ST. PETER’S, which tum-
bled from the unbeaten ranks
in a 67-49 loss to Ohio Wesley-
an Dec. 20, rebounded with a
triumph against Fairfield Dec.
22. That raised the Peacocks'
record to 5-1.
Seton Hall, which had swept
three consecutive home op-
ponents, went on the road Dec.
22 and bowed to Wagner, 83-
Sl, at Staten Island.
The New Yorkers “held” the
Pirates’ Nick Werkrasn to 31
points six below the 97-point
standard which ranked him
first in the nation among ma-
jor coUege scorers last week.
His mark now stands at 36
per game with 144 points in
four contests.
Workman hit for 21 points
before the intermission, but
could only manage 10 points in
the second half as a Pirate
comeback bid failed. Seton
HaU wiU be Idle over the holi-
day vacation.
WHILE SETON HaU has
been relying heavUy upon
Workman’s scoring, St. Peter’s
has been receiving its points
from a variety of playera. Bob
Murray, Tim Keboe, Lou Tri-
verio and George McNally
have aU been averaging in or
near doubts figures.
Paterson Seton HaU finished
its pre-holiday icheduls with a
four-game victory atring and
five wins in six games for a
5-3 record. The Pirates have
shown a high-scoring attack,
hitting above 60a in all but
two games and raaching a
season high of 98 against Fair-
leigh Dickinson.
In AAU Meet
NJCTC Scores Six Firsts
NEWARK - Thwarted by
the weekend snow in their at-
tempt to run an outdoor relay
meet at Setor Hall University,
New Jersey Catholic Track
Conference athletea had them-
selves a field day at the devel-
opment meet conducted by the
New Jersey District AAU Dec.
22 at the Newark Armory.
Five individual events were
won by conference boys and
Our Lady of the Valley took
the only relay race of the day.
The top performance was by
Gus ZilJncar, of Christian
Brothers Academy, who tossed
the id-pound coUege-slxe pill
SO feet, > inches to win the
open division.
CBA ALSO had the novice
two-mile winner in sophomore
John Eager, who ran 10:19.2,
defeating Greg Ryan of Essex
Catholic and Tony Sellitto of
Delbarton.
Seton Hall won two events,
with Don Orth defeating
Chariee Williams of St. Bene-
dict’s in the novice 80-yard
high hurdles in 1.2 and Vadim
ficnaldenko taking the open
1,000 yard run in 1:23.2.
Gerry Murphy of St. Bene-
dict’s woo the intermediate
800-yard run in 1:18.9, with
Tom Durkin of Seton HaU
third, and Paul Drew of the
Gray Bees placed third In the
intermediate 80-yard hurdles.
OUR LADY of the VaUey
won the high school onc-mlle
relay from Dickinson and New-
ark Central in 9:42.3, with Ed
McConnon, Ron Plumstead,
Terry Cunningham and Steve
Ashurst handling the baton.
The NJCTC will have no
weather worries Dec. 29 as it
runs a program of relay and
field eventa at CBA'a Indoor
track. The meet snowed out
Dec. 22 wIU be held Jan. J, on
which date there will also bo
another development meet at
the Newark Armory.
In Scoring Race
Comillery Captures Lead
NEWARK With his totals
swelled by the area high of 51
points, Joe CemUlery of St.
Mary’s (JC) controls the top
rung in the individual scoring
raca among North Jaraey
Catholic high school basketball
teams.
Camillery has racked up 129
points In four games —a 32.3
avsraga. Rich Coraetto of St.
Bonaventure tossed in 36
points last week to climb Into
the number two position with
a 29.7 standard.
THIRD AND fourth places
are held by Brooks Tony of
Baylsy-Ellard in third with a
27-polnt average and Tom of
St. Joseph’! (WNY) in fourth
with 26,7. Tom tallied 33 points
In his most recent outing.
Rounding out the top five is
Lave Gleason of DePaul, who
has a 34.5 mark. Oleaaoo'a
older brother, John, wee a
familiar nama among the scor-
ing leaders a couple of seasons
back.
Three other* are hitting at
a plus-20 pace Tom Greeley
of Hofy Family (22.3), Tom
Keating of Immaculate Con-
ception (22.0) and John Mor-
rison of Seton HaU (21.5).
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DENVILLE BOAT
A SPORTS CENTER
RT. 46, DENVIUI OA 7-3030
BERRY FORD
374 RT. 17, PARAMUS COlfax 24900
New Jersey's Largest Ford Dealer
Making Fabulous
Doais on 1963 Fords
SIT OF SNOW TIRES
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Dining At Its tost
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The Best in
Used Cars
FIELDS
MOTOR CO.
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1963 CHEVROLETS
Impalas • Corvairs
Chevy II • Corvettes • Trucks
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10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
HTIMES A YEAR
with aTC* Savings Account
Every single month's a bonus month at The Trust Company. Make
your savings deposits during the first 10 days of any month - earn
!Ti*t.rest If.0.?1 the ,irst of that mor >th-on balances of $lO or more. Start
with as little as $5. Come in to any of our 12 offices (open Monday
evenings 6 to 8 P.M.) - or save by mail. We pay postage both ways.
The
Tvlist Company
of New Jersey
Jersey
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
Munktr FMtral Drpctlt
Inturiftu Corporation.
Church Mission Task
Is Only Beginning
The Church is only at the
beginning ot its mission task.
The Church is only at the
beginning and yet scientists
have girded the earth with
rails of steel, encircled it with
copper wires, circumnavigated
it with atom-powered sub-
marines, shot missiles to the
moon. What about the work
for human souls?
Christ gave His mission
command 2,000 years ago for
the sake of souls. More than
one half of mankind is still
sitting in darkness and the
shadows of death.
Who is responsible? Before
you answer this question
think upon your duty. Then
surely you will want to help
the work of the Church’s mis-
sions, and the best way is to
pray, work and give for the
Holy Father’s Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. By
helping the society you enable
the Holy Father to provide
needy missions everywhere
with the assistance they re-
quire.
Jeep and Boat
Urgently Needed
Miskito Indians in northern
Nicaragua are used to priva-
tions so much so that it takes
an emergency to illustrate how
isolated they really are.
When Rev. Floyd Richardson
was at La Pan, a woman ar-
rived with a baby who had
been sick for two weeks.
'Hie woman had carried the
child for more than two hours,
and planned to carry her an-
other four hours through the
swamp where she hoped to get
a canoe to take her to Puerto
Cabczas to see a doctor.
Such slow travel often
means death for these people
before they actually can reach
help. The missionaries could
do with some travel equipment
to help those people. In most
cases, a jeep can get through.
Will some good person do
something about securing a
jeep for the Capuchin Fathers
in Nicaragua or a boat
or both?
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev.. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2803
Honrs: Daily, • a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, t a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 0 a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 0 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Peruvian Natives
Lack Water of Life
Water is scarce in some
parts of the world. In one Pe-
ruvian village water comes
down from the mountains to
the 25,000 inhabitants only
three times a week, flowing
through a few small pipes for
about three hours at a time.
Lines form early to get this
water, but when the trickles
cease, there are still many
cans left to be filled.
These villagers are being de-
nied the Water of Life in much
the same way. Christ is there
with them, but unattainable,
because there are not enough
priests. The natives go on,
conscious only of their empty
water cans, ignorant of the
drought* in their souls.
You can educate a native
priest in mission 'lands for
$250 a year. His entire train-
ing costs $1,500.
Monsoons Strike
At Priest’s Home
In the land ot monsoons the
first priest to reside in a tiny
town had as his residence
nothing but the vestry, which
he made use of as bedroom,
office, parlor and dining
room. He writes that this year
the monsoon was unusually se-
vere, causing much damage.
“My residence is no excep-
tion. The walls are continu-
ously oozing water; the floor
is damp and the roof is leak-
ing. Often when it rains I have
to shift my cot, office table
and luggage to unleaky cor-
ners. Owing to the dampness
my arthritis is increasing.
“I have to furnish from the
church down to the kitchen. I
am keeping my one set of
vestments and altar linens in
empty card board boxes, and
as I have no back rack my
necessary books are in wooden
cases.’’
This first priest in a here-
tofore un-Christian area of the
world is able to accomplish
among his people only what he
can in spite of his many hard-
ships. He can cope with only
what is humanly possible, and
hope' that those living amid
comforts will sometimes think
of him and others like him
working in the vineyards of
the Lord where comforts of the
body do not exist, but where
work for souls never ceases.
UNESCO Raps
Discrimination
PARIS (NC) - The United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization has
set up a Conciliation and Good
Offices Committee to help set-
tle disputes arising from the
convention against discrimina-
tion in education.
The convention calls on na-
tions to do away with laws
leading to discrimination.
It defines discrimination as
"any distinction . . . which,
being based on race, color,
sex, language, religion, pol-
itical or other opinion, national
or social origin, economic con-
dition or birth, has the effect
of nullifying or impairing
equality of treatment in educa-
tion.’*
Vocations Up
On Formosa
TOLEDO, Ohio (RNS)—For-
mosa, a country which has
produced only three native
priests since the first Catholic
missionaries arrived there in
the 16th century, now has 15
seminarians in the new Tai-
chung diocese, a Maryknoll
inlssioncr said here.
Rev. James A. Bodenstedt of
Toledo, home after six years
on the island, noted that Cath-
olics, although still less than
2% of Taiwan’s population,
rose to 200,000 in the last
decade.
Eight years ago there were
only 15 churches with resident
priests, he said. Now there are
more than 200.
Holy Father Urges Pastoral Activity onLaity
NCWC News Service
Following is the text of remarks made by Pope John XXIII
May 31, 1962, during an audience for members of the pilgrim-
age of Salesian Cooperators.
Beloved sons and daughters:
This resplendent day of the
end of May the Feast of
the Ascension when Jesus
rising from earth toward
Heaven disappeared from the
eyes of those closest to Him,
might have
then seemed
gloomy be-
cause of the
withdrawalof
the Divine
Master and
His almost
drawing a-
way from His
usual consort
with the Apostles.
St. Luke, instead, takes care
in telling us that Jesus brought
them away from the city to
Bethany; raising His hands He
blessed them, then withdrew
from them; thus they returned
to Jerusalem, but with great
joy, “cum gaudio magno’’
(Luke 24, 52).
In fact they had reason to
rejoice: because of the prom-
ise of the Holy Spirit,* further-
more there remained with
them, the very Mother of
Jesus, in mutual participation
of grace and prayer.
THIS RECALLING of the
mystery of the Ascension gives
us the pleasure of greeting you
and to expressing encourage-
ment to you, beloved children
of Don Bosco, who have come
here in great numbers in the
house of the father, filling it
with such affection and such
liveliness of faith and desire
to do well.
In the course of our life, we
have been attended by the re-
membrances and resounding
echoes of the Salesian family,
of which very eloquent proof
is had by this audience in the
courtyard of St. Damasus.
We have had occasion at
other times to say this; we
have disclosed it during many
meetings. Today only a pimple
mention if necessary. The be-
loved image of the Madonna,
under the name of Auxiliatrix,
was for many years familiar
to our eyes as a child and
adolescent in the home of our
parents.
THE UNDERTAKINGS of
Don Bosco viewed in his
completeness as a perfect ec-
clesiastic in the exercise of
prayer, in that of his intimate
persorfal evidence and of his
action raised such enthusi-
asm to make a youth on bis
way to the priesthood, as we
were from the age of 14, to
want to emulate his example.
The booklets of the Salesian
“Readings'’ at the time of our
youth offered to ua examples
of beautiful writings, equally
as they encouraged everyone
to new forms of apostolate.
Today, the third Salesian
family —as we thus like to
call it haa come to give
proof of its liveliness, two
aspects of which we like to
point out: a loving gratitude
to the congregation founded by
St. John Bosco and the honor
rendered to him, by making
sliine in every aspect of the
Catholic life in parishes,
dioceses, in labor environ-
ments the examples of the
saint who wanted to be, in
everything, a most devoted
son of the Church; minister
and apostle of his teaching au-
thority In every field of the
dogma, of moral cducatioo, of
social service.
COOPERATORS is a lofty
term: In fact, every Bishop
calls his priests “cooperatores
ministerii nostri” (Pont Rom.
in Ord. Presb.); the coopera-
tors of our ministry.
It is indeed a word sacred
and rich in meaning. It could
not be used by applying it only
to the contribution, though
worthy of gratitude, of a
money offering, but extends in-
stead to an entire pledge of
life, to a constant and gener-
ous service.
You made mention of the
council. We could not doubt
that you. too. think of the
great event, that you pray for
it and are willing to do some-
thing, even a great deal, when
it will be a matter of perform-
ing whatever the Fathers of
the council -shall have decided
together with us.
On our part we have offer-
ed our existence for this pur-
pose. And likewise, together
with uf, have also a count-
less number of chosen souls.
The cooperation of many
noble and holy energies of the
teacher-Church fills our heart
with consolation, because we
note that the work is proceed-
ing with certainty toward the
promised goals. Everything
gives good hope, even the re-
spectful expectation of the
whole world.
YOU CAN INDEED co-
operate toward the good out-
come of the council and its
application. It is not necessary
to say much. It is necessary
only to think of its aims, con-
sidering it from the stand-
point of the pastoral horizons
and of the missionary apos-
tolatc, which the council wants
to open up or widen; souls to
take or bring back to Christ;
hearts to animate toward love
of the great ideals of Chris-
tianity; institutions and under-
takings of present-day civiliza-
tion to be consecrated to the
triumph of Cod's Kingdom, in
an effort to be adequate to the
increased needs so that the es-
sentiality of Christ’a message
may reach everyone undefiled
and persuasively.
In the vast field of pastoral
action that opens up during the
period of the council and which
will require new rules after
the council shall have been
held, the laity is widely invited
to take its place of responsibil-
ity as individuals and as mem-
bers of a community, under
the friendly guidance of the
Bishops and at the side of the
priests, In brotherly under-
standing.
HOWEVER, the Invitation D
not of modern times, but of
an times. This is particularly
true in the fields of assistance
and welfare; of social action;
of the press; of the use of free
time; of the various technical
methods of radio and tele-
vision and of all means for the
spreading of thought.
Particularly called to these
fields are our beloved chil-
dren from the laity, due to the
possibility which is theirs of
influencing these fields
through the convictions of the
Faith.
You are called to them, be-
loved sons and daughters. The
wise organization in which the
Salesian cooperation is ex-
pressed offers to you the op-
portunity for fervent training.
IN THE LIGHT of this vast
horizon, it pleases us greatly
to encourage you to faith and
perseverance. Continue on
your path joyously, be con-
scious of the great possibili-
ties which are yours to do
good, practice it courageously
and serenely, be the leaven in-
tended to ferment the entire
whole (cfr. Mat. 13. S3).
This word now reaches your
souls, goes directly to each of
you, but extends to all the
laity of Catholic Action, of
the third orders, of the con-
fraternities, of the pious
unions.
We attend all of yon with
our prayer, in order that,
through the intercession of the
Blessed Virgin Auxiliatrix, of
St. Francia de Sale* and of St.
John Boaco and of the lumi-
noui constellation of many
other saints protectors of the
apostolate of the laity, you
may bear fruit to God with
every good and beautiful work.
And may the implored, ani-
mating apostolic blessing be
a pledge of our cordial wishes.
EARLY CHRISTIANS held
services in their homes or in
catacombs.
Rebels Kidnap
Priest, Laymen
CANTHO, Vietnam (NC) -
Viet Cong rebels kidnaped a
young Vietnamese priest and
two of his parishioners.
The rebels seized Father
Gnoc of the Diocese of Can-
tho. Later they returned to tho
parish and burst into the
church where people were
praying for the kidnaped
priest. When the people pro-
tested the kidnaping, the in-
surgents took two of the par-
ishioners.
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Help Students to Become Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
%
fly revi-c
rv
S. v
It—■
-A-
-1
HOP HIM TO REACH HIS GOAL
In our Divine Word Seminariei in India, Philippine*
and Japan, we have a number of itudent* preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.
OFF
Dear Fat hen
Enclosed find $ for sponsoring a student
to the priesthood for days.
HAMS (pIMM pel*)
___
ADOHSI
_____
CITY .......XONI ...STAtI.
MAIL TO
REV. FATHER RALPH, Mn.m.
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
A New Year,A New HeavenAnd A New Earth
THE NEW YEAR brings with It tha dr air* to ulu U i hotter
one—to bring about, as It were, anew bearea and a wow earth.
Problem* teem ao blf. Kril r aa
orerwhelmln*. St. Thrrraa. the Little
Flower, gives na the method. Da lit-
Ue things, aay prayen, make UtUa
sacrifices
... Why not make thla cant-
ina rear one to help tho CATHOLIC
NEAR EAST MISSIONS? Wo hare
been catenated by oar Holy Father
with the car* a t the prtcole and ela-
te ri and mlaaloaa la the NEAR and
MIDDLE-EAST COUNTRIES ... A
*ery apeclal way yoa eaa aid la ear
work la to apoaaor the training of a
aemlnarlan or a novice ... It a week
paya for the education of a aemlnarlan, II a week for a novice.
It takea ala year* to train a aemlnarlan, two for a ala ter . . .
Yon may aend tho help each week or each year. |IM a year
for the aemlnarlan, |ISO for the novice .. . What better way to
work for anew heavra and anew earth. Meaawhlla may wa
aend yon onr hearty thanka for all the prayer* and aacrlfteea
yon have made to help onr work. Solely beeanae of yon we eaa
go on year after year aldlnc theae mlaalon*.
NEEDED: A SMALL LEBANESE CHURCH. In Lebanon, moat
Catholica are of tha Maronite rite. The Liturgy or Maaa la a
marvelous blending of prayer*, hymns, bells and cymbal*. Tha
language |* Syriac, the aama which Chrlat used, a wonderful
link with the Last Supper . . .In tha Lebanese village of At-
aouja, 300 poor Maronltes hav* been trying tor year* to build
a small church, on* 12 by 10 yards In length and width. Sine*
they have only their labor to give, progress has been painfully
slow. Their neighbor* Jib* at tbam, calling their work a phan-
tom church . . . Won't you help them complete It? ... 12.000
la needed . . . Lebanon la the land which supplied the cedar*
for Solomon'* Tcmpla . , .Won't you help aupply tha malarial*
for Christ's Temple . . , Pleas* aend your help now. Thanks.
ECUMENICAL COUNCIL. Dramatle stories and pictures hav*
eomc out of Rome these past few months. Tha largest Council
In Church history baa a special meaning for us at the CATHOLIC
NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION. One of onr founder*.
Father Paul Jamc* Francis of Graymoor, originated tha CHAIR
Of CHURCH UNITY OCTAVE. For fifty yean. Catholica and
their separated brethren have prayed for unity In their .different
churches. The octave takes place each January from llth, tho
Feast of St. Peter's Chair to January 28, the Kraal ad Hi. Panl'o
conversion ... You can foster this spirit even further by Join-
lug our association. You will share In the benefits of aomo 15.001
Masses of our missionaries. Individual mrrabenhlp la II a yean
120 for a life-time, family membenhlp la IS a year: IIM for ■
lifetime.
PLEASE REMEMBER US IN YOUR WILL OUR LEGAL
TITLE IS THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WKI.KAHE ASSOCIA-
TION. YOUR MASS OFFERINGS ARE SOUGHT OFTEN
THEY ARE THE MISSIONKR'S SOLE SUPPORT FOR Till
DAY.
DEAR MONSIGNOR RYAN
Encloaed find my donation of for
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In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
\Phose careful andunderstanding service is inaccord with
r
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNCHAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
,
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATkM 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
lITTU FIRRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK. TE 6-0202
BOGOTA HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY t SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PfINECKf
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Mo nog or
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. OIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEo.ter 9-0098
ESSEX COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eotl Orange. N. J.
ORonge 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIOH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOMS
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Korl W. Huel.enbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600 1
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldi 2 3333
OIOROE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington. N. J,
Es»ex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESeex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
“
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 7 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McOCl
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldi 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
206 BEUEVtIIE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORACB MURPHY
WILUAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldi 3-2600
OORNY * OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
L V. MUHIN * SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Hightond Ave.
Jertey City. N. J.
Chariot A. Stevent,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8 8114
NCCKSR-SHARPf
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. 4 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
64U BERGENLINE AVE.
WtST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNlon 7-0373
WILUAM SCHLEMM, INC
2200' HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNJon 7-1000
james A. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILUAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANIAN
FUNERAL HOMES *
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pomplon Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
BIRMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N.J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
- PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe.coii 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRe.coM 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe.coM 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
, Elliabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J
Elizabeth 2 6664
For lUting In thit Mction call Th« Advotofe, MArkel 4-0700
Fire Destroys Old Wing
Of Parsippany Rectory
PARSIPPANY-Fire gutted
the 20-year old rectory of St.
Peter the Apostle Church here
Dec. 21, but left the new wing
now under construction un-
damaged.
Rev. James Smith, pastor,
his caretaker and two house-
keepers fled the building
shortly after the fire was dis-
covered about 10 a.m. The
blaze was traced to a blow-
torch being used on anew
heating system being installed
for the rectory.
The fire spread quickly
through the frame building,
which had been faced with
brick only this past year in
conjunction with the erection
of the new wing.
Father Smith and bis assist-
ant, Rev. Vincent Molloy, who
was in the church when the
fire broke out, were offered
shelter by St. Clare’s Hospital,
Denvllle, and in the infirmary
of the Dominican Sisters of
Caldwell, who teach at the
parish grammar school. They
accepted the St. Clare’s offer.
Immaculate Players
Select 'Brigadoon'
MONTCLAIR—The Immacu-
lata Players Guild will pro-
duce "Brigadoon" next spring*
A1 Dumais is director; John
W. Kehoe, producer. Auditions
will be held Feb. 10,13 and 17.
Family Life
RRB-CANA SOR THI INOAOIO
*Sk *• *"•' CUT-
— «. aunr'j. Plainfield.
'filie.’o* imf v,,,nu "*' fc B,oora-
7-Mi.
w "» N"
SM7 Queen of Peace Re-
•real llouae. Newton.
’oakli'nd ““ r * b' ,MT ~ Carmel.
WIOOWS, WIDOWS**
btlM ,onn,d -
Pray for Them
Sr. Rose Anthony
CONVENT-Slster Rose An-
thony Carey of the Sitters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth died
Dec. 18 at St. Anne’a Villa after
a long illness. A Solemn Re*
quiem Mass was offered Dec.
21 at the Villa Chapel.
Born in Ireland, Sister Rose
Anthony entered the Sisters of
Charity in 1901. She was sta*
tioncd at St, Elisabeth's Con*
vent here until 1912, then was
at St. Mary’s Hospital, Pas*
sale, until 1958 when she re-
tired to St. Anne’s Villa.
Sister Rose Anthony was the
sister of the late Sister Anita
Marla Carey, also of the Sis*
tors of Charity, who died in
1958.
John J. Sullivan
RAMSEY-John J. Sillivan,
80, former mayor of this Ber-
gen County community and
recipient of the Benemerente
Medal from the Salesian Fa-
thers last year, died at his
home Dec. 19. A Solemn Re-
quiem'Mass waa offered Dec.
2 at St. ’Paul’s Church.
Born In Jersey City, Mr.
Sullivan moved to Ramsey in
1908. He held a variety of
civic posts there and served
two terms as mayor from 1931
to 1935. In private life, he was
affiliated with J.p. Morgan
and Cos. retiring in 1946.
The new research center at
Don Bosco Prep here waa
named after him last year at
the same time that he re-
ceived the Benemerente
Medal, the highest award giv-
en to laymen by the Salesians
who operate the school. It was
in recognition of his many
services to Don Bosco over a
period of more than half a
century.
Survivor* include four
daughters, Mrs. Katherine S.
Seitz of Wilmington, Del., Mrs.
Jane S. Curley of Ridgewood.
Mrs. Virginia S. Crane of
Balemont, Mass.,. 1 and Mrs.
Rosemary S. Peters of Allen-
dale, a son, John J. Sullivan
Jr. of Saddle River, and 23
grandchildren.
Other Deaths
. . .
James Dempsey, 56, of Jer-
sey City, father of Sister Mary
Edwards, 0.P., of Mt. St. Do-
minic, Caldwell, died Dec. 19
at work in Newark.
Henry Ehrmann, 62, of Jer-
sey City, father of Sister Mary
Cordia, M.S.C., died Dec. 18
at Christ Hospital.
Patrick J. Kelly, 53, of
Hoboken, former chairman of
the advisory board of St.
Mary’*Hospital, Hoboken, and
father of Slater . Mary
Padr<ac, 0.P., of St. Aloysius,
Caldwell, and Sister Joseph
Mary, 0.P., of St. Joseph’s
West Orange, died Dec. 17 at
his place of businest in Wee-
hawken.
Jennie Hughet of Kearny,
aister of Rev. Wilfred Hughes.
0.F.M., of Buffalo and Sister
Belina, 0.5.F., of Cincinnati,
died Dec. 19 at home.
In your prayers alto remem-
ber these, your deceased
priests :
Netcark
...
Bevr James J, Flanagan, Dec.
' 29, 1934
Rev. Ignatius Gebara, Jan. 1,
1929
Rev. Brendan Boyle, C.P.,
Jan. 1, 1960
Rev. James F. Reid, Jan. 2,
1901
Rev. Daniel F. Hogan, Jan. 2,
1931
Rev. Peter A. Boyle, Jan. 2,
1942
Rev. James W. McDowell,
Jan. 3, 1913
Rev. J. Manuch Bazirganian,
Jan. 4, 1922
Paterson
...
Rev. Ferdinand Heckmann,
0.F.M., Dec. 29, 1956
Rev. John B. Bennett, Jan. 1,
1940
Four Arraigned
In Irvington
IRVINGTON—Four men will
be arraigned in Municipal
Court here Dec. 27 on the
charge of conspiracy to sell
pornographic films.
They were arrested Dec. 20
by Essex County sheriff’s offi-
cers and released In $1,500 bail
each by Magistrate Salvatore
Muscato. They are Gerald
DonnersUg and Pasquale La-
Braccio of Newark and Mario
Litterio and Thomas Buckley
of Irvington.
According to Sheriff Leßoy
D'Alola, the arrests followed
the purchase of two rolls of
film from Donnerstag by two
officers on Dec. 13. This led to
the discovery of other rolls of
film.
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OTO» NEW YEAR’S EVE
BEAUTY
CONVENIENCE
PRESTIGE...
N«*M la plaaoantly suburban
a (Ins colloctlon of horn**
SMUasS sad bout with an sys to-
ward Sadat las valua by on* of Ntw
Jarsay** foromost biUldan at quality
homos. Ms thorn this wash)
8 ROOMS • 4 BEDROOMS
• Spllt Lovol '
81-Lovol Doolsna
$31,900
Martsatot tram ltt«
■oma Avail abla for launod. Oecup.
STONY
BROOK
ESTATES
Beomae Aro.. Wychotf
DWECTTpNS: Woot on Route 4 to
Uom jmdor ovorpaos and hoar rt*bt
Route MS) and cootlnao to Stesmac
J“u,l « r: °'« v Cw Dovotopmrnt
OPEN NEW veSSRi EVE I
MAGNIFICENT
LUXURY
HUMES
TU mw otaadord of flno homo*
!» Now Jonty. Cbooot (ram nvs
baautUul modtli. Milt with u»
orrlB« craftamanahlp cad a ttnat
« conttmporary coovtnitnct. Juat
» MMloibMo* from tht Waah-
J**to* BrMfoj i ftw mlautot tram
OortM BUM Parkway owl tht
N. V. Thmwayi flnoot ahopplnt,
educational and rocrttUonal facil-
Hitt.
SEE THE YORKTOWN
• bodrooma, IH hatha, lorn boat-
moat. covarad aMo porch. 3.400 oq.
H. of llvlno apoco including tit-
■oat entry loytr. tan dialog room,
tad flnlahtd dan. «14.<00.
4 other models from
$32,990
CHESTNUT
RIDGE
ACRES
Cboataut Rldgo Rd , Montvalo. N.J.
DIRECTIONS: North oa Gardoa
Stalt Parkway to Eatt ITS (Grand
HACKENSACK
OPEN NEW YEAR'S EVE
NEW
LOOK
ON
SUMMIT
AVENUE
. . .
Choose from 4 macnlflcent baric
modal* and custom chance to suit
your lari*. All home* on 7VkllO*
lot*. Three. 4 or S bedroom* i SVi*
bath* and k-car 10411
from
$32,950
"Top haf privacy, yet Ju*t min-
ute* from downtown Hackensack'*
Hue store*. Berien Mall. Carden
State Plata. Grammar and lllih
Bclwol. train* and buaa* within
walklnd dlatance.
SUMMIT
GARDENS
Summit Ave. and Beech St.
Hackensack, New Jersey
DIRECTIONS: Garden Slot* Park-
way to EUlt 160: turn risht on
Pasaalc St and proceed apprat
S miles to Summit Ave.. Hacken-
sack! turn rliht and proceed ae-
on nti rUnt
Glen View Development Cos. Bldr*.
Acent: 8. Hekemlan k Cos., Inc.
Hackensack. HU 7-MOt
■FAMILY MONUMINTt
John f. A. McGovern
MEMORIALS
AUTHORIZED DEALER
(opp Holy (‘mat Cimilitil
I*7 FIOOI ROAD
NORTH ARLINOTON. M. J.
WYmm *-1471 • ORltwtr* Mil*
THE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
BROGAN CADILIAC-OIDS
M«w Cadillac
Aulhorlaed CADILLAC . OLD*
•ALU A envies
n» Tumi* A*a. CU/len. N. 1.
ornm Imum u • FJI. iumm Wed.)
OS 11300
CADILLAC
mvici
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
*al*cluo tl Uaad Car*
m Caalral *>•
v Nawark
Rhone MA 4-2255
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC
AuUmtUml
uuu * nxvici
t »i<Ua M. WY lew, N. Arttaalaa
CHEVROLET
Tfc* (MV'AuUwrtart Daalar
WALLACE CHEVROLET
agsgL&m
. ft HUW*7A**-
HUnter 6-4900
CHEVROLET
co avaia coAvrrrr
(CONNER CHEVROLET
“°“o^srsa.i?r«-
m BUmUmm an. CaldvaU
CA 6-6666
anVALAA - PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
towne motors INC.
Blnct ►«!.,, t)..1.r
•aiaa Part* Sarvlcn
Vm4 Car* _ A^d,
Phono HUnior 6-1400
Uft O—«M An.. W. Ua4*a. n. j
GARDEN FORD
~
• POAX) • PA I.CON
• TMUMDCAAXAD
Aulhomad Aalaa Aanrk* * Pan*
CaaaplMa aatartian *4 rio*
PM
C*"'
BluemXlal
FORD
NAPPA FORD
Nan aa4 um 4 Palcmu, PartU Thui
4«ibird* ftnd Truck*.
••• Nivul Arc, liluMlU N. J.
EL 4-8030
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
FORD
Guaranteed Used Can
FOREST MOTORS INC.
l» Central Are. Oranie, fi. J.
OR 3-2917
FORD
SHERIDAN FORD. Inc.
■ALKB SERVICE PASTS
PORD CASS and TRUCKS
ISO BELOROVX DR.. KEARNY
WY 1-5060
Uaed Car De*C 4M Kearny An.
Per The Beet Deal ta
OLDSMOBILE
see JOYCE OLDSMOBILX
• AuUiortied Bales A
• Guaranteed Uaed Can •
PI 4-7500
ITI Glea Rldse An. Montclair
PLYMOUTH
VALIANT -
• CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR BALKS
BALKS A SCR VICE
10e% Guaranteed Used Can
ELliobslh 5-5600
K. J.
PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Autkerteed Dealer
PLYMOUTH A VALIANT
BALES A SERVICE
Hudson Bird- Union CUp. N.
UNion 6-6300
PONTIAC
New Car Bales • Berate* - Parts
Guaranteed Used Can
rtneat Body Work A hepalr Berates
TROPHY PONTIAC
MS B*way, Cor. «Stk SL Sanaa*. NJ.
HE 7-4900
PONTIAC - TEMPEST
RAMBLER
MROZEK AUTO SALES
Autßertaed Bales and Berate*
Oaer SB Ye*n 1 Aualltr
Used Can - Beds She* Benin
"TBS IP..*- TB AS) ’
**3u' fiy-“
RAMBLER
800 Jarrr IUNn
ELM AUTO SALES
scbvicb • partts
** lUtnir A*.. ICiinu. N.
WYmon 8 7311
VOLKSWAGEN
Aathortaad Partarr
«U»VIC* ■ PART*
Aircooled Automotive Corp.
"Ow« County 1# OUUM Doolor"
IM Vallay It Boutfc
Phone. SO 3-4587
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
G. M. Tranimliilon Service
; Pare. Ch.rr.tM, BuUk. 0U»
MlXlftf. m ill itui
■■*•*** • monini. 1 m iw
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
~M*kU« A Atrrln* PrM4i
Oil luro.r. Inalatlad A
**•*•"« D.U».rt.. _ H H.ur Anlc#
Dial. Ml 3-3737
*«*■*»* A4#w ■«. N.w.rh, MJ,
PETRO
“Bum I w
•0 rut# or Laadorihly i a Ot) MnUni
rweaT quality tvtl oil
on. BURNca navies
Patrolauna ItXI and Po.or Como.nr*T» Brood •#.. N.w.rh Ml »«1X
FLOOR COVERINO
, ' DUFFY'S
■arrlnf Catholla ramlll.a and
In.titullon. tor 0.. r to Ya.ra
Unol.uoa —. Vtorl r
Bubbor Tito Bui ciiuuir ■
Boaolf# and A Hot a liana
Nt» Roun Btor.t
1 Pay. PL. J.rtoy dtp
CUanlßi Plant. Ml Loa.o Am.
Phone. HE 3-8800
FLOOR WAXINO
■Urn* “a
FLORIST
la Llnd.n ...
PLAZA FLORIST
Hmttt 4 MUlf Dt OUYAmaI. Fro f ..
**•*•£» ri0,.l ArmmaU
ror Xv«ff Omihm
tTt> M«mb«r IHUvorjr ft«nrl«
rtioM mu 4?tn
•r U •• Mivir MU tnii
110 W»od An
FLORISTS
HARRY J. BURKE
est. ms
Flowcre For All Occasions
From our own greenhouse* in UNION.
For prompt Delivery Call: MU BOOM.
Open • A.M. to 5 P.M. - Cloud Sunday*
Stl Ponnaylranla Avo. Union
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Nut I*7*l Oldoit Florist Fit. 1000
Call Ua For Your Floral Noada
NOrth 7-1022
HARDWARE - PAINTS
THOMPSON'S
HARDWARE STORE
• Cook A Dunn • Pittsburgh Paints
• Rusml * Erwin * Staalay Hardware
Freo Delivery Phono PI 44330
Op*n Friday Era*.
Ml PARK FT. UPPER MONTCLAIR
MOVING A STORAGE
ENGEL BROTHERS
INCORPORATED
PART LOADS or FULL LOADS
Direct Van Sorrlco to All 90 Btalas
LOW RATES - FREE ESTIMATES
Cosary Ist* Modarn Stores*
Phono: EL 4-TSOO
301 JULIA ST. ELIZABETH. N. J.
CHARLES FEAR CO., INC.
MOVING AND STORAGE
U Years of Rallahla Barrie*
Local A Loss Distance
Call PI 4-1167
US Olso Rids* Are. Montclair
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS -
NUNZIO MUSIC CENTER
Franchise* Dealer far
BALDWIN PIANOS A ORGANS
Musical Instruction on Accordion
“
110
NJ. 007-3433401 Franklin
Personal Instruction I
CHARLES NUNZIO
inklia Are.. Nutloy.
NURSINO HOMES
CRANFORD: BROOK LODGE
„ .
NURSING HOME
Man A Woman. Poat-oparallr*, conva.
lucent. Invalids, aged. Rag. nurt* m
charg* at all times. A pleasant pair*fid home surrounded by spacious
GLADYS REILLY. R N.
410 ORCHARD ST. HANrORD
■Rids* 0-3003
a certifiedLAUREL MANOR
HOME for oUlorUr m
clooo ottootloo ond corn nlu nuoo
okloi ELnvood 0-4100, r. O. Bo* IM.
Sort no V»Uor No* York.
In Nowark, NJ.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
CONFUTE ERR VICE
«N, winlMowt ekronle.llj |U
86 VAN NESS PLACE
•Off CUalon Avo. I
Blgolow 3-0303
PLUMBINO t HEATING
...
AAUDRRMANN
I*l WILLIAM ST NEWARK J. N. 1.
market %-iw
PfTS
F
riff
U *' —* AAC-. .’Wdvrlul MUrfcudroa. HI Fkooo LAUjroUo DIO.
television sovicb
FERRARO'S
TELEVISION SERVICE
Ono o( “THE REST IN SERVICE**
_
.*«*»* »u t Co 0.0 c“ou
■noool. DorowUMo. Tool Si-Hr. Homo
Phonai Plymouth 9-6300
It* Groriock Forkwor. Bollovtllo
TRAVEL AOENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
txavil (nvies
fcrvtM Um PuUla (lnc« I**
UPHOLSTERERS
ACE UPHOLSTERY SHOP
•MK N*<**(k At*, at • Corner*
Cll>. W. J.
RIAL IST ATI AOINTS
mix COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS, INC.
REALTOR*
*° YMK (I (out* l.oratlon
*»*•• • Arrmuli . Mana**„„„|
*•»»»* . lirimlo* . Tka Oroneee
Ooeen Man A Hed. >«**.
«» Control An, No work MA IUN
«!t ktm (I. Or*n(* OR 7 it?*
CHATHAM
Tw Bur Of («U la Chatham
rawnoni*. M.dloan ond Clarham folk
•*ll
MIIIICENT M. UNDERWOOO
ImlUt
Member Mulliode l-iotin* (*inc*
1(0 Mala at. Chatham
MR (1(00
OLIN RIOOI
NATHAN RUSSEIC INC.
*n Hidaawowd Am QUn Rida*, fl, J
PI 3 5600
GILSENAN * COMPANY
UMUM ol UM DIM
ProportlM In Borson County
»1» E. »K«ow—4 A»o. 01 S I too
RnxjiwooD'i viMM
WE CODDLE OUT Of TOWNm
over 300 wiTgu listings
Rumens real estate oi moo
OPEN 7 DAVE AND EVENINGS
ST Wort RlAtonaoO Aoo
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
It'a Kama la S«. bun
Ittlla
«1 Park Annua iMlarfari
WB MW
UNION
_____
J* Union County A mrrouodlaj iron.
L«| un holy to anlntt • homo for
your comfort ial luyntoooo
22? VZtul:dUm ,mu *"‘** i - u
john f. mcmahon
UW M«nt« An., Ualaa mi
WIST MllFOttl
»•« a>un4 a tuavar I“— TI
EDWARD A. CASEY,
Realtor
WAYNI
WS&
SPARTA
FIVE BEDROOMS!
LAKK MOtUWK, Cafaaial .»
f»ll baaamtM. I Uuu. *4U n4 A htA
LAKE MOHAWK! Cap* C. 4. .U a«M
»•!«•« aaaANMN TmTa
roK HOLLOW PAN Ml
I«ar f aiaa* U 4 I ana at art*.
•or * MO Itm fran taka. W. Ml
“■•(A >ow Nw In um.
E. G. ANDERSON. Rtoltor
CLARK
I »r. a la
-
K an im7 luftoic
I- A. D. N. kum KM.. IIU(M
(■raj*, lull Ait Himml Ithat**
Ml. Mar IL A aha
Arhool. taataaiaal
Uma Phaaa
Ja Vtaaaar CVarrh *
V&N* faMar&a/' a."
I WORTH CALOWmi
O'BRIEN REALTY CO.
SEAL It UTAH INAUNANC*KACTONS Om'NliM
jufßi
Phonti CApitol 8 OSS3
IS NlosmlialA A>*. Nana CaMaaU
TIANECK
spin aaa lt«A raaai haaa. SaM taw*.
IMAM, I IHiwal. m haiaa. till mmd
aaa kiuhaa, Un tmnmtm raaaa. la/(a
(Am. 1 car fa/ aaa. Naaf lataiha u »«a«»
Mac CaU awaa# T* A AMI. Ml MaiiMa*
GOOD BUYS
SELL FAST IN
The Advocate
CLASSIFIED
MARKET
PLACE
Telephone
MArket 4-0700
sgwpwtM*? mum <
*te, SH
We too, extend
our tincere beet withe*
for a happy holiday season I
Your friends at
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
Counfy-Wldt Banking Sorvlro For Ovr 100 Ytart
D»p*lt, Inwrvtf Up U $lO,OOO l r Km
lanni
*5O REWARD
TO ANY APPLIANCE
PURCHASER
IP GOLDKLANG'S CAN'T
GIVE YOU THE BEST
DIAL IN AIL NEW YORK
OR NEW JERSEY
Htrr't XTbst
GoUklamgOff" I
□ Lowest price* baaed oa oar
cooperative IU-atoro par-
cbaatag power.
D Franchise dealer oa every
111lag we eoll.
C FREE— Factory Authored
Service.
□ FREE DELIVERY.
□ FREE Home Demoettra-
Um
AhJ Mml Impartial
D FREE Lemon Exchange
Gaaraalea. 11 year appll-
■ace reaalre* exceaalvo
•ervlee wo will exchange
U for a bread aew oae la a
•ealed cartoa. We give yea
lkit la wrltiag.
UnMll Tea. fcvl Nmm are the
r aaa oeMkieae*a to u kveiaee*
#»if to »*#n.
COLOR TV
w. j.iphj and *rlt man (alar TV
Mil Woo mml anyara dto. Salad
ham tCA * Z.oiih • 01 • Admiral
# Pkttoa • Mopooiat Cato# Sato.
Wa (vaianiM nobody beato ev#
ZENITH TV Sm
laanr mam If*) medal I* iiark. elta
Ot. Maim ala. Mefftaraa. Philae.
Admiral. SCA all at aw am tarn
kniakto p#toai kMi lama day iat-
aka),
STEREO
Vaa mama to, Oaldtlanpt Kai to.
Inr *ammi Wand la all mead
Iwlikaa ham am lava mklta ta Math
tomj Om Map na rat dnplay It
latoitvi amd laatoia laatala Map-
maaaa tto-aa ham left J amd Parta-
ke Mapnaraa graraa l»#a» df.tt eN
milk a 10 raa# maitaal? aa Wa
Oiamaad Naadla (Serna da* aatalta).
RIPIIOERATORS, FREEZERS,
DRYERS WASHERS
DISHWASHERS R RANOES
Wa eHei ifca ii tv«i ttwlatf al
maSti a«d madato aad pvaiantea
mhadr keen av< deal •> a IJO
♦eik l arnaid to (rawii.
OROANS
Cl*aid Oipeni to* band ItaiWad eaad
takimi* lap lift! (a* III)
«.« IM*> la# MPPS-tap JJ**J
la* IP* PS - Sap lIP PJ la# JJP *».
O*eo« * v*k beaki I JO, O pen
keitokat 14 PJ, fan Is# Wa ekala
lam*t| N«,*#.t»a#ad krjt. anrana tan
p| at
llmmr Hrxiaaiaa. lint Me#
Oaat Maaata. Meta. Mar.
GOLDKLANG'S
\ dS> E kvoy, Bayonne
V)pp W. ZUI St. FB S UIT
y TERMS or CASH
O aaa Mam. T»«#». *«l. In t MA.
hou*s APiee oec iii
Opaa araty arantotp w#v »
Owuimai Til * PM.
In Th» Krirnr Nn. ArllntHn Ar.«
TO SIU YOUR HOME PAST
ln«m Mating || With
//,
Iff ietievllle hhi. ArlMftM
WYman 1-4822
0»»n Htilmfa hr Arnolnlmml
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
»0» CHUICHf t, SCMOOIS
ANO institutions
SMCIAUSTS IN
• Residential Roofing
• Leaders 1 Gutters
• Siding
EL 3-1700
MS NSW POINT lOAD
lUIAMTH. NX
esTAinsMio sets
TH'MVMINunitOVOII191
►U9O-1U*4**lW
,p*tSJOdl«Ml|
iISIHOIdNOIONIHSVM
9061»>“*S*
*uiMoy
>inoismlvviNniP“»ONIOQIM'
Sj
FULL RATE
Earned From JANUARY 1
ON SAYINGS
Received By JANUARY 10
HACKENSACK MUTUAL SAVINGS
ANO LOAN ASSOCIATION
141 ST ATI SLcqmh SALEM HACKENSACK. fc 1
K.«l t.
IyW... « » • '
Christmas Package
Parents of Four Adopt Nine
To Keep a Family Intact
CHARLOTTE, N. C. (NC)—
A couple here with room in
their home end in their hearts
now find their home filled with
U children instead of four.
Nine children all at one time
nay be hard to take for some
couples, but for Mr. and Mrs.
Don. W. Meyers, it’s exactly
the Christmas present they
wanted.
THE FOUR BOYS and five
this, ranging in age from 2
to 13, came to the Myers in
one “airmail package” from
St Cloud, Minn., but it took
the couple several months to
keep that package intact.
The story of the adoption of
the nine children by Don and
Jean Myera goea back to last
Jan. 12, when Walter Baker
•nd his wife were driving
•long a highway near their
borne in Battle Lake, Minn.
Hieir pick-up truck went
Into a ditch and turned over,
kOUng the couple and leaving
their nine children orphaned.
Donald Myers and his wife,
reading an account of the ac-
cident, fixed on one sentence
that made them come to a
simultaneous decision. It quot-
ed a neighbor of the Bakers'
•a saying: “The children won’t
stay together."
DONALD CALLED Rev. J.
Paul Byron, pastor of St. Ga-
briel’s Church, who had in-
structed him and his wife dur-
ing their conversion to Cathol-
icism.
“We want to adopt those
children,” Myers said to the
priest The adoption machi-
nery —aslow process was
set in motion. Investigations
were conducted by Catholic
Charities of Raleigh, N.C., and
Catholic Charities of St. Cloud,
Minn., in whose custody the
children were.
For the Myers, adoptions
are not something new. They
have two gir|s of their own,
and they adopted three boys,
including a set of twins, but
one of the twins drowned
about a year ago.
It was this accident that
prompted Father Byron to call
the Myers to see what help
he might render them. Father
Byron’s solicitude led to the
interest of the Myers in the
Church.
THE DECISION to adopt the
Baker children was not strict-
ly a parental one. Don and
Jean Myers consulted their
four youngsters. When they ex-
pressed enthusiasm -about
getting new brothers and sis-
ters, Myers wrote to Catholic
Charities in St. Cloud, asking
that the adoption be expedited.
In his letter, he said: “We
now have four ehildren.We
would like to have a dozen
more. There Is room here in
our home and in our hearts.”
Migr. Michael J. Begley, di-
rector of Catholic Charities In
the Raleigh Diocese, asked
Mrs. Myers why she wanted
to adopt nine children.
She replied, "Children need
parents. And if these children
were put in this world together
they should stay together."
Her husband said, "God has
blessed me with a generous hi''
come. I can afford to spend
money raising children. It’s a
small return for the blessings
given us.”
NEW LIFEBEGINS- Nine orphaned brothers and sisters, whose parents were killed in
a highway crasha yearago, huddleat the Minneapolis airport with Rev. Val Klimekof St. Cloud, Minn., a Catholic social service aide. They were en route to Charlotte,N.C., where they were to begin anew life with their adoptive parents Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Meyers.
Alaska Case
Brief Filed
On Hospital
JUNEAU, Alaska (NC)
Leasing a hospital built with
public funds to Catholic Sisters
who will operate it violates the
U.S. Constitution, a brief filed
with the Alaska Supreme Court
argue*.
The brief was filed with the
court on behalf of a taxpayer,
O.M. Lien. He is appealing a
decision of the First District
Superior Court, which dls-
missed a suit by Lien and oth-
ers against a lease arrange-
ment under which Sisters of
St. Joseph of Newark would
operate a hospital being built
by the city of Ketchikan.
L4en'a brief contends that
under the agreement his prop-
erty is being taken for support
of a religious establishment
contrary to the First and Four-
teenth Amendments to the
Constitution.
The Alaska Supreme Court
announced earlier that It
would bear oral arguments in
the controversy next April or
May.
Hospital Dedicates
Remodeled Floor
PASSAIC—The newly-recon-
structed male patient area at
St. Mary’s Hospital was dedi-
cated Dec. 20 with Rev. Rich-
ard C. Rento, hospital chap-
lain, officiating.
The remodeled area, known
as St. Jude’s Hall, is part of
a $500,000 reconstruction pro-
gram being completed in the
hospital’s 1898 wing. The old
area was completely torn out
and rebuilt and a patient
lounge and dining area were
added.
THE CAMAURO is a tight-
fitting bat worn by the Pope.
News From Latin America
Church Takes Role in Crisis
BUENOS AIRES (NC)-Ar.
gentina's Catholic Action has
asked for tax revisions and the
establishment of a national un-
employment relief system to
meet an economic crisis.
The plan alao called for di-
versified agricultural produc-
tion to provide more food, and
for more liberal credit poli-
cies which would stimulate
manufacturing.
The current crisis forced the
resignation of Economics Min-
ister Alvaro Alsogaray. It also
witnessed the coming about of
a general agreement between
representatives of labor And
management who conferred
under the sponsorship of the
political science school of El
Salvador Catholic University.
Representatives of both sides
agreed that Argentina’s situa-
tion makes it necessary to put
into practice the teachings of
Mater et Magistra, Pope
John’s social encyclical.
Catholic chaplains at the
hospitals conducted by the
state universities in Buenos
Aires have come out in sup-
port of the salary demands
made by hospital administra-
tive 'anl maintenance person-
nel.
The chaplains said that the
hospital workers “would be
neither men nor Christians
if they didn't try to hoist them-
selves out of a situation that
relegates them to hunger.”
The chaplains labeled the
hospital workers’ basic wage
of $17.30 a month totally inad-
equate. They called on man-
agement to grant increases
to behave like Christians "or
at least like those who love
their fellow men."
•
Want Reform Voice
MEXICO CITY (NC) -
Mexican parents have called
for wider discussion of an up-
coming constitutional reform
which deals with the country's
controversial public education.
The Catholic-oriented Na-
tional Parents’ Union said it
is alarmed because Education
Secretary Jaime Torres Bodet,
who is preparing the reform,
has consulted every sector of
Mexican opinion except the
parents themselves.
There was a strong reaction
earlier this year against the
government’s imposition of a
single series of compulsory
textbooks for all schools. The
books are regarded as secu-
laristic and anti-Church. Sev-
eral Bishops spoke out during
the year in defense of the
rights of parents in education.
•
Marxists Lose
BUENOS AIRES (NC) -
Election of a Catholic profes-
sor as rector of the Universi-
ty of Buenos Aires has ended
Marxist control of this coun-
try's leading academic center.
Dr. Julio H. G. Oliver*, 33,
an economics professor, was
elected by the university's as-
sembly. He succeeds Dr. Ric-
ardo Frondizi, brother of de-
posed Argentine President
Arturo Frondizi and leader of
the "reformist” pro-Marxist
groups which have been in
control at the university with
communist support.
Anniversary
In Camden
CAMDEN (RNS)—The Cam-
den Diocese marked its 25th
anniversary with the dedication
of the new $1.4 million Cam-
den Catholic High School here.
Diocesan officials announced
that a $5 million high school
building fund has been over-
subscribed by $1.3 million.
New parochial high schools are
planned for nearby Haddon
Township and Atlantic City.
Since the creation of the
diocese in 1937, Its Catholic
population has grown from
105,000 to 253,000; from 49
parishes to 106; from 86 priests
'to 304; from five high schools
to 12; and from 30 elementary
schools to 62.
Archbishop Celestine J. Da-
miano. Bishop of Camden, has
headed the See since May,
1960. Formerly Apostolic Dele-
gate to South Africa, he has
opened 20 'new parishes and
started a school fund drive.
Cubans Clamoring
To Leave for U.S.
DENVER, Colo.—More than
200,000 Cubans ar* waiting to
get out of their native land,
and the list is growing by 400
persons a day.
That is the grim picture of
life under Castro painted by
Hugh McLoone, director of the
Cuban refugee program of
Catholic Relief Services
NCWC in a talk here.
THE U. 8. blockade cut
down the exodus of Cubans to
a trickle, ha said, but now that
the crisis has eased Pan
American Air Lines the
principal escape route is
planning to resume its flights.
"That means,” McLoone
pointed out, “that 2,000 Cubans
will be descending on Miami
every week. The number we
are able to resettle averages
only about 500 a week.” ’
The Cubans already in the
Miami area, he said, are liv-
ing under sub-human condi-
tions. “They are lucky if they
are Jammed into an apart-
ment with 10 or 12 other per-
sons. Many of the refugees art
living in tents.”
McLoone was in Denver on
a nationwide tour to publicize
the need for sponsors to help
resettle the more than 150,000
Cuban refugees who have al-
ready escaped and are crowd-
ed into the Miami area.
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